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In Our 100th Icor

Outside Embassy, In Mashhad

Shooting Erupts In Iran,
No Injuries Reported

DIFFERENT APPROACHES — Two youngsters at the Murray-Calloway Coynty Parks pool complex found different
ways of approaching the same situation, the diving well of the pool, at Tuesday afternoon's season opening. Pool
hours are noon to 8 p.m. Monday through Saturday and 1 to 6 p.m. Sunday, according to Gordon Carnes, pool
Stab Photo By Debbie N Iet,
manager.

Second Annual Awards Ceremony
To Honor More Than 150 Adults
More than 150 adults who hilve successfully completed the General
Educational Development (GED) test
or other adult education goals will be
recognized at the second annual Adult
Education Awards and Recognition
Ceremony at Murray State University
on Saturday,June 7.
Scheduled to begin at 1 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium on the
campus, the program will honor
recipients
GED
from 12 of the
westernmost Kentucky counties Ballard, Carlisle,
Hickman, Fulton,
Mc Graves,
Cracken, Marshall,
BARBER
Calloway, Trigg, Caldwell, Lyon and
Livingston.
Raymond Barber of Lexington, Kentucky, superintendent of public instruction, will be the guest speaker for

Applications Now
Being Accepted For
County Fair Queen
Applications are being taken for the
annual Miss Calloway County Fair
Queen Contest to be held Friday evening, July 11, at the Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University, according to
Sue Spann, general chairman of the
contest, sponsored by the Murray
Woman's Club.
Any girl completing her junior or
senior year at Murray High School or
Calloway County High School, Mrs.
Spann said. Interested girls not already
registered for the contest are urged to
complete the form, printed on the back
page of today's issue of the The Murray
Ledger & Times, and mail or bring it to
Mrs. Spann, 1204 East Dogwood, Murray.
Miss Jana Bell, 1979 Fair Queen, will
crown her successor at the contest on
July 11 prior to the opening of the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees'
Fair.
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very warm
and humid
Very warm and humid tonight
and Friday with widely scattered
thundershowers. Lows toniggf in
the mid to upper 60s Highs Friday in the upper 805 to low 90s.
Extended Forecast
Chance of scattered showers
and thunderstorms Saturday
through Monday. Early morning
low temperatures will be in the
upper 505 and 605 and afternoon
highs will be mostly in the Ms.

the ceremony to recognize adults who
have earned high school equivalency
certificates through the GED program.
Special recognition will also be given
this year to adults who are handicapped, disadvantaged, or learning disabled and who are still involved in efforts
of self-development.
Lawrence H. Moore, adult education
coordinator at Murray State, said the
public is invited to attend the program.
He added that about 500 visitors are expected.
Barber, a former deputy superinten-

dent of public instruction, served two
terms (1964-68) in the Kentucky
General Assembly from Allen and
Simpson counties.
His background in education also includes experience as a teacher, a principal at both the elementary and secondary levels, and coordinator of federal
programs - all in Allen County - and as
an administrative assistant to the
governor for educational affairs and
assistant director of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act ESEA I
Title I Office of the Kentucky Department of Education.

Silver Dollar Added
To Ball Auction Items
A rare Carson City silver dollar, with
an estimated value of $150, has been
donated anonymously to the Charity
Ball auction, according to Betty Lowry,
co-chairperson of Cie celebrity auction
committee.
The historic coin is a valuable
memento of an era in Ame-ican history
when pioneers were challenging the
West. The silver in this dollar was mined from the rich Comstock Lode,
discovered in the mountains near Carson City, Nev.
The Carson City Mint was established
there in 1870 and, although it only was
in existence for 24 Oars, it produced
many coins which have endured as collector's items. Among them are the 13piece Morgan dollar series of 1878-1893.
The coin is a specimen of the Morgan
dollar, containing 90 percent silver,
which somehow survived the massive
coin melts of the early 1900's. They
were discovered by a Treasury audit in
1964, after nearly a century of obscurity
in the vaults.
"We are pleased to add this rare coin
to our items to be auctioned, Lowry
stated.
The coin will be added to other
celebrity auction items including a 17jewel Ronald McDonald watch, a Ray
Harm print of "The Hawk," a gold key
chain from Bob Hope and a 1980 Olympic sweatshirt from Murray native

State Education Team
Reviewing Mayfield,
Graves Boundaries
MAYFIELD, Ky. AP) — A fivemember team from the state Department of Education is making a two-day
review of boundaries in the Mayfield
and Graves County school systems.
Dr. Bill Sadler, who heads the team,
said today the review would include
travel, finances and the effect on
students. He added the report should be
finished by June 30 and submitted to
Supt. of Public Instruction Raymond
Barber who will relay it to the state
school board at its July meeting.
Part of the countidistrict overlaps
Into the Mayfield city limits and the city
system wants its boundary to coincide
with the city limits.
Under the present boundaries, some
county students who live within the city
would have to pay 61,000 tuition net
year to attend city schools

John Mack Carter, editor of Good
Housekeeping.
Along with Lowry and Neva Gray
Allbritten, the other co-chairperson,
members of the auction committee include Sue Overby, Richard Jackson,
Frank Black, Max Parker, Pete and
Joy Waldrop, Tom Wagner, A.W. Simmons, Jeff Green and Harold Doran.
Tickets for the Charity Ball, to be
held Saturday at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord,still are available.

By The Associated Press
Shooting erupted outside the US.
Embassy in Tehran and at a residence
in the northeastern Iranian city of
Mashhad where some of the American
hostages are held but there were no injuries, their captors said today.
The militants at the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran said revolutionary guards fired
in the air Wednesday night when they
saw a suspicious-looking car near the
occupied mission.
But the car disappeared and there
were no reports the people in the car
fired at the embassy, a spokesman
said.
The militants who reported they were
holding the Americans in Mashhad, 440
miles northeast of Tehran, said in a
statement carried by Iran's official
Pars news agency that the gunmen
opened fire at the residence then fled.
The Mashhad students blamed the
shooting on "internal mercenaries of
Americans staging another plot in
order to create obstacles in the way of
exporting and spreading our Islamic
revolution."
They said President Carter was
resorting to "suicidal efforts and tries
to stop the trial of the American
hostages in any way he can."
They said Carter fears a hostage trial
would disclose the operations of the
"great Satan," a phrase the militants
use to depict the U.S. government.
The students' statement said the
United Stateswas trying to "change the
determination of our people on the extradition of the deposed shah."
But they said they were sure the people of Mashhad will "frustrate all conspiracies of the American government
regarding keeping the hostages."
The militants holding the 53 hostages
since Nov. 4 reportedly dispersed their
captives to 17 Iranian cities after the
aborted U.S. rescue attempt April 25.
But State Department sources say they
have reason to doubt that the hostages
were actually scattered around Iran.
The militants also have said they will
try some of the captives as spies and
hold on to all of them unless the deposed
shah is returned to Iran to face trial.
The Carter administration is delaying a call for new sanctions against Iran
in hopes the latest World Court decision
will speed the release of the hostages.
But Austria's chancellor, just returned
from Tehran, reported only "a fair
chance" that will happen.
State Department spokesman
Thomas Reston told reporters in
Washington on Wednesday, "We want
to try to gauge the reaction to the decision out of Iran for the moment" before
asking for further sanctions,
presumably before the U.N. Security
Council.

New Tremors Delay
Search For Survivors
By BILL MERTENA
Associated Press Writer
VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP) —
Rescue crews searching for survivors
of the eruption of Mount St. Helens were
pulled from the area around the
volcano after scientists recorded new
harmonic tremors.
The ground movement measured
Tuesday was "very low compared to
what we had Sunday morning" when
the volcano spit ash over much of
western Washington. said Tim Hait of
the U.S. Geological Survey. He said
such rhythmic tremors were
sometimes related to eruptions, but added, "harmonic tremors have gotten to
be a danger word,and that's bad."
The tremors prompted officials to
pull twelve search helicopters and a
ground crew from the areas around the
mountain. Authorities planned to
resume searches today.
Meanwhile, scientists said it was impossible to predict how long the
volcano, which lay dormant for 120
years before rumbling into life March
27, might remain active.
Twenty-one bodies have been removed and 68 persons are listed as missing
in the volcano's May 18 blast, which
flattened thousands of acres of
timberland, blanketed a half-dozen
states with ash and sent mud slides
flowing into nearby rivers.
Neither survivors nor bodies were
recovered Tuesday as the mountain
belched steam and ash. Walter Conner
at the volcano information renter
established by state and federal agencies said plumes Tuesday night ranged
mostly from 8,500 to 10,000 feet above
sea level, with one "that had a little

more ash in it" soaring to 13,000 feet.
Most of the ash fell within 10 to 15
miles of the peak,scientists said.
Hait said Mount St. Helens still is
potentially dangerous.

Man Arrested,
Charged In Lake
Boat Accident
PARIS, Tenn. (AP) — A man oas
been arrested and charged with
vehicular homicide in a weekend hitand-run boating accident on Kentucky
Lake.
Henry County Sheriff Richard Bomar
said Larry Grant Nolan, 24, of
Dyersburg was arrested Wednesday in
connection with the death of Donald
Rich. Nolan was released on $2,500
bond. A preliminary hearing in General
Sessions Court has been set for June 24.
Rich, 31, of Big Sandy, Tenn., was
killed Sunday night while pleasure
boating with three companions on
Eagle Creek Chute on Kentucky Lake.
Bomar said Rich's boat was struck
from the rear by a second boat, which
fled after the accident.
Authorities Tuesday impounded a red
and white, 18-foot boat resembling the
one involved in the hit-and-run. The
Mark Twain Min hull, belonging to
Nolan's father, William Nolen of
Dyersburg, was found at Moon's Landing, Bomar said Wednesday.
The sheriff said Harold Quinley of
Dyersburg was in the boat with Nolen
at the time of the accident, but po
charges were filed against QuInley.

The Carter adminLstration is expected to act within two weeks because
"if we don't act by then, the court ruling
will lose much of its meaning," said one
U.S. official, who asked not to be identified.
The Garter administration moved for
sanctions against Iran in the Security
Council last ..lanuary, but was blocked
by a veto of the Soviet Union. Some of
America's European allies and Japan
imposed limited sanctions last week to
support the United States.
On Saturday, the International Court
of Justice at The Hague ruled that the
hostages should be freed immediately
and that Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's regime should pay damages to
the US. government.
Chancellor Bruno Kreisky of Austria,
who spoke with Iranian leaders in
Tehran Sunday and Monday, told
reporters in Athens, Greece, where he
is on a state visit there was only "a fair
chance that the hostages will be released soofter or later," adding that Iran "is
not ready to give in to any kind of
pressure."
Iran has already called the world
court decision "meaningless," and

when its new Parliament convened for
the first time Wednesday the question
of the hostages was not addressed
either by Khomeini or President
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr.
However, the student militants
reiterated their demand that the captives not be freed until Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, ousted by Khomeini's revolution 16 months ago, and
his wealth are returned to Iran.
Khomeini has said the fate of the
hostages rests now in the hands of the
Majlis. But Iranian officials said
Wednesday the hostage debate will not
begin until late June.
The families of three of the hostages
have received the first letters from any
of the captives since the aborted U.S.
rescue mission April 25, a TV station in
Washington, D.C., reported Wednesday. The letters did not say where the
hostages are being held.
Meanwhile,seven more persons were
executed in Tehran Wednesday on conviction of drug charges following trials
conducted by Ayatollah Sadegh
Khalkhali, supervisor of Iran's antinarcotics drive. The deaths brought to
70 the number of persons executed for
drug offenses since last week.

Meeting On Spouse
Abuse Slated Tonight
"Establishing Emergency Shelters
for Spouse Abuse Victims in Murray"
will be the subject of discussion at a
public meeting to be held at 7:30 tonight
at the Calloway County Public Library.
The meeting, which is being sponsored by the United Campus Ministry
Volunteer Center in conjunction with
the Calloway and McCracken Bureaus
of Social Services, will feature community relations specialist Roberta
Hart as the speaker.
Ms. Hart will discuss the problem of
domestic violence and the need for
emergency shelters in the Murray
area. As a social worker from the McCracken Bureau, Ms. Hart is involved
in counseling female spouse abuse victims and has been instrumental in
establishing emergency shelters there
by means of a "safe homes" program.

These emergency shelters or "safe
homes" are the private residences of
concerned people in the community
who volunteer to take in an abuse victim and her Children on a short-term
basis.
Ms. Hart hopes to see a similar
resource established in Murray to begin
to meet the needs of many women who
are victims of domestic violence.
Citizens who are interested in the
• issue of spouse abuse and those persons
who may want to consider being
volunteers in a "safe homes" program
in Murray should attend tonight's
meeting.
Anyone seeking more information on
the meeting or the proposed program
may contact Marsha Cain, coordinator
of the UCM's center, at 753-3531 or 7676105.

New MSU Program Will
Benefit Elderly In Area
Clinical services in speech-language
pathology will be expanded to the elderly population in the area through a new
program at Murray State University.
Entitled the Undergraduate Gerontology Career Preparation Program, it
is offered by the Division of Communication Disorders of the Department of Special Education at Murray
State and funded by Title IV-A Older
Americans Act.
Dr. Cleavonne S. Stratton, who has
served as area coordinator for communicative disorders at Texas
Southern University in Houston for the
past four years, will head the new program.
In addition to services to the elderly,
the program will provide practicurn ex-

perience for students in communication
disorders. It is geared to increasing the
number of speech -language
pathologists and minority speechlanguage pathologists who provide services to the elderly population.
Dr. Stratton, who initiated the program in communication disorders at
Texas Southern, has had extensive
training in speech and hearing services
for the elderly through her work at the
Veterans Administration Center in
Dayton, Ohio, and in nursing homes in
the Houston area.
She earned the B. A. degree in
English at Miles College in Birmingham, Ala., and both the M. A. and
Ph.D degrees in speech and hearing
science at Ohio State University.

of
FISHER-PRICE SCHOLAFtSHIP IN HOME ECONOMICS — Sharon Melton
ofMurray, formerly of Bardwell, receives congratulations upon being
ficially awarded the 5500 Fisher-Price Toys Scholarship to continue her
studies in child development at Murray State University for the 1980-81
of
school year. Making the presentation is Dr. Alice Koenecke, chairman
the Department of Home Economics. Mrs. Melton is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Billie King of Bardwell Route 3.
le "01400bre
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By lochle Hart

Roses, Music, Magnolias
Are For 1930 Graduates

13 grandchildren. Catherine Claud Mullen, Murray, is
Mrs. Ottis Silver ) secretary to her husband. She
Cole
has four furnished roses from her 100
Freetown,
daughters and eight grand- bushes for the banquet.
Aubrey Hatcher, Murray, has
children
Other Long distance an automobile agency. Aubrey
travelers attending the reu- Cook, Murray, sales work
ruon were Lola Beaman, Mrs. Auberna Dick, (Mrs. Kermit
Claud Skinner ) Plano, Tex. Halstead), Murray, was a
retired teacher was my first banker. John Walter Dulaney,
grade student in the one-room Paducah,absent.
The deceased members
school at Galloway, and attended my classes in high are: Owen Barber, Frances
school. Alice Hughes (Mrs. Broach (Mrs. W.H. "Dub"
Ralph Jetton ) Glendale, Ariz., Foster), Robbie Mae Broach
Grover
chose banking as her profes- (Mrs. J.R.
sion. Irven Lee, Hartselle, Wood James, D.P. Jones,
Ala. is a semi-retired teacher Robert McElrath, Geneva
and minister, and 'Sas written Taylor (Mrs. Hubert
Cothran), Marelle Ward (Mrs.
three books.
Of these pre-depression James Johnsen), Ralph Yarstudents • graduating when brough, Perry Grimes.
t were
Teachers p
the Murray Normal School
was seven years old - 15 went Myra Bagwell, Chattanooga,
to college here and elsewhere; Tn., Gwendolyn Dick, Paris,
two became nurses - Louise Tn., Jack Gardner, Murray,
Sykes (Mrs. Ralph Gibson ), Lochie Hart, Murray, Dorothy
Memphis; Rebecca Sykes Rowlett, Hamlin. Miss Ruth
( Mrs. J.D. Wilford) Slidell, Sexton, Murray, Kathleen
Ala. Two are artists,- Frances Pace Woodward, and GwenHolton (Mrs. Gordon dolyn Haynes, were not preJohnston), Tavares, Fla. and sent.
Teachers who taught this
Martha Lou Lassiter (Mrs. B.
class and are deceased are
D. Faught ), Searcy, Ark.
Several are teachers - W.J. Caplinger, superintenEunice Boaz (Mrs. Roy Glenn dent; Cappie Beale; Meadow
Orr) Sterling Heights, Mi. Huie; W. B. Moser; T.A. Sanabsent, Catherine Cole ford, principal; Gladys Scott;
Silvers, also musician, Mary Washam; Lois WaterFreetown, Ind.; Beurdean
Mahan (Mrs. Raymond
Lassiter), Murray; Stanfill
BENTON PATIENT
Cutchin, Chatanooga, Tenn.
Dismissed May 16 from the
absent; Grace Mahan, (Mrs.
M. R."Mike" Duke) Dresden, Marshall County Hospital,
of
Tenn.; Mildred Stephens, Benton, was Dalton Farmer
Maggart) Hardin.
Fred
Mrs.
10
hone
Held Over Tiny
Lebanon, Tenn., left teaching
I.
A 11 AIM•Ir•11 Dre.ok
and became a banker; Mary
Lit4
7 `V.:;1
77
"
Tarry (Mrs. Claire Douglas);
• AMY 1.1.1 II INLS
Orville, Ohio, absent, also a
-i
einkbage,
librarian; Estelle Vinson,
DAUGHT916 i
(Mrs. Milton Outland) MurNo Passes ' MI
ray; Burline Winchester,
(Mrs. R.M. Vance),
Sy CECILY BROWNSTONE
Ends Tonitiii 7:25,9:20
Buchanan, Tenn.; Edith WinAssociated Press Food Editor
Corny(R)Jodie Foster
chester, also an artist,
torts Tomorrow
Amarillo, Tex., has traveled
ITALIAN DINNER
Pasta
widely; Annie Nell Yarbrough Sausage Meatballs
McReynolds)
( Mrs. Elwood
Asparagus Bread Sticks
Henderson, left teaching and Fresh Fruit
Expresso
Fresh
went into business with her
SAUSAGE MEATBALLS
husband; Mary Lou Outland,
Adapted from an Italian airMrs. Roy Hoffman Swann,
line chef's recipe.
Meld Over Thru June 5
Murray.
3 slices white bread
7:15.9:1S+2:00Sat. & Sun
Tommy Dell Smith (Mrs.
L. cup milk
Harry R. Coles) Decatur, Ga.
12 pound sweet Italian
chose homemaking; as did
sausages, removed from
Nelle Whitnel (Mrs. Beale
casings
A 24 Now
Outland), Murray. Nell proI 2 pound ground lean beef
Ifiglomr• Of forma
2 large eggs
vided the magnolias for the
'4 cup minced parsley
tables.
1 clove garlic, minced
Some went into business Held Over Thee Jose S
Robert Mills Williams, Le teaspoon each salt and
715,9:00 2:00Sat. &Sun.
pepper
Leesburg, Fla. was president
5.4 cup fine dry bread crumbs
of the class. (absent); Charles
2 tablespoons salad oil
Ryan, Murray; Tom Rowlett,
Soak bread in milk and
X
Murray; Marjorie Crass, mash; mix with sausage, beef,
IS MO Tee TO SCREAM
manager of Lerman's Depart- egg, parsley, garlic, salt and
thou"' St •'S3.3314
ment Store, Murray; John Ir- pepper. Using 2 tablespoons for
van Ross, retired from each, shape into 16 balls; roll
Open Every Hite 7:45
Detroit, Murray; Paul Red- in the crumbs. In a 10-inch skilEnds Tonite•Rocky-6:15 den, retired from Michigan, let heat the oil; fry the meat
balls, turning as necessary; adRocky II (PG) 1025 Murray; Ben Purdom, Mur- just heat so balls brown and
Pollard,
W.
Robert
ray;
Starts Tomorrow
cook through in about 20 minBerea, absent; Rue Overbey, utes.(To test for doneness, cut
Convoy(PG)
Johnson,
Lucille
Murray;
a meat ball in half — sausage
Corvette Svelleer (P6)
(Mrs. Carter Bailey) with should show no pink color.)
The Driver R
Murray;
years,
30
Serve hot with pasta and sauce.
S•75132i4
TVA
Modelle Hendricks ( Mrs. Makes 4 servinA

Roses, magnolias and musk
provided the setting and
background for the Murray.
High School graduates of 1930
Saturday afternoon and evening at the Colonial House.
'Thirty alumni were present,
out of a class of 56. Ten
members are deceased. The
other 15 sent greetings and ex:uses for their absence
No trouble Identifying each
other. They wore name tags,
but with a few exceptions I
would have known them all
although it had been 50 years
since we were in Murray High.
They were all good looking,
well dressed, in excellent
physical condition not a fat
one present) and charming.
Each has accounted for
himself or herself and over the
years has made an enviable
record. Not a divorce in the
class!
From these '30 class
members have come 46 grandchildren and 54 grandchildren.
Earl Smith. absent, Mesquite,
Tex., a minister-teacher
reported five children and 13
grandchildren to head the list.
Modelle Miller : Mrs. Claud)
ranked next with four sons and

Ina.
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Thsirsdey,May 29
Standard First Aid and Personal Safety Chimes will be
taught at the Calloway Public
Library from 5:39 to 8 p.m.
field
For information call the Red
The elms met at the aid high
Cross office, 753-1421
school building, now die MidMurray Business and Pro
dle School and registered,
then visited the new high fessional Women's Club will
school before going to the Col- meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Holiorual House for picture mak- day Inn with Mary Kate Aping, dinner and entertain- person of Mayfield as guest
ment. Tom Rowlett was speaker.
master of ceremonies; Rue
General meeting and inOverby called the roll of
deceased members and facul- stallation of new officers of the
Women's
ty; Irven Lee gave the invoca- Christian
tion; John I Ross welcomed Fellowship of the First Christhe guests; Mary Lou Swann tian Church will be held at 7
called the roll; Aubrey Cook p.m. in the church library.
directed the singing of the
Meeting to establish
class song; Jack Gardner emergency shelters for vicclosed the program by giving tims of Spouse Abuse will be
the benediction. Larry Clark held at 7:30 p.m. at the
and his all-female "Porch Sw- Calloway Public Library. For
ingers" sang a group of information call Marsha Cain,
favorites.
coordinator for the UCM
When Paul Redden returned Volunteer Services, 753-3531 or
to live in Murray three years 767-61115.
ago, he began working on this
reunion. Serving with hirn
were Lucille Bailey,
secretary; Rue Overbey, John
PiLUSE BOY
I Ross, Mary Lou Swann,
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Mahe
Modelle Miller, Nell Outland, of Palmersville,Tenn.,are the
Grace Duke, Tom Rowlett and
parents of a baby boy,
Aubrey Cook.
Christopher Lewis, weighing
Every detail was perfect. seven pounds, born on Sunday,
Should I need something big
May 25, at the Murrayorganized and executed, I'd Calloway County Hospital.
try for this group.
The mother is the former
The class party was Sharon Rebmann of Salem,
disrupted about the middle of Oregon.
the event when we were
Grandparents are Mr. and
directed to vacate the room
Mrs. Chris J. Rebmann of
for another party. But even
Canby, Oregon, and Mr. and
that did not spoil our once-in- Mrs. Quinton J. Mabe of Cotfifty years party.
tage Grove,Tenn.

Senior Citizens Greenhouse
will be open from 1 to 3 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
frail 10 am. to 3 p.m. for acUrines by the Murray Senior
Citizens. Monthly cleanup will
be at 10:30 am., lunch at 12
noon, and card games, scrable and other games from
12:30to2:30
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Meals for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center.
Second day of annual
cleanup campaign will be held
for the residents of Hazel.
day M
Frit6371—
Third day of cleanup campaign for city of Hazel will be
held.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 pm.at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 am.
Meals for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center.
Transportation for shopping
for senior citizens will be held
and call 753-0929 by 9:15 am,
for morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m, for afternoon shopping.

Saturday, May
Friday,May 38
Family Life Seminar win be
Chili membership social will
held at the Christian
be held at 5:30 p.m. at the Fellowship
Church,
Club.
Murray C.ontry
Briensburg, with sessions at
10 a.m., 2 p.m., and 7:30 p.m.
Family Life Seminar will
Lunch will be served at the
open at the Christian
church.
Church,
Fellowship
Briensburg,at 7:30 p.m.
Fish-A-Thon to benefit Keith
Culver, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Saturday, May 31
Harold Culver, will be sponGroundbreaking for the new
sored by the women of the
Calloway County Comprehen- Dexter-Hardin United
sive Care Center will be held Methodist Church at the
at 4 p.m. at the site on Main Kenlake Boat Dock from 7
Street.
a.m. to 4 p.m. The entry fee
will be $10 per person and will
Annual Charity Ball to
go toward the Keith Culver
County
Calloway
the
benefit
heart fund.
Comprehensive Care Center
Colonial
the
at
will be held
Sunday, June 1
House Smorgasbord at 9 p.m.
Story's Chapel United
person.
Tickets are $15 per
Methodist Church will have its
annual all day homecoming
Purchase with Calvary Singers to be
Jackson
afternoon
Historical Society will meet at featured for the
DeVanti's at Mayfield at 6:30 singing.
p.m.
Ledbetter Baptist Church
will have its annual all day
Ham Breakfast, sponsored
the New
by the American Legion, will homecoming with
The
be held at the Legion Hall star- Hope Gospel Aires and
Uplifts to be featured for the
ting early this morning.
afternoon singing.
Square and round dancing
Roadblock for benefit of the
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Calloway Fire-Rescue Squad
Woodmen of the World Hall.
will tie held at 12th and
Al-A-Non is scheduled to Chestnut, 12th and Main, and
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman 12th and Sycamore, Murray,
Pavillion, College Farm Road. from 10:30a.m. to 5:30p.m.
This is a support group for
Coles Camp Ground United
families and friends of
Methodist Church will have its
alcoholics and for information
annual all day homecoming.
call 437-4229.
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WIN HONORS — Three girls represented the Sandy Coleman Twirling Academy at
the 1980 Baton Twirler's Spring Classis held at Harrisburg, Ill. They were, from left,
Michelle Spann, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Spann; Tina Baker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Baker; and Leah Darnell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Darnell.
Trophies received by Michelle were special solo; beginning solo, second; Miss Eastertime, third; beginning I solo, fourth; intermediate solo, third; beginning basic, second;
Miss Beautiful, second; Photogenic, third; Fancy T Strut, second; Miss Personality, fourth. Trophies received by Tina were Special Solo; Miss Eastettime, fifth; Miss Sportswear,fourth; Miss Denim,fourth; Beginning I Solo,second; Fancy T Strut, first beginning solo, fourth; beginning basic, fourth. Trophies received by Leah were Special
Solo; Beginning I Solo, first; Miss Eastertime, third; and Miss Beautiful, fourth. The girls
were accom nied b their mothers to the contests.

Family Life Seminar Will
Be Held Friday, Saturday
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n'Strawberry Pie
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A Family life Seminar will be Do About Women.
held at the Ctristian Fellowship
A nursery will be provided.
Church, Briensburg an Friday For transportation persons may
and Saturday, May 30 and 31, call 527-8369 or 527-9941.
with Dr. James C. Dodem's
teaching on "Foals On the
Family" to be shown on film
Sesedons will be held Friday at
7.30 pin. and on Saturday at 10'
am, 2 pin., and 7:30 pin.
U%
S
Lunch will be served at the
church an Saturday.
Counselors will be available
after each session to talk with
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Prepare For Adolescents. What
Wife Wishes Husbands Would

NAY
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Debbie Jones of Hardin was
dismissed May 16 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
PARIS PATIENT
Mildred Jones of Hazel has
been dismissed from the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris,Tenn.

BIG
JOHN'S

Every .1-Boy" is a hearty
double-decker, with two beef patties.
lettuce, melted cheese, and tasty sauce, all on a
sesame seed bun. And Jerry's famous Strawberry Pie is
made with fresh strawberries, our secret-recipe glaze,
and real whipped cream topping. What a meal! Two
Jerry's Originals for a very special price.

Glendale & 1755 St.
IS3•91116

Senior Pictures
For The Portraits That
Capture Your Personality
And Character

Announcing Jamie Barnett,
bride-elect of Bruce Wade has
selected her pottery and gift
items from our bridal registry.
Jamie and Bruce will .be
married June 28th, 1980.

Gene Boaz Photography

Dishes N Things

!Reich Rd...Paelecali. It• 45001
/1011-884-26411
Mon Ora Fri 8-5 Sat R-12

SAO N 7th St., Mayfield, Ity 411006
505447-0800
Tura thru Fri 8-5 Sal. 8-11 Closed

0144.4,

Hwy.94

Offer expires June 15, 1980.

One of Jerry's Best.,.for less.

RESTAURANTS

753-8738
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I just received .a very
puzzling invitation from the daughter of friends we have
known for many years, and we don't know what to make of
it.
It reads: "Join us in celebrating a festival of love and
witness the commitment of oneness between Junie and
Lennie, to take place under the stars in the presence of those
they love and those who love them. Fruit, cheese and wine
will be served"
Abby, we haven't seen Junie since her first communion,
and we have never met Lenny.
The location of this event is a public park, and a response
is requested.
What do you make of this? No mention of"marriage" or a
clergyman is made. Exactly what is a "festival of love and
the commitment of oneness?"
It sounds to us as though they are formalizing a living
together arrangement. We think we should go as a gesture of
friendship to Junie's parents. But is a wedding gift in order?
NOT WITH IT IN YAKIMA, WASH
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Where Did The Money Go?

Northside Baptist
Women Plan Meet
At Hamilton Home

(
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Ite Baptist Wornen of the
Northade Baptist Ctairch will
meet Monday, Jule 2, at 7 p.m.
at the home of Jean Hamilton.
All members are urged to atterxi, a spokesman saki
Ann Salmon opened her home
for the May ineetrag. She also
presented the program on
"Mystery Babylon."
Presiding in the absence of
Mrs. Hamilton was Judy Jones.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Salmon. Also present were
Janice Graham, Mary Ann McCuiston, and Fay Manning, the
latter a guest.

RECEIVES SCHOLARSHIP — Susan Byars, right, holds the
scholarship certificate presented to her by Mrs. Phil Lid
dle, left, scholarship committee chairman for the Hazel
Woman's Club.

DEAR NOT WITH IT: It is obviously not your
average traditional wedding. It sounds more like a
do-it-yourself exchange of vows without benefit of
clergy. And yea, a gift is in order.

enefit of the
moue Squad
t 12th and
d Main, and
re, Murray,
t:30 p.m.

DEAR ABBY: My husband's mother recently remarried
after having been a widow for Il years. She is a dear, sweet
woman, and I couldn't love my own mother more.
She and her new husband visited us last Easter, and
during the evening he made me a little uncomfortable just
by the way he kept looking at me. He followed me into the
kitchen once and said he wanted to give me a little kiss. I
gave him my cheek but he grabbed me and said, "No, not
THAT kind . ." Then he tried to kiss me on the mouth. I got
away from him and kept my distance all evening.
Now he calls me on the phone when my husband is at
work, saying he wants to drive over to see me. I am afraid of
him. I am 27 and he is 74.
Please tell me how to handle this, They live about 40 miles
from us and we see them quite often.
AFRAID

.ound United
. will have its
necoming.

DEAR AFRAID: Tell him that if he doesn't leave
you alone, you will tell your husband about his
aggressiveness. And'if that doesn't cool him off,
make good your threat.
DEAR ABBY: Many people have negative feelings about
nursing homes, so we, the members of the Dear Abby Fan
Club at the Marion County Convalescent Center in Marion,
S.C., wish to express our views.
Our home is state-licensed, with a professional staff to
care for our needs. There are nurses for our aches and pains,
a doctor when necessary, a dietician for balanced meals,
activities for entertainment and a social worker to solve our
worldly problems. These professionals maintain our health,
, but more important, our independence and dignity. And
thank God for the volunteers!
We no longer worry about the accidents that befall the
elderly who live alone — or the other dangers, or the
loneliness. We are not a burden to our families. Oh, yes, we
were welcomed into our loved ones' homes, but we have lived
a long time, Abby, and can see the extra work load, the
expense. How would you like a babysitter when the family
has plans?
We have many friends our age with the same interests
here. We share each other's joys and sorrows. Of course we
have our problems, but we work them out because we have
chosen to make Marion County Convalescent Center our
home. Love,
YOUR FAN CLUB. JENNY TURNER SECRETARY

NEW OFFICERS — Among the new officers of the Hazel Woman's Club are, from left,
Mrs. Dale Nance, Mrs. Hughes Bennett, and Mrs. Tommy Story, along with Mrs.
Thomas Poore, treasurer of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs, Benton,

Hazel Woman's Club Hears
Mrs. Poore At May Meeting
The Hazel Woman's Club
held a special meeting for the
nstallation of officers and
otarship presentation on
ursday, May 8, at the Hazel
Community Center.
Mrs. Thomas A. Poore, Benon,treasurer of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs,
was a special guest, speaking
n "Federation" and intailing the new officers. She
served as governor of the
rat District of the Women's
Clubs and was instrumental in
organizing the Lakeland
Woman's Club in 1978. She is
confidential
resently
secretary to the plant
manager at SKW Alloys,
Calvert City, and has been
with the company for 29 years.
New Hazel club officers are
ix. Dale Nance, president;
. Tommy Paschall, first
ce president; Mrs. Joe
akley, second vice presi-
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with MEMORY CUSHION,'
Only in Scholl Shoes
Memory Cushion lets
you walk in comfort Built
into Scholl Shoes exclusively
it helps distribute your weight
evenly eliminating painful
pressure points
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Summer Sensations:
HalfSize
Dresses
We ore havmg
mho spec.al yeOr Spring
Super (ltd now the Senscrhonol Surrifinertirne
hme Bright's has a selection of Custom Pre
ckesses to "notch the beourihrl weather You
wALotincl florol prints. stripes, geornemcs
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dress occasion Several styles feature two
Pece comfort and some hove packet tops to
make a very versat,le acIddion it, row
SurriPler wardrobe S.tes I2is to 24 1', pr Kr,
from 20
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to 88
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Open Fridays
'til 8:30 P.M.

Group C of the Ladies 'Tennis at the Murray Country
Club will play Monday. June 2,
at 9:30 a.m. at the club.
The lineup is as follows:
Court No. 1 — Ann Uddberg,
Jan Wilson, Yvonne Hamby,
and Sue Spann.
Court No. 2 — Mary Bogard,
Cathy Mattis, Lori Rushing,
and Sue McCoart,
Court No. 3 — Lashlee
Foster, Barb Mahnauskas,
Deanna Parker, and Renee
Wynn.
Court No. 4 — Linda
Haverstock and Pat Binford.

Sew

SUNJUNS
,4I1 the quality you expect from Bass is beautifully crottesi
Into these sandals to molte them the best *oaf's(' you will find
for spring IL summer Thong 26
"
. in Navy & Wine, Buckle in
Chestnut of 28'.

Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio
Gymnastics Summer Session

Handbags

you an economize now an that
you won't be caught abort on
fixed expenses later on Weigh
each expenditure Are you
willing to walk instead of using the car so that you'll have
enough money to go to the
movies once a month?
Be reahstic. Don't make life
so dreary that you're tempted
to splurge and spend the mortgage money on something
you really don't need — Or
want.

Forget
Your Feet

Ladies Tennis C
Group Will Play
At Club'Monday

LARGE GROUP

loPs

The hostesses, Mrs. Wayne
Wesson and Mrs. Steve Knott,
served refreshments. Other
members present were Mrs.
Harold Wilkinson, Mrs. James
R. Latimer, Mrs. Houston
Ray,- Mrs. Gerald Gallirnore,
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth,
Mrs. Max Parks, Mrs. Nancy
Simpson, Mrs. Jimmy Lamb,
Mrs. Lal Elliott, and Mrs.
Charles Story. Other guests
were Mrs. Walter Byers and
Mrs. Rowena Northcott.

contributions and clothing.
Again, don't forget to take inflation into account.
On the fifth worksheet, compare the amount you have
available for variable expenses — the amount on
worksheet three — with the
amount you expect to spend. 11
you have a surplus, you're in
good shape. If you have a
deficit, you'll have to go back
to worksheets number two and
four. See if there is anywhere

OAKS WINNERS — Carolyn Caldwell, right, was the winner of the championship flight of the Ladies Spring Golf
Tournament played recently at the Oaks Country Club.
Murrell Walker, center, was winner of the first flight, and
Peggy Noel, left, was winner of the second flight. Others
named were Wanda Brown and Vickie Nance, championship flight; Burlene Brewer and Jeanie Morgan, first
flight; Suzy Wells and Hazel Ray, second flight. Winners
at golf play on Wednesday, May 21, were Vicki Nance,
medalist; Wanda Brown, second; Peggy Noel, blind hole;
Murrell Waker, most putts. Jennifer Crouse, low putts;
Virginia bones, pink hole; Burlene Brewer, most 3's.

till

G
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dent; Mrs. Hughes Bennett,
recording secretary; Mrs.
Tommy Story, corresponding
secretary; Mrs. Gerald Ray,
treasurer.
Susan Byars, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Byars,
received the club scholarship
for 1980. She is a 1980 graduate
of Calloway County High
School and plans to attend
Murray State University.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Story.

By LOUISE COOK
Mew-late/ Press Writer
It's the day before payday
and you're out of funds. But
where did all the money go?
Inflation is forcing more and
more Americans to draw up —
and stick to — a formal
budget. Six out of 10 people
contacted in a recent
telephone survey by Citibank
Corp. of New York said they
were keeping budgets. A
similar check about a year
and a-half ago showed only
five out of 10 reported they
kept budgets.
Families may find it easier
to manage their money if they
borrow a tip from business
and develop a cash-flow chart.
Corporations use the charts
to predict future income and
expenditures and consumers
can do the same thing Here's
how:
Draw up five worksheets
On the first sheet, list your income on an annual and a monthly basis. Include salary
checks — after all taxes and
deductions, along with interest, dividends and any extras that you know you will
get. Do not include hoped-for
raises, bonuses or gifts that
may fall through.
On the second sheet, list
your fixed expenses — things
like taxes that are not
deducted from your paycheck,
housing, insurance premiums,
payments on outstanding
debts, etc. The list of
necessities varies; what is a
"must" for one family may be
optional for another. Include
everything that is essential.
Food, for example, should be
counted as a fixed expense;
you can, to some degree, control how much you spend, but
you can't eliminate the
category as a whole. Base
your estimates on past experience, but adjust the
figures upward to take inflation into account where
necessary.
The third worksheet is easy.
Enter your income and your
fixed expenses. Then subtract.
Now you know what you have
left to work with when it
comes to variables.
The variables should be
listed on the fourth worksheet.
Include things like entertainment and recreation, home
furnishings, gifts, charitable

PQnts
June 4 thru July 30
753-4647
VP`
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Region IFHA Held With
Mrs. Crawford, Speaker

Do shoes fit properly?

"Future Homemakers —
'Bee' Wise — Energise" WAS
the theme of the 1900 spring
meeting of Region 1 of the
Future Homemakers of
America held recently at the
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University.
Mrs. Sharon Crawford,
home economist for the West
Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative, was the guest
speaker. Through a slide
presentation, she gave many
helpful suggestions. on the
wise use of energy, according
to Lisa Hunter, region I
reporter.
Cindy Hurt, Kentucky FHA
president, spoke on "Good
Nutrition for Energy."
The Calloway County
Chapter gave a brief skit to
present the theme and the
Wingo chapter gave the
thought for the day.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

r---

DEAR DR LAMB - 1 suf- tuition of fat is often inherited
fer from calluses on my big
Hottentot natives of Africa
toes, the left side of each foot have an inherited characterisand underneath the sides of tic of a very large fat deposit
each foot What causes cal- over the buttocks It sticks out
luses and what is the remedy almost like a large pillow
to correct them' I do a lot of Despite your inherited charwalking.
acteristics you can influence
DEAR READER — A peryour figure with diet and
son who uses his hands a lot in exercise You could eat
hard labvi such as a farm enough to get fat, I suppose
worker, may develop calluses but that wouldn't be any guaron the palm of the hand
antee that your fat deposits
That's from friction and rubwould be on your buttocks
bing that stimulates an over- You might be unfortunate
growth of the hard outer layer enough to have them on your
of the skin The same thing is thighs You could resort to a
true of your feet. Those cal- method women used years
luses are formed where you ago when it was popular to
have the most pressure and have a rounded rear, namely
rubbing against the skin. That
could be because of an uneven 'W haulm Man.—
weight distribution on your
feet.
If the calluses are on the
sides of the foot as well, it
suggests that your shoes may
not fit properly. I'm sending
you The Health Letter number 11-10, Common Foot
Problems: What To Do About
By ROBERT KIDD,JR.
Them. It includes a section on
The Commomwealth-Journal
calluses as well as athlete's
EUBANK, Ky. 1AP) — If
feet, flat feet and heel spurs.
Other readers who want this you'd like to know what kind of
issue can send 75 cents with a birdhouse your favorite bird
long, stamped, self-addressed would like to live in, ask
envelope for it. Send your Cebert Scott — the "Whatnot
request to me, in care of this Man."
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Scott knows if anyone does.
Radio City Station, New York,
The only other source,
NY 10019.
For calluses on the bottom perhaps, that would be any
of the feet associated with mc-e accurate as to the bird's
uneven weight bearing, doc- architectural and color
tors sometimes cut a little preferences would be the birds
pad for the bottom of the foot
for all the areas except where themselves.
The Whatnot Man makes his
the callus is. This means that
the padded area bears the home at Eubank on Kentucky
most weight and it helps to Route 835. Eubank is near the
relieve the pressure over the Pulaski-Lincoln county line.
unpadded callus area.
You can't miss the house —
DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm 20
years old and need to know the yard has a colony of birhow to shape my rear. My dhouses positioned about the
rear does not stick out like I garage-workshop and woodshwant it to. I've tried things to ed. To a bird, Scott's acres
make it shape but it doesn't must be like a dozen "open inseem to work for me. I've vitations on poles."
heard of people having an
Scott enjoys giving the birds
operation to make it more
shapely. I waS wondering if a nice home and also feeds
you could give me any infor- them, which keeps a steady
flow of feathered friends
mation on this matter.
around his rural address. One
DEAR READER — I get so wonders if maybe the Scott
many letters from women home doesn't have a three
who have just exactly the
opposite problem and would gold star rating on the birds'
like to get rid of an excessive- internal "travel map."
Scott also loves to fish a litly large derriere that I had to
read your letter twice.
tle and intends to have some
The tendency toward distri- fine watermelons in the
-.2

the old-fashioned bustle Don't
ask me where you're going to
buy one
You might be able to use
one of the strength training
machines found in some
health clubs to develop larger
gluteal muscles and this
might satisfy you
Meanwhile, may I suggest
that you should be very thankful Sometimes it's better not
to have enough than it is to
have too much. As you get a
little older, you may find that
you have too much of a good
thing Then you'll be like most
of the other people who write
me about excess fat deposits.

Discusses Birdhouses
Best For Your Birds

Sammy
Tidwell
753-0487

Paul
753-9382
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County, first vice president,
Karen Stahr, Fancy Farm,second vice president; Sharon
Campbell, Heath, secretary,
Malena Jackson, Wing o,
treasurer;
Lynne Laborites. Murray

Lett

High, histreiall; Liss Hunter,
Farmington, reporter; Lori
Farris, Sedalia, parliamentarian; Mona Kizer, Reidlimd,
recreational leader; Pam
Denton, Ballard Memorial,
song leader.

Margaret Wilkins'Piano
Students Present Recital
The piano students of
Margaret Wilkins presented
their spring recital, "Spring
Surprise," on Sunday afternoon, May 18, at the Memorial
Baptist Church.
The honor student award
went to Susan Joy Perrin for
her diligence and decication to
the study of piano during the
past three years, according to
Mrs. Wilkins. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Perrin of Perrin Lane,
Murray, and is a 1980
graduate of Murray High
School.
Special recognition was
given to Karen Dowdy, Matthew Ferguson, and Michael
Wilkins who participted in the
Kentucky Music Teachers annual Spring Festival at Murray State University, and to
Sherry Meadows, Dowdy, and
Ferguson for their participation in the Murray Music
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Teachers Association recital
this spring.
All students received certificates of accomplishment
for the year's work by Mrs.
Wilkins.
Other students, not
previously named, participating in the recital were

Shanxi Walker, Region I first
Miss Helen Frances Wilson
vice president, assisted by
garden this summer.
and Walter Todd Shupe
Karon Walker, Kentucky
In his earlier years, Scott
recreational leader, interviewed
remembers working as a proMr. and Mrs. Harold Wilson of Fancy Farm announce the
some of the members on
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
cessor in an aircraft factory in
outstanding chapter activities
Cincinnati, Ohio. "Had to
Helen Frances, to Walter Todd Shupe, son of Mr. and Mrs.
carried out during the year in "A
wear a rubber suit and gas
Conon Doyle Shupe of Murray.
lime to Share." They are from
mask and all that," he recalls.
Miss Wilson, a 1975 graduate of Carlisle County High
the Calloway Chapter.
The vibration and heat in
School, holds a bachelor of science degree in business educaElected and installed as new
the processing unit was such
tion and is working toward a master's degree at Murray
officers for 1980-81 for the
that the average time a proState University. She is employed as a business instructor at
region were the following:
Walton-Verona Independent School System in northern Kencessor stayed at the job was
Terri Jetton, Sedalia, presiperhaps nine years. "I stayed
tucky.
dent; Angela Clark, Hickman
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
at it for seven and a half,"
says Scott.
Mrs. Harold Hayden, Mrs. Beatrice Wilson, and the late
Square Dancing—
Along with his birdhouses, - Leslie Wilson, all of Fancy Farm.
Susan Joy Perrin
makes
his
famous
Mr.
Shupe
is
a
1970
graduate
of
Murray
High
School.
He
Scott
—special honor
"whatnots" and has been carhas a bachelor of science degree in teaching secondary
ving the miniatures
mathematics from Murray State University. Mr. Shupe is
Kevin Crawford, Michael
"forever,"
employed as a math instructor at Christian County School
Robinson, Don and Eric
His workshop is full of carvSystem.
Easley, Jonathan Gresham,
Kentucky Square Dance Lisa Wilson, Jill Johnson, Jon
ed replicas of knives, beds,
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Jett, who is in
Frolic, featuring both moun- Mark and Bethany Hall,
handtools, people, swingsets,
Walter I. Shupe of Fulton, Mrs. Freddie Todd of Paducah and
charge of the extensive square
tain and western callers and Shellie Owens, Stephanie
the late Lawton E. Todd.
wagons — "You name it and
dancing programs at Kenbluegrass music, July 3-5; the Treas, Phillip Billington, ConI'll make it," says Scott.
The wedding will be solemnized at noon an Saturday, July
tucky's Natural Bridge State
Square Circlers Club from nie Manning, Sherry
19, at the St. Jerome Catholic Church, Fancy Farm. The
About birdhouses, he says,
Resort Park, says, "I'll be
Frankfort, Ky., July 12, and Newsome, Robbie Perrin,
"Two window openings are
reception will follow at the Fancy Farm school cafeteria.
happy to show everyone lots of
the 15th Annual Western Leila Umar, add
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
best. One for father martin
Shannon
easy-to-learn mountain and
Square Dance Festival, Aug. Wilkins.
and one for mother martin."
and the reception.
western squares, with
29-31.
"You can paint them white
waltzes, polkas and many
Further information may be
for martins, but bluebirds like
other couple dances thrown
obtained by contacting
blue houses better and wrens
in."
Richard Jett, Campton, KY
like brown." The sizes of the
There is dancing at
91301, phone (808) 6684550.
houses differ also, with the
Hoedown Island, the park's
Natural Bridge State Resort
size of its intended occupant.
big open-air patio, on SaturPark
is near Slade,Ky.,off the
There looked to be one
Frances Drake
26
to
from
April
nights
day
Mountain Parkway.
curious house among the
Oct. 25 and on Friday nights,
FOR FRIDAY, MAY 30, 1980
bunch that seemed by its size
What kind of day will romantically, you may be May 23-Aug. 22. "We usually
to be built for a wren — but its tomorrow be? To find out what dealing with a game-player have more than 1,000 attencolor was green. "I ran out of the stars say, read the Watch p.m. fights.
ding on Saturday nights, with
brown,"Scott explained.
forecast given for your birth PISCES
people from as far away as InScott has some books on bir- Sign,
I Feb 19 to Mar. 20,[
diana and Ohio," Jett says.
dhouses and birds, but
After a false start, you may Mountain-style dancing
"sometimes the book don't ARIES
come up with a viable career groups from nearby comMar. 21 to Apr. 1911F%
11
work," he'll tell you.
plan. Close allies are feeling
You're anxious to put work independent and could put you munities often give short exOne new house he conhibitions during each proaside and get away for the on the defensive.
structed but didn't paint apgram.
weekend. Work problems that
TODAY
are
YOU
BORN
parently proved his color arise
Other dancing events
now could put you in a gifted with the written and
theory. In its unpainted state bad mood.
scheduled at Hoedown Island
but
are
inclined
spoken
word,
Scott had "three families of TAURUS
Annual Shindig in
scatter your energies. You are a 10th
martins come and look — but (Apr. 20 to May 20)ti.G1
' to
the Mountains, featuring
comhave
the
ability
to
they wouldn't move in cause it
Inner frustration about a
bluegrass music and
wasn't painted. I'd just as well romantic situation could later mercialize your artistic mountain-style square danchave sucwould
talents
and
not built it at all."
erupt into an argument.
in music, acting, painting ing, May 24-25; the 14th AnThe Whatnot Man feeds his Children may be cranky. An cess
and literature. You're a born nual National Mountain Style
birds cornbread and popped offbeat idea has merit.
Murray,Ky.
teacher and can sell both Square Dance Festival,
113So.4th
GEMINI
popcorn.
yourself and a product. Don't featuring many of the nation's
May 21 to June 20)
If you'd like an easier way to
be sidetracked by the trivial, top clog teams, June 13-14; a
Anyone who tries to restrict
get fishing worms, the Whatnot Man can provide that your freedom could feel your
Romance
looks
answer also. His electric ire.
worm probe is guaranteed to promising, but watch out for
bring the worms to surface. domestic hassles.
"But don't touch it — it's got a CANCER
1June 21 to July 22) GO
good shock to it."
The usual routine seems
boring. A work hunch is pure
inspiration. Use care in travel.
Make sure vehicles are in top
shape.
Trade Settle•Workman where you will alums find geelity =dee
LEO
at reasonable pikes. Open Friday evouliags petit 6:00 p.a.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
One Table Ladies
You're concerned about
money, but you still can have
One Table Of Men's
a good time. Don't let an
Good Selection Of Mess
Sport Shirts
argument erupt with a friend
Underwear
about finances.
Sizes 5 44 l, XL
leg SIO 9t
VIRGO
ly Nom
Briefs Shorts, Tee Shirts eel Vest.
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Al
Uses
You are feeling pressure,
Mon's Short Sleeved White
and it won't take much for you
Good Selostioa Of
to get angry. If you have to
Dress Shirts sin.
LadleI "Grasshopper"
stay close to -home, find
Rog 59.9,1 SAVE $5.00
projects to stimulate you.
Shoes
Canvas
Men's
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 —
Men's Light Weight Poly-Cotton
One Reek Of Odds and fads
You'll be content about a
career development, but a
Casual Slacks
Spo
laved one's unhappiness may
ir
cbgi.,„
ear /
1 2 Pries
concern you. Do your best to
$10.99,
avoid later friction.
91"
"*at
Nom* 50 Waist
SCORPIO
Good Selection Of
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Ladies Poly-Cotton
Despite hopeful plans, a
Oise Table Of Men's
friend's attitude puts a
House Dresses
damper on the weekend. A
Short Sleeved
later confrontation is likely.
Off
Knit Shirts
Care needed re spending.
SAGITTARIUS
Ladles Hospital
(Nov. V to Dec. 211 )1eiritiV
Iy Wrompler.
Men's Short Sleeved
It will be hard to put aside
Gowns
Man's Polyester
Poly -Cotton
career concerns that weigh on
Jump Suits
Polyester a Cotes,Ina Mee* XL
Jump Suits
you. Your attempts to make
Shot Saul Twos* XXI
things happen seem illleg 24.t
One Gross Of filea's
advised.
CAPRICORN
Short Sleeved &ply-Coffee
1Dec. 72 to Jan. 19)
Dress Shirts
Yi Price
An invitation you expected
may not come. Disappointment may turn to anger
as you feel unappreciated.
Chock see price sa sollenter sparDon't be so hard on yourself.
New for both boys end pets for
AQUARIUS
Ike hag bet sisawnsor days ahead.
(Jan. 28 to Feb. 18) =AA
Ake geed solottioo of rompers,
U you are uncertain whether
dross sad playsuit): In infant shoe.
someone is interested in you
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Murray-Calloway County Park is
well on the way to becoming one of the
best facilities of its kind to be found
anywhere In the State of Kentucky.
County and City Officials and their
various committees and boards
deserve hearty commendations from
all of us for what they have already accomplished, and the continued support
for all future efforts to make our Park a
place of Pleasure and wholesome
recreation, not only for our own
families locally, but also, for those who
may come as house-guests or tourists
into our area.
The re-location of the old N.C. & St. L.
Depot in the park is indeed a very worthy and appropriate addition to a variety park. The rare opportunity to settle
this old landmark of local interest and
activity is a stroke of good fortune. All
those who have worked to make this
come about deserve our thanks and cooperation. The Depot is a fitting contemporary of the past with the Old
Court-house in preserving memories
and roots of the past, and will make a
good artifact neighbor in the park for
interests of the future.
Afteb-seme years of hidden isolation
within another Murray building, and
after a period of becoming almost a
historical vagrant on a modern landscape replete with current structures,
concerned and dedicated leaders settled the old Court house into a position of
dignity and charm in the woodland of a
beautiful park.
The Court-house is a transient in
some respects from Old Wadesboro,
and is a two party native as pertains to
Calloway and Marshall counties.
Nevertheless we-shall shelter it was our
very own in years to come. Its traditions and history suggest the affairs of
civilized society- the preparation of
deeds and their recording, the issuance
of marriage licenses, the delineation of
roads and other activities incidental to
the affairs of people as they pioneered
the settlement and development of our
beloved part of Kentucky.
And now, while families picnic in the
park's shade, the youngsters play baseball and other games, and many revel
in the luxuries of a modern swimming
pool, the Old court-house will respectfully stand as a sentinel or guardian of
the yesterdays, and a symbol of a
disciplined and progressive society for
the future.
And,so it is, also, with the old N.C. 8r
St. L. Railroad Depot as it is nestled at
the brow of a beautiful wooded ravine in
our park. No more will its foundations
and timbers tremble with the vibrations of a roaring incoming train, nor
will its walls reverberate to the echo of
the screaming melody of a steam
locomotive whistle opened by a dutiful
engineer.
The Depot has been a great part of
Murray and Calloway County past. It
was in many respects an institution. It
was for many years easily identified as
a community center. The comings and
goings of people and animals made its
location a geographic and
psychological point of reference in the
daily lives of citizens. Here it was that
the county's choicest young men waited
for the train that would start them on
their tour of military duty to foreign
lands; and within these walls were said
the last fond good-byes of families arid
friends; and lovers pledged their faith
with affectionate departing kiss.
And here it was that the Old Depot
also became a place of joy as happy and
jubilant people welcomed home their
heroes from war to preserve our liberties. On other occasions, also, the old
Building became a Silent and almost
sacred Chapel of waiting for the mournful whistle of a train bringing home the
body of a soldier, or a loved one who
had died in far away parts of the courttry.
A Sunday afternoon trip to the Depot
was a proper activity for youngsters
who were courting. It was a special
treat to sit together for a spell on the
benches of the old waiting room and be
able to do a little sheltered courting
pending the exciting arrival of the train
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with all its smoke and steam, and a
noise and restlessness that made all the
world seem very much alive.
Whole families often "met the tram"
Just for fun, and youngsters enjoyed
taking pennies and placing them on the
track to be flattened and spread by the
crushing wheels of steel against an anvil smooth track rail. Kids took hold
hands and "walked the track" with venturesome glee in a sort of dare to the big
"iron horse" that would soon arrive.
Copley News Silf••••
Here it was that people waited for and
received dignitaries who came to MurGarrott
'
s Galley
ray on various missions of business,
politics or pleasure. For example, the
locating committee for Murray Normal
School - Murray State University, were
welcomed at the old Depot. Political
candidates, Business tycoons, Governors, Senators, and other V.I.P. folks
had their first minutes of Murray and
Calloway County at the old Depot.
The Depot was most probably the
If there is anyone in town who enjoys
would bring the students and fans leapearly days when Murray State was
first Telegraph office in Murray. "The
reminiscing more than I do, I suppose it
ing to their feet at the football games in
short on musicians. In fact, he helped
Railroad Agent" not only received and
Is Van Valentine. Van, as many of you
old Cutchin Stadium.
out by playing in the college band for 10
dispatched messages of importance
know, is now retired and lives at 916
years and in the orchestra for 12, "and
Conn Linn spent several months with
concerning trains, but often individuals
North 16th Street. He was around MurVan here in Murray recently, but has
most of those 12 years I was lucky
and firms would arrange for speedy
ray State in the 1920s and played
returned to Las Vegas, Nev., where he
enough to sit next to the concerttransmittal of communications.
clarinet and violin with the best of them
has lived for many years. He loves Murmaster," he wrote.
I remember two very dear Calloway
in some of the school's first bands and
ray and Murray State, but when it got
He really enjoyed playing in the orpeople, now gone to the land from
orchestras.
right down to it, his real friends —
chestra, and remembers one occasion
whence no traveler returns, who were
Every now and then, Van will sit
when an afternoon concert was schedulfriends of many years — are in Las
about to take their first train ride.
down and write me a letter as
ed. He was a substitute carrier at the
Vegas.
While they sat in the waiting room of
something from those days and times
post office, and was to carry the mail
+++
the Depot which they had reached well
comes to his mind. The other day, I
the afternoon of the concert. He didn't
He had returned to Murray for
ahead of schedule time, they heard the
received a letter from him about his
want to miss playing the concert, yet he
Homecoming in 1977 and was presented
clicking of the telegraph transmitter
long-time friend, Conn Linn Humwith a trophy by the music department
had to carry the mail.
whereupon the dear sweet lady
phreys. Conn Linn was around Murray
as well as made an "Honorary Member
Where there's a will there's a way, so
whispered to her husband, "The train
State at the same time Van was, and it
of the Marching Thoroughbreds" in
the old adage goes, and Van came up
surely won't be long for they are makwas he who wrote the school's famous
with a way to do both.
recognition of his "Fight Song" and his
ing the tickets now."
"Fight Song."
"I put my violin in the relay box at 8th
contribution to music in general. He
A kid I knew saved pennies and colIt's not played much any more, now
and Poplar Streets," he wrote, "knowtreasures that.
lected- them in a cloth "Run-Johnnythat the bands have gone to the more
ing I would be there just before time for
Van strongly feels that the music
Run" (RJR) cigarette tobacco sack,
sophisticated stuff, but in the old days" department at Murray State should
the concert. I then had a taxi cab pick
until he had enough to purchase a ticket
the stirring strains of the "Fight Song,"
have a Hall of Fame and that one of the
me up there, took the violin out and put
for his first train ride to visit friends in
the mail bag in.
plaques placed in it should honor his
"far-away" Paris,Tenn. It was his first
-After the concert,I had the taxi pick
long-time friend, Conn Linn. "He's one
train ride and he annoyed the "Agent"
me up again and take me back to the
of the best fellows I ever knew," he
at the window by skipping restlessly up
relay box, put the violin in and took out
wrote, and he backed this up with a couand down the waiting room with frethe mail bag and finished the route. By
ple of personal experiences.
quent inquiries of "How long til the
walking a little faster than usual, no one
Van used to carry the mail, walking
train gets here?"
at the post office ever knew anything
one of the city routes, and on many ocThese walls that are now being
out of the ordinary had happened."
casions, Conn Linn would meet him at
scraped and painted could relate many
+++
the post office when he would start on
stories, if they could speak. They would
At one time, Van was the acting
the route and walk the entire route with
perhaps smilingly recall the anxious
postmaster in Murray, and during his
him,a distance of 5'02 miles.
and furtive waiting of young couples
tenure as such the Post Office DepartAt another time, Conn Linn had
"under age"in Kentucky who were nerment tried to discontinue the campus
ordered a new saxophone. It cost km
vously waiting to catch the train to
post office at Murray State. They were
$150, which is those days was somethirig
and
get
married).
The
Paris-(runaway
trying to save money and get
like $1,500 today. The day it arrived,
romance of a train ride was part of a
everything on a route, and he well
Van was with him when he picked it up
wedding trip that may have offered
remembers the successful battle put up
at the post office. When he opened the
more rare adventure than a mere
to save it.
package and the saxophone case, he atHorse and buggy or Model T drive to
This happened during the administratached the mouth-piece to the gleaming
the "Old Chestnut Tree"just across the
tion of Dr. Ralph H. Woods and Connew instrument and handed it to Van.
Tennessee line near Hazel, Ky.
gressman Frank Albert Stubblefield
"Here, you try it out first!" he said.
This summer as we begin to enjoy
and Mr. Marvin 0. Wrather were
That's a friend.
entertainment in our fine park at the
beside Dr. Woods in the fight to keep the
+++
old restored Depot, we can be reminded
campus post office.
Van went on to recall a time in those
that not only are we using a building
Always a saver, Van has given the
4-4+44
+++4•
- -4-**4-44-4-4-•
that once sheltered people in various
Special Collections Library a pile of
circumstances in the days of railroad
—366
historical material about the school
travel, but was also a destination and
which he had kept over the years departure place for animals. Some of
newspaper clippings, programs incolorful
most
distinguished
and
our
cluding a copy of every "Campus
citizens established substantial enterLights" program from 1938 to 1976 - and
prises in the shipping of hunting dogs
pictures. Known as the Valentine Music
that made Murray nationally famous.
Collection, this material has been
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Some of the highest bred and well
cataloged and shelved at the library
Copyrntld, 1178
trained bird dogs were shipped from
where anyone who wishes may see or
+4
Murray all over the nation and
+
research it.
+++++.1.-+-4.4++++.
Interesting to note 23 years later, resurgence of tourist attraction
Calloway County Coon hounds were
He also has given the university the
shipped to Minters in all parts of the
clarinet he used when he played with
becoming recognized as a hidden asset to the economic wellbeing
country. Coon hounds were shipped on
The Kentucky Stompers,the first dance
of Calloway County, a recognition falling on deaf ears at a moment
trial and most of them "stuck".
band at the school, and it is on display
in
history
when
it
was
rampant
with
possibilities
with
the
enhanced
However, the story went the rounds
in the Heritage Room just off the presidevelopment of the shore line, but the pettiness of an opposing
about one old Coon hound who was
dent's office lobby area in Wells Hall.
seemingly never able to adapt or
Democratic administration in 1956 held the lake road and small
Good things, they say, are engraved
"catch on" with the rest of the pack. He
on our memory, and I appreciate Van
free state parks were wasteful extravagances unworthy of perpetwas shipped and returned so many
taking the time to share some of his
uating or even total maintenance. But is is with complete satisfactimes that when he returned to Murray
with me so I could pass them along to
tion the honor is available to pay tribute to Col. Tom Brown and
he was reputed to take his seat beside
you - memories of a special friend, carSid
Jobs
for
their
untiring
interest
and
efforts
in
advertising
and
the shipping room door and wait for the
rying the mail and playing his violin.
next train.
selling the merits of the Calloway County lake shoreline, granting
His letter made my day.
Moreover, the depot was the scene of
their personal fish to fry in attractive riverside resorts. "A moment's
one of the first commercial enterprises
Bible Thought
halt—a momentary taste of being from the well amid the waste."—
in the county concerning dark tobacco.
Omar
Khayyam.
A.F. Doran "Bub" as he was familiarly
Woe be to the shepherds of Israel that
known built an extensive package shipLate in the story, but should be recalled: Marshall Starks Jr.,
do not feed themselves! Should not the
ment of "hand-tied" cured tobacco. His
shepherds feed the flocks? — Ezekiel
owned the first threshing machine, performing work formally done
packages went to almost every state in
34:2.
by pioneers tramping wheat or substituting horses to do the job,
the union and almost any day large
warehouse trucks were piled high on
Lum Wells bought the first buggy, who generously loaned the newthe platform of the old depot. IncidenThe chief business of the shepherd is
fangled contraption for contracting couples pursuing matrimony.
to provide for his sheep. In our area of
tally, these shipments were the largest
Uncle Jack Wells purchased the first Rockaway (alight four-wheel
contributing factors toward making
responsibility is our chief concern the
carriage) as well as the first sewing machine; L. M. Wells brought
needs of those committed to our care?
Murray a Second Class Post office at
the first cook stove and held open house whereby Aunt Mary could
Or is it our own comfort'
that time.
It was also, on the platform of this old
teach neighbors how to cook biscuits without the use of an open
Thoughts
Depot that a thriving and very
fireplace; "Aunt Nancy" Robertson, mother of Elias and Carroll Robremunerative green-pack tomato
ertson, had the first spinning wheel in addition to a huckle to
business held forth for several sucIn Season
• break flax used in making pants and shirts; Capt. W. J. Stubblecessful years until blight took over.
field brought the first mowing machine in 1871 or 1872, according
Our beloved Old Depot building is
by Ken Wolf
about to begin another career of
to E. W. Wells of Charlestown, Ark., who possessed the legitimacy
Are we sometimes overly cautious? A
usefulness and joy to the community.
of accuracy inasmuch as he was born in 1851 on Rock Creek east
"saying" from the Analects of ConVolunteers who care are getting it all
fucius chides such a person.
one mile from North Pleasant Grove, who recorded the "firsts"
dressed up and ready to paint; and It
Chi Wen Teti used to think thrice
in 1931 for the collection of Boyd Wear's 'Remember?"
will soon become the home of a most
before acting. The Master bearunusual Community Theatre. Let us all
ing of It said, Twice is quite
Now that the helping hand of charity had shifted from neighbor
treasure it as a part of our past, a
enough.
and church responsibility, surplus food was distributed for needy
delight spot for the present, and a joy
A later Chinese sage, Ch'eng Mao
and dependent families, beginning March 17, 1956, by a federal
potential for our future.
.11032-1065) echoed these words of the
The depot is an asset to the park.
agency under the direction of Mrs. Cecil Farris- and Mrs. Buford
Master be suggesting that if we think
Respectfully,
Hurt,
more than twice about an action, selfMax B. Hurt
interest will become more important
Kirlisey, Ky.
To Be Continued
than right action.

Memories OfA Special Friend,
Carrying The Mail And A Violin
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The Story Of

Calloway
County
1822-1976

Donna Ruth Grogan, daughter of MI
and Mrs. Leon Grogan, Murray, and
James Oakley Hall of Sturgis have been
named as recipients of the Alumni
Scolarships at Murray State College.
according to M. 0. Wrather, executive
secretary of the MSC Alumni Association.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Edna
Osborn, 56, and Mrs. Dellie Lyons
Parker,70.
Jesse Stuart, Kentucky author, will
be at the Raven Book Shop, Murray, on
May 31 to autograph his books. Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis will be on hand to
greet the author.
The Murray Fire Department was
called to fires at Wilson Hall and Orchard Heights, Murray State College,
on May 27.
Michael Palmer was honored at a
surprise party on his 15th birthday by
his parents, Kenneth and Evelyn Dell
Palmer.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
-Peyton Place" starring Lana Turner,
Hope Lange, Lee Phillips, and Lloyd
Nolan,

20 Years Ago
The proposed construction of the new
beds at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has been postponed due to Hill
Burton regulations and high interest
rates, according to James Rudy Allbritten, chairman of the Murray Hospital
Commission.
The Murray Lions Club has donated
$2,000 toward the improvement of the
Murray City Park, according to City
Councilman Rex Alexander.
Deaths reported include Irvan Lee
(Buddy) Puckett.
The paintings of Gerald Lumley,
graduate of Calloway County High
School, are now on display in the windows of the Murray Art Guild.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Edward Wiggins announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Patricia Ann,to John Paul Nesbitt, son
of Mr. and • Mrs. Thomas Charles
Nesbitt.
Births reported inclue a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Koenecke on May 26 and a
girl to
and Mrs. Dan McKinney on
May 28.
Sidney Easley, Calloway County Attorney, will be the speaker at the commencement exercises on June 8 at the
Sedalia High School. Easley is a
graduate of that school.

30 Years Ago
Walter Jones, Jr., and Hal Houston,
Jr., of Murray Boy Scout Troop 90 will
attend the national jamboree at Valley
Forge, Pa.,in July.
William L. Parr, a senior student at
Murray State College, has been awarded the Donal] H. Sylvester scholarship
in chemistry at Murray State. He is
from Mayfield.
Bids for state projects in Western
Kentucky will be among those opened
in Frankfort June 9 to 13. They will include airport construction at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park, and electrical
work at Columbus Belmonte State
Park,Columbus,and at Kentucky Darn
Village State Park, Gilbertsville.
The piano students of Miss Lillian
Watters were presented in a recital at
the Murray High School auditorium last
night.
The anniversary of the end of the
Civil War will be observed throughout
the state and nation with special programs on Memorial Day, May 30.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 29, the 150th
day of 1960. There are 216 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: in 1790,
the last of the 13 arginial colonies,
Rhode Island, ratified the U.S. Constitution.
On this date:
In 1453, the capital of the Byzantine
Empire, Constantinople, was captured
by the Turks, an event some historians
consider the end of the Middle Ages.
In 1917, the 35th American President,
John F. Kennedy, was born in
Brookline, Mass.
In 1953, New Zealand's Edmond
Hillary and Nepal's Tensing Norluty
became the first men to reach the peak
of the world's highest mountain, Mount
Everest.
In 1972, President Richard Nixon and
Soviet Communist Party Secretary
Leonid Brexhnev signed a declaration
pledging an era of peaceful coexistence
between the United States and Soviet
Union.
Ten years ago, some 11,000 British
soldiers were ordered into Northern
Ireland following bitter sectarian
rioting.
Five years ago, President Gerald
Ford pledged America's commitment
to NATO at a meeting of the allies in
Brussels.
Last year, the government grounded
all DC-10 jet airliners in the nation for
emergency safety inspections in the
aftermath of the Chicago crash that
killed 272 people.
Today's birthdays: Comedian Boll
Hope is 77. Dancer and choreographer
Pearl Lang is W. Biologist Paul Ehrlich
is 48.
Thought For Today, Beware the furry.
of a patient man. — John Dryden 16314
1700)
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Connors Flirts With Three-Set Humiliation By Frenchman, But Escapes

Classic Nerve And Fortitude Meet Classic Choke

-

By PAUL CHL'TKOW
Associated Press Writer
PARIS ( AP — It was a
classic choke and a classic
display of a tour-hardened
champion's nerve and intestinal fortitude.
The scene was Roland Garros stadium, setting of the
French Open, with 18,000 fans
hooting football-style on
Wednesday for unheralded
Frenchman Jean-Francois
Caujolle to put the seal on the

seemingly impossible
a
three-set upset of Jimmy Connors.
Caujolle had gracefully
played the slow clay courts to
cut down the American's
power game and easily won
the first two sets 6-3.6-2. In the
crucial third set,the tall,loose
27-year-old Frenchman with
the long wavy black hair twice
broke Connors serve to lead 52. Connors, serving, slipped
behind 30-40, setting up match

After a long volley Caujoiles
point.
This was the moment a tried with a passing shot wide.
young Frenchman dreams of
Match point was saved.
On other courts Wednesday,
Connors served at deuce and
other American stars, John won the point. His advantage.
McEnroe and Vitas Gerulaitis He served again, and a long
had won their matches as ex- rally followed — the two leftpected, and so had Eddie handers pounding ground
Dibbs. But on the big strokes across the clay, until
centerourt, the third-seeded Connors dared a drop shot. It
Connors came within one point was a winner, and the game
of one of his worst drubbings went to Connors. Caujolle led
and Caujolle a single point 5-3.
from instant stardom.
Connors, clowning on a

disputed call, drew more hoots
from the frustrated French
crowd, and he fought to a
break point on C,aujolle's
serve. The Frenchman cooled
down,smashed an ace by Connors. It was back to deuce.
But for Caujolle, it was not
to be. Connors won the next
point and then broke the Frenchman's serve to make it 5-4
and leave Caujolle so furious
that he batted a ball out of the
stadium.

Connors held his serve and
then broke Caujolle's, and
with it the Frenchman's will,
his concentration and certainly all that hope for glory. The
third set, instead of going 6-2
to give the match to Caujolle,
went 7-6 to Connors, who then
had little trouble putting the
match away with two 6-1 sets.
McEnroe, making his first
appearance here since a 1977
juniors try, was bothered by a
blistered hand but still put

away Per Hertmust of Sweden Australia's Wendy Turnbull,
8-4, 74,8-0.
seeded No.3 behind Bilk Jean
Gerulaitis, after • first King, had no trouble with Gall
round scare, had little trouble Lover'of France, wimilng 7-6,
with fellow American Fritz 6-2. Fourth-aeeded Virginia
Buehning, dispatching him 6- Wade of Britain whipped
1, 6-2, 6-1. Dibbs beat French Czech Renate Tornanova 6-3,
16-year old 'Merry Tulaane 6- 6-2.
4, 6-2, 7-6.
Sweden's Bjorn Borg, seekChris Evert Lloyd got off to ing his fifth title here, was to
a breezy start in her defense of play Andres Gomez of
the 142,500 women's title, Ecuador today. No. 4 seed
humbling France's Caroline Guillermo Vllaa plays Tomas
French 6-0, 8-0. And Koch of Brazil.

What Did They Get?
Mavericks Start Building Young Team From Expansion Pool
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES ( AP) —
What did the Dallas
Mavericks get in the National
Basketball Association expansion draft?
A center with a gimpy knee,
a couple of pesky point
guards, a long-range bomber
who specializes in shooting
three-point goals, a smattering of decent veterans and a
bunch of young players who
will get their chance to prove
whether they belong in the
pros.
That was the consensus of
opinion among the league's
coaches and general
managers meeting here this
week. The big item on the

opening day's agenda was the men on its roster. Although
announcement of Dallas' the list was not made public,
selections from the expansion among those available were
pool, and the Mavericks stuck Rick Barry of Houston, Doug
Collins of Philadelphia,
to their game plan.
"We wanted to go for youth Spencer Haywood of Los
whenever possible, with some Angeles, Nate Archibald of
veterans blended in for their Boston and Bobby Dandridge
leadership qualities," Rick of Washington.
Sund, player personnel direcBut the Mavericks shied
tor of the Mavericks, explain- away from players with big
ed Wednesday. "We feel we contracts or histories of injury
got some solid players, with or personal problems.
"I think they put together a
good fundamentals, from winning backgrounds, and those pretty good list," remarked
are the players we wanted."
New Jersey Nets General
The Mavericks resisted the Manager Charlie Theokas.
temptation to pick some of the "They got some young players
well-known players who were who ought to help them down
put up for grabs by the 22 ex- the road."
isting teams, each of whom
-The one player who really
was permitted to protect eight surprised me by being

available was Tommy
LaGarde," said Al Bianchi,
assistant coach of the Phoenix
Suns and one of the most
highly regarded basketball
coaches in the business. "It's
tough to find good big men,
and he's a quality player. He
might be their best pick."
LaGarde was Seattle's starting center before suffering a
knee injury early in the 1979
season. But he played all 82
games in a reserve role for the
Sonics last year, and if he's
healthy he could give the
Mavericks someone to build
around.
The two point guards who
should prove useful to Dallas
are Mike Bratz and Billy
McKinney,
backup

playmakers last season for
Phoenix and Kansas City,
respectively. And the threepoint bomber is Joe Bassett,
whose long-range shooting
was the deciding factor in
several games for the Indiana
Pacers last season.
If Dallas had to field a team
today, Its starting five might
list LaGarde at center, Winton' Boynes of New Jersey
and Richard Washington of
Milwaukee at forward and
Bretz and Austin Carr of
Cleveland at guard. But any or
all of them, as well as the
other players picked, may be
used as trade bait by the
Mavericks, who begin competition as the NBA's 23rd
franchise next season.

Defending Champ McGee Favors Watson
By TOM SEPPY
AP Sports Writer
BETHESDA, Md. (API —
Defending champion Jerry
McGee has joined the club
that believes Tom Watson is
the odds-on favorite to win the
Kemper Open beginning today.
"Watson has to be the biggest favorite of any place I've
seen him," McGee said after a
practice round Wednesday
with former President Gerry
Ford,an event he called one of
the most memorable he has
ever had.
"This course is ideal for

GARY PLAYER will be one of the top names in this week's Kemper Open, which has
been moved to the Congressional Country Club near Washington. D.C.

6-4 Forward Picked In Expansion Draft

Givens May Get New Chance
To Fulfill Promise With Dallas
ATLANTA (AP) — Jack
Givens, a former AllAmerican from Kentucky who
never lived up to his promise
while with the Atlanta Hawks,
may be playing for the National Basketball Associations expansion Dallas
Mavericks next season.

The 6-foot-4 forward was last season trying to trade
picked by the new franchise in Givens, who led Kentucky to a
Wednesday's expansion pool. 30-2 record and the NCAA
Each of the 22 existing NBA championship in 1978.
teams contributed a player to
the new team. Dallas will have
to cut 11 of those players.
"We wish Jack all the best
in his new home," said Hawks
Vice President-General
Manager Stan Kasten. "I hope
he get the playing time be's
always wanted. He is with people who will fit his character."

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (API
— Injuries have sidelined two
of
California's
top
thoroughbreds — Flying
Paster and Jaklin Klugman —
and it isn't known how long
either horse will be out of action.
Flying Paster, 1979 California Horse of the Year, suffered a slight fracture in the
ankle joint of the cannon bale

an outstanding hurler; so does
Hazard.
Tates Creek, which takes on
Paducah St. Mary's in the
opener, may call on righthander Tony Harris, who is 6-0
and has allowed only one run
The Hawks spent much of
Lexington Tates Creek has In the last 22 innings.
Hazard is expected to hand
IIIIIIIIIIIIISANCTIONED B
the ball to Tim Kilburn when
the Bulldogs tangle with
Louisville Trinity in the other
afternoon game. Kilburn is 7-0
this season and 16-0 over two
seasons.
Harris pitched a three-hit
shutout against Bryan Station
in the district and a two-hit
shutout against Estill County
In the regional for Tates Creek
which enters the two-day tournament with a 14-9 record. It is
the only former champion in
the field, winning the title in
Promoted By
1878.
Paducah St. Mary's is 19-4
and its coach, Richard Durbin, said his team must score
Pars, 100°0 Jackpot
often to win. In the sernistate
11 Fair Grourads (No Akoholic Beveroges)
final, it did, managing 21 hits
First Place
Missierees 3 latales Per Clots
In an 18-4 win over Ohio CounTop Eliminator
ty.
Eric Rust, who IS 5-1, is ex$100 4:4 Truck
pected to start against Tates
Location of Races
Creek.
Classes
Daum Soggy
U Kilburn doesn't pitch for
Titr•awlvaeter
4:4 Truck
Hazard, now 26-7, he will play
second base while Kenny
2 Wheal DIM
0441esey
'Mot NW Pithy'
McDaniels, 6-1, or Tim CorCall For beforasatiors 7511-1421
nett,11-3, takes over the mound
Entry Fee $10.00 Al If•hicles
assignment.
Not Responsible For Accidents
Ps Rettairtul To Enter Pit 11.00
Trinity is 25-6 and considered a strong hitting club.

(\\
DIRT DRAGS

.44"iires4=1.

In the second game, Don
Hargrove tossed a one-hitter
and connected for a home run
on the very first pitch for the
winning Yanks. He finished
the game with three hits in
four at bats and had two RBI.
Ronnie Pace led the Yanks
with three RBI on the strength
of two doubles.

mer meetings, which began
Wednesday.
Also to be named were the
NBA's Coach of the Year,
Rookie of the Year and Executive of the Year.
All three awards were expected to go to members of the
Boston Celtics — Coach Bill
Fitch, rookie Larry Bird and
President-General Manager
Red Auerbach.
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Alan Gibbs added three RBI
and Tim McAlister chipped in
with two hits.

Jabbar Expected To Be
Named NBA MVP Today

Murray Calloway Co. Jaycees

Si

joyable day and one I'll never
forget," he said."I was shocked how nervous I was on te
first tee until I hit the ball.
"It was surprising because I
told my wife last night,'Today
he's going to be in my office,
I'm not going to be in his.' It
didn't make any difference."

Angels Split Pair Of
Babe Ruth Games

Injuries Have Sidelined Two
Top California Thoroughbreds

Pitching May Be Decisive
Factor in State Tourney

FORT KNOX, Ky. (AP) —
Pitching could be the decisive
factor in the State Baseball
Tournament which opens today at Cornwell Field at Fort
Knox.

size of the greens, which he Lietzke, Jerry Pate, LC..
said were "very big" at Quail Snead, Tom Weiskopf, Larry
Hollow but "so may of them Nelson and the favoriteof the
here are elevated and have local crowd,Arnold Palmer.
McGee, who says he is playfingers.
"You have to hit your irons ing the worst of his career, adThe Kemper, which got so high that they drop on the mits he got a special thrill
away today with 156 players in greens, which are so quick," playing with Ford.
"It was a thorougly enthe field, moved here this year he said. -And you have to be
after 12 years at Quail Hollow able to get the ball up and
down. That's what makes it
near Charlotte, N.C.
ideal for Tom Watson."
"There's no comparison
Nevertheless, there are
between the two courses," several others in the field who
said McGee, who shot the best could prove to be formidable
18-hole score of 1979 in the opponents for Watson here,
In Senior Babe Ruth last
Kemper,an 11-under par 61.
such as Gary Player, Lee
As an example, he cited the Trevino, Ray Floyd, Bruce night, the Angels split two a
pair of games, defeating the
Cards, 17-1, and losing to the
Yanks,10-0,in five innings.
Darren Hooper was the winning pitcher against the
Cards, giving up only two hits.
"We noticed it over the Eddie Requarth had four exand is not expected to race
again until next winter, weekend and had the crack tra base hits in five aptrainer Gordon Campbell said cut out immediate "trainer pearances, including three
Wednesday at Hollywood Riley Cofer said of the 1900 doubles and a triple, for a
Kentucky Derby's third-place team-leading five runs batted
Park.
"It's a four-month healing finisher. "And even though we in.
process, so he won't see any could try and run him, we
more action this year," Camp- have made a decision to let it
bell explained. "But, this is heal completely first. I don't
not a serious injury arid he know how long that means it
will be until be races again."
should be fine for next year."
The gray-coated Jacklin
The injury, Campbell said,
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
was discovered in X-rays Klugman, who had been a protaken after Flying Paster's bable starter in Sunday's Kareem Abdul-Jabbar of the
fourthplace finish May 18 in $100,000 Cinema Handicap at champion Los Angeles Lakers
the Mervyn LeRoy Handicap. Hollywood Park, is owned by was expected to be mimed the
The trainer said it is not actor Jack Khigman and land- National Basketball Association's Most Valuable Player
known when the horse, owned scaper John Dominguez.
A runnerup to Spectacular for the 1979-80 season when the
by Ben Ridderrn, was injured.
Meanwhile,
3-year-old Bid in four starts at Santa league announced its award
winners at a luncheon today.
Jaklin Klugman, winner of the Anita this year, Flying Paster
This is the first time the
1900 California Derby, has has earned $180,000 this year
NBA is giving out its awards
been sidelined indefinitely by and has career earnings of
at the league's annual sum$907,060.
a quarter crack.
Tom," said McGee of the
7,054-yard, par 70 Congressional Country Club in suburban Washington. "If he wins
by five or six shots, it wouldn't
surprise me."

2
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Pitches Phillies into Ti. With Pirates

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Lerch No Longer Left Out After 0-6 Start
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Wetter
Randy Lerch was starting to
feel left out.
"I got skipped a couple of
times when I thought I should
have pitched," said the
Philadelphia Ptulbes' lefthander.
Part of the problem, of
course, was his disappointing
04 record. Manager Dallas
Green said he had "rested"
Lerch the last 10 days because
he felt the pitcher was playing
with a lack of enthusiasm and
aggressiveness.
Apparently the rest helped.
Lerch was abundantly • enthusiastic and aggressive
while pitching the Phillies to a
6-3 decision over the Pittsburgh Pirates Wednesday
night with ninth-inning relief
help from Ron Reed.
"He threw the heck out of
the ball tonight," Green said.
"Randy used the inside of the
plate more. He had been working too much outside."
Lerch really sparkled in the

eighth inning, when a single
and double put runners at second and third with none out
Lerch then retired the side,
striking out Bill Robinson on a
dazzling pitch.
"He was due to pitch a good
game," said Pittsburgh
Manager Chuck Tanner,
"He's a good pitcher Give
him credit."

NI. Roundup
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Houston Astroa
nipped the San Diego Padres
1-0; the Atlanta Braves beat
the San Francisco Giants 3-2
in 12 innings; the New York
Mets defeated the St. Louis
Cardinals 6-5 and the Montreal
Expos and Chicago Cubs
played to a 3-3 tie in a game
suspended after 10 innings by
darkness.
Lerch scattered 10 hits
before leaving with none out in
the ninth after giving up Lee
Lacy's two-run homer, his se-

Chambliss' liner to right
field off reliever Gary Lavelle,
04, scored Larvell Blanks,
who reached second on a twoDame throwing error by third
baseman Darrell Evans.
The victory went to Al
Hraboaky, 3-1, who blanked
the Giants in the 12th.
Brian Asaelstine and Bruce
Benedict each produced twoout run-scoring singles off Ed
Whitson to earn the Braves a
2-2 tie in the sixth inning.
Chambliss' winning he was
off a Lavelle fastball
Mets 6, Cardinals 5
John Stearns drilled a
tworun single and Elliott Maddox's bases-loaded double
knocked in three more ins sixrun eighth inning rally which
carried New York over St.
Louis.
The Meta sent 11 batters to
the plate in their big inning,
climaxing the rally when
rookie Jose Moreno delivered
a single to account for the winning run.

Two New Players Come To Rescue

The outburst wiped outs 5-0
Cardinal lead and provided
the Mets with their ninth victory in 13 games while spelling
the 12th loss in the last 13
starts for St. Louis.
Expos 3, Cubs 3
An
approaching
thunderstorm at Wrigley
Field caused the game
between Montreal and
Chicago to be suspended
because of darkness. The contest will be resumed at that
point when Montreal returns
to Chicago in August.
The darkness at the only
major league part without
lights made play difficult in
the umpire's opinion, and
about 20 minutes after they
had suspended the game, the
area was drenched by a
downpour.
The Expos sent the game into extra innings in the ninth
when pinch-hitter Jerry White
hit a sacrifice fly to drive in
pinchrunner Tony Bernazard
from third base.
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Evert Lleyd deleatad Caroline'Yeah of
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of France 74, 64, Nertheeeded
Vulture Wade of Bnien downed
Csabonievakie's Iteneta Taandoeva 63.
6-3, seveutbeeeded Hans Mandlikove of
Csechedevaina ousted Manta Redondo
64, 1-1, and Illtheeetial Beane Bung<
disposed of Sabana Sammons 4 Italy,64,
6-1
OLYMPICI
SYDNEY, Australia AP - Defections by caches, athletes and officials
frum Australia's Olympic team cast
arias doubt about 1.1w country's participation u)the Macy.Summer Olympics, aspic • decuson by the Olympic
I&lenitive to compete
The Australian Field Hockey Eaten,bon voted Wednesday to stay bane
Iollowing subtler votes by the yachting.

By BARRY WILLNER
AP Sports Writer
Jason Thompson's head was
in the clouds. Dickie Thon's
bat was on fire. And Pepe
Frias' mind certainly wasn't
on the game.
As a result, the California
Angels won for the second
straight night at home after 10
consecutive losses at Anaheim
Stadium. Their wild 7-8 decision over the Texas Rangers
was built on the bats of two
men who weren't with the
team until Tuesday and aided
Immeasurably by Fries' emberrassing mistake afield.
Thompson, sequirecl from
the Detroit Tigers in a trade
Tuesday, pinch bits three-run
double in the eighth inning to
boost the Angels into a 6-4
lead. Thon had five hits on the
night, including a single in the
eighth which he attempted to
stretch into a double and was
tagged out by Fries, the
Rangers'shortstop.
Then, thinking the inning
was over, Frias rolled the ball
to the mound. An alert Thompson scooted home with the
winning run.
"Alert?" said Thompson.
"I'm still in a cloud. So much
actrenalln was flowing,I didn't
know what I was doing out

there. I heard the crowd roaring, hut I was concentrating
on the pitcher."
The hurler was Texas relief
ace Sparity Lyle, a lefthander, a breed Thompson
hadn't faced the last 10 days
he was in Detroit.
"Spark), throws 90 percent
sliders, but when he ran the
count to 3-1,! started thinking
more fastball Actually, I was
just trying to put the bat on the
ball," Thompson added.
He did, lining it down the
right field line for his double.
Then came the fifth hit of
the night by Thon, just recalled from Salt Lake City of the
Pacific Coast League. And
Fries' boo-boo.
"I saw when he made the
tag that he thought the inning
was over because he immediately started for their
dugout. When!saw there was
nobody where the ball was, I
just headed home," Thompson
said.

10, Baltimore 6,;and Toronto
4,Boston 1.
A's 6, Royals 3
Billy Martin may never
have met Robert Redford or
Paul Newman, yet the
Oakland A's manager has
something in common with
those megastars-every once
in a while, he enjoys "a sting."
Martin's instruments in his
latest coup were Wayne Gross
and Jeff Newman (no relation
to the actor), neither of whom
is considered a particularly
adept baserunner. But those
two pulled off a double steal in
which Gross swiped home for
the second time this year.
The victim was Kansas City
catcher John Wathan.
The Royals jumped to a 2-0
lead in the top of the first on
four singles off Rick Langford,
4-3. In the bottom of the frame,
Dwayne Murphy and Mitchell
Page singled, then they pulled
a double steal, Murphy scoring when Wathan threw to second to try to get Page.
Eventually, Gross wound up
on third and Newman on first
and, again, Martin called for
Elsewhere, it was Oakland the double steal...with a twist.
6, Kansas aty 3; Detroit 6,
"That play is designed for
New York Yankees 3; guys like me and Wayne, who
Milwaukee 7, Seattle 0; Min- aren't considered fast runnesota 6, Chicago 4; Cleveland ners,'' said Newman.

AL Roundup

"They're not expecting us to
steal,so when I fell down,they
thought they caught me napping."
Actually, the A's had trapped Wathan, who threw to first
base when Newman slipped.
But the fall was planned and
home scooted Gross with his
second steal of home this
season.
"I've heard of that play but!
never saw it before," explained Wathan. "I've got to give
Billy Martin credit. He's using
the assets he has here and winning."
Tigers 6, Yankees 3
Detroit handed Ron Guidry
his first loss of the season Mid
only his second since the 1979
All-Star break thanks to the
bats of Dave Stegman and
Tim Corcoran. Stegman
belted a two-run homer in the
second and Corcoran singled
in two runs in a four-run sixth.
"I was guessing fastball,
and it came in up and I hit it
good," explained Stegman.
"Guidry is always around the
plate, and he challenges you,
so it's always possible to hit
one out."
"The guys are playing a
guessing game with me. Most
of the time they guess fastball.
I win most of the battles but

not all," said Guidry, 5-1 this
season and 17-2 since last
year's All-Star Game.
Brewers 7, Mariners 0
Bill Travers gave up just
one hit isix innings and Reggie Cleveland gave up only
two more over the next three
Innings for Milwaukee.
Travers left because of a
blister on his pitching hand.
"I wanted to stay in because
I had a shutout," said
Travers, who blanked Minnesota his Iasi time out."But!
wasn't really upset. We had a
big enough lead so.. let's give
our bullpen some work."
Cecil Cooper had three RBI
in Milwaukee's sixth straight
triumph.
Twins 6, White Sox 4
Minnesota broke a fivegame losing streak and Mike
Marshall got his first win of
the season with 31-3 solid innings of relief. Dan Goodwin's
pinch-hit single knocked in
two runs to put the Twins on
top to stay in the seventh.
Indiums 10, Orioles 6
The Indians erupted for
eight runs - seven with two
out-in the fifth against three
Oriole pitches, including loser
Jim Palmer, 4-3, Rookie Joe
Charboneau started the rally
with a home run and also had

In the Kentucky League last
Nei, the Cant defeated the
Aatros, 114,and Cla3B got by the
A's,13-11.
Sites led the Cards with far
hita, WI:Axing a double and a triple. Brett Christensen, Bucy and
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Duran, with just one loss in
70 fights, is guaranteed a
purse of $1.65 million, the
highest payday for a

Duran, who at 29 is five
years older than the champion, told the news conference
from his training camp in
Kiamesha Lake, N.Y., that h
would knock out Leonard
somewhere before the 15th
round.

challenger in boxing history
other than All Leonard will
earn as much as $10 million,
according to Arum.

"Sugar Ray Leonard is in a
lot of trouble and I don't know
how he's going to get out of it,"
Duran said.

Baseball At A Glance

MTA To Hold
4th Annual
Junior Clinic

team played mediocre hockey
at the start of the season and
floundered around the .500
mark, Torrey refused to
panic. It is a tribute to the
man's insight that he did not
rush into moves to break up a
team which he had worked so
carefully to construct.
Eventually, the patience
paid off, but only after Torrey
did make one important trade.
He swapped two players, Billy
Harris and Dave Lewis, to Los
Angeles for Butch Goring and
that proved to be the catalyst
for the Islanders. Goring was
the final piece of the puzzle
and when he arrived,the team
flourished.
Perhaps it was fear on the
part of the other players that
they might be next to go. Or
maybe It was just coincidence.
But the fact remains that after
Goring showed up, the
Islanders became almost
awesome.
They finished fifth in the
overall standings but at the
start of the playoffs, they were
Playing solid hockey. They
picked the right time to get hot
and won the Cup the hard way,
beating LA, Boston, Buffalo
and Philadelphia, some of the
NHL's best teams.
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announce the relocation of their law offices to
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83rd NCAA golf tournament.
Tway, a 20-year-old junior
from Marietta, Ga., used four
birdies to offset a lone bogey
and help the Cowboys to a
four-man total of 291.

M. RONALD CHRISTOPHER

The Murray Tennis Association will hold its fourth annual
junior tennis clinic during
weeks of June 9-13 and June
16-20 from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m, at
the Murray High School tennis
courts.
Children aged 8-18 are eligible to participate in the clinic.
To register, call Sue Overbey
at 753-4644.
•
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Islanders Celebrate NHL Title
With Motorcade, Quiet Party
between New York's two
hockey teams. The Rangers
are big city-flamboyant,
skyscrapers surrounded by
neon lights, and the Islanders
are suburban-casual, split
levels with a modest
backyard. They are light
years removed from each
other in style and substance
and right now the substance
most important to the
Islanders is that handsome
Stanley Cup.
The Islanders won the Cup
the hard way. They were bending under the burden of their
history, having bowed out of
the playoffs the last two
seasons in major upset losses
to the Toronto Maple Leafs
and their hated rivals, the
Rangers. Those losses were
Indelibly carved in the psyche
of the team and so was the
choke tag that accompanied
them.
Usually in sports, the choke
charge is whispered. After all,
It's not the kind of thing you
advertiee. But in the came of
the Islanders, it was shouted
and used to bait them.
The temptation to break up
the did) had to be there but
General Manager Bill Torrey
resisted it. Even when the

1w Plable anepeaded Spina' OW
driving priviaps lee an month and
placed Sava on probation for one year
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million fans to view the fight
in theaters in the United
States and Canada,in addition
to the live gate of 60,000.
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Tway's 69 Helps Sooners To NCAA Lead

Leonard Excited About Duran Bout
moneymaker. Co-promoter
"I'm sure Duran will try for
Bob Arum said the gross the early knockout. He fights
should be in the neighborhood one way and that's being agof $30 million, surpassing the gressive. He's a brawler and
$21 million gross for the first he comes from all directions,"
of the Joe FrazierMuhammad he said. "He's going to bring
All classics.
the fight tome.I'm very confi"The way!fight, Duran will dent, just like I was in Monbe a surprise to him and to treal"
boxing people," said Leonard,
The 14 closed circuit locawho has won all of his 27 pro- tions in New Jersey will profeesional fights since taking vide about 40,000 seats. Arum
home the gold medal from the said he expects about 1.5
1976 Montreal Olympics.
"I have a very difficult
defense to
penetrate,"
Leonard said. "Duran can
dominate if you stand straight
up. He's never been hit to the
body himself. He's never been
hit with a good body shot."
By HAL BOCK
Leonard expects Duran,
AP Sport' Writer
who loves his nickname
When the Montreal Cana"Hands of Stone," to come out
diens win the Stanley Cup, as
smoking in the first round and
they so frequently do, they
keep up the pace for as long as
parade the National Hockey
possible. The lightning-quick
League's prize silverware
Leonard anticipates no prodown the middle of St.
blem avoiding Duran's
Catherines Street.
bombs.
And when the Philadelphia
Flyers captured their two
Cups, the victory parades, appropriately, were right down
Broad Street. Boston's Bruins
delivered the Cup down CamSiarantrville lad all five at the bridge Street to City Hall
Cita'hits between then.
Plaza.
Bogard was the winning pitNow the New York
cher for the Cards and Bucy won Islanders own the Cup and
for the Cuts. All four teams their celebration Wednesday
Imre playing their first games of night was almost a private afthe season.
fair - a motorcade of a mile
or so around the Nassau Coliseum arena where they won
the hardware. It was a Long
Island neighborhood celebration, something like a block
party - with 60,000
"neighbors" saluting the new
champs.
If it had been the Rangers
who had won the Cup, you'd
have seen a tickertape parade
down Broadway at high noon.
And there, in large
measure, Is the difference
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a basesloaded walks as 13 men
came to the plate for
Cleveland.
The Orioles loaded the bases
with two out in the ninth but
Sid Monge struck out Doug
DeCinces to preserve the win
for Rick Waits,4-5.
Blue Jays 4, Red Sox 1
All four of Toronto's runs
came in the second, one on a
double steal in which Garth
lorg swiped home, while Dave
Stieb and Joey McLaughlin
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) combined on a four-hitter.
Bob Tway fired a 3-under-par
69 that tied J.Don Blake of
Utah State and gave
Oklahoma State the firstround lead Wednesday in the

Believes it Will Surpass Ali-Frazier

By GARY MYERS
AP Spurts Writer
EAST RUTHERFORD,N.J.
(AP)- Sugar Ray Leonard is
excited about his June 20 date
with Roberto Duran for more
reasons than the $10 million he
\if
wiD earn for lacing up the
gloves.
"This fight, I believe,
•
without doubt will surpass AliFrazier," the World Boxing
Council welterweight champion told a news conference
Wednesday via phone hookup
at Giants Stadium.
The news conference was
called to promote closed circuit telecasts of the June 20
showdown in Montreal's
Olympic Stadium.
"This is the most anticipated fight," he continued.
"My feelings, vibrations, are
so strong that this will be a
great fight. This fight is much
more dramatic than AliFrazier."
The fight is expected to
become boxing's all-time

mime.s

ICOMS

Angels Win Second Straight At Home

Cards, Cubs Win First
Kentucky League Games

Y

cond of the game. The lefthander had fine fielding support enroute to his first victory
of the season.
The victory boosted
Philadelphia back into first
place in the NL East over the
Pirates by four percentage
points.
Astree 1, Padres II
Nolan Ryan pitched a
masterful two-hitter to lead
Houston over San Diego.
Ryan, who at one point retired
12 straight batters, struck out
seven and walked five on the
way to his third victory of the
season against four losses.
The veteran right-hander
yielded only a third-inning
double to Rick Wise and an
eighth-inning single to Ozzie
Smith.
The Astros scored their run
on Enos Cabell's RBI single in
the second.
Braves 3, Glazes 2
Chris ChamblIss' RBI single
in the 12th inning broke a 2-2
tie, leading Atlanta over San
Francisco.
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Crash Could Have Been Avoided
By HOWARD BENEDICT
Aasociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP - The
aids at a commuter plane at
Greater Cincinnati Airport in
north Kentucky last October
could have been avoided if the
pilot had taken decisive action
when he partially lost engine
power, according to the National Transportation Safety
Board.
The board cited the pilot's
inexperience in multi-engine
planes, poor Federal Aviation
Administration surveillance
and uncontrolled growth of the
commuter company, Cornair,
with inexperienced managers
as factors in the accident.
All eight persons died when
the twin-engine Piper Navajo
rolled to the left and nosedived to the ground from an
altitude of about 250 feet after
taking off on a flight for
Nashville, Tenn. The airport is
in Florence, Ky., about 15
miles from Cincinnati.
The safety board, concluding months of investigation. said Wednesday that the
probable cause of the accident
was "loss of control following
a partial loss of power immediately after liftoff.
"The accident could have
been avoided if either the pilot
had rejected the takeoff or had
raised the landing gear and
flaps," the board report said.
"His failure to take decisive
action may have been due to
his preoccupation with correc-

'
Pianos
and
Organs

SENSATION
,
,wAir AlTwAAA.

brig the inalfiuiction, and a
Lack of fanuluunty with the
aircraft and with its emergen
cy procedures "
The board said had the cap
tam aborted when he first
detected the engine problem,
he could have landed safely

with 700 feet to spare on the inexperienced company
9,500-foot runway.
management and ineffective
The report hated several certification and surveillance
contributing factors,including of Comer by the FAA.
the pilot's lack of experience
The pilot, William Paul, 30,
in multi-engine planes, a bur- was hired by Comair on Sept.
ned departure, inadequate 30, just eight days before the
company training procedures. accident. He claimed he had
205 flying hours in multiengine aircraft, but the board
said its investigators could
substantiate only 93, including
10 in the Piper Navajo. It said
House occupant.
Comair gave him 90 minutes
He's George Washington, of of flight training in the Navajo
course, said 17 of the 22 ques- and named him to captain one
tioned.
of the planes.
Two others said he was
-The safety board believes
Abraham Lincoln, and the captain was not adequatealthough three knew the right ly prepared to assume the
answer was President Carter, responsibilities as captain in
they were somewhat irritated the Navajo," the report said.
when asked for his first name.
The board said Comair, bas"President IS his first ed at the Greater Cincinnati
name," they insisted.
Airport, had grown rapidly in
Interrupted during field day the two years before the
activities on the back lawn of crash, expanding from six to
the Central Elementary 100 nonstop flights each day. It
School, the students obligingly said the Comair management
answered questions that have lacked experience and this led
baffled veteran political to "uncontrolled expansion."
analysts for years.
"Some deficienies which
What does the president do, followed this rapid uncontrollthey were asked.
ed growth were frequent
Jennifer Busby said his key changes in management posijob was -preaching."
tions, failures to adhere to
ICristi Baize said he "just planned training procedures,
fools with papers."
unkept or inadequate pilot
Erica Todd said he "talks on training records, high pilot attelevision."
trition rates and pilot
But Tamrny Hashfield overscheduling," the board
thought they were all wrong. stated.
What the president really
It said in a short period
does,she said, is "nothing."
Comair had three different
Exactly where the president chief pilots, four different
does all these things was check pilots, three different
another cause for debate.
directors of maintenance and
Erica Todd suggested changes in the directors of
Florida, while Jodie Eades flight operations and training.
saw no reason to be that
The report said an FAA
precise. "He lives in the team had granted a certificate
United States," she said.
to Corriair as a commuter line
Ethan Ferguson couldn't in August 1979, but on Sept. 13,
presibut
knew
that
the
recall,
an agency field director made
real rich a routine check and became
dent lives in
place."
suspicious of certain company
Ethan went on to explain operations. He asked for a
that a Republican is "a person monitoring team to make a
that works a lot," while a special inspection.
Democrat ii• "somebody who
That inspection was
guards a house."
scheduled and began two days
Estimates of the president's after the crash. The board
age ranged from 8 to 69, while said the team found
his suggested salary ranged substantial deficiencies in
from $100 to $500- a day.
Comair operations, training
One question that brought and maintenance.
immediate response was
Investigators said they were
whether a woman would make unable to determine why the
a good president.
original FAA surveillance was
Yes, said one student, who not effective, and the safety
that
had strong views on who
board said it is considering
should be.
recommending that the FAA
"My mom."
evaluate its procedures.

Children Have Views On
U.S. President, Job Role
HENDERS'ON, Ky 1AP, 1 he Kentucky presidential
primary is history now. But
political debate lingers on among kindergarten and first
grade students, that is.
And although they won't be
casting any ballots for a dozen
more years, students at a
Henderson elementary school
see no reason why they
stec iuldn't be informed.
For that reason, most of the
students surveyed last week
never hesitated when asked to
ide ntify the current White

Fuel Tank-Truck,
Rail Crew Bus
Collide In Canada

SWIFT CURRENT, Saskatchewan )API - A fuel tanktruck and a CP Rail crew bus
collided Wednesday about 20
west of this
miles
southwestern Saskatchewan
town, killing as many as 25
Jeople, police said.
Ambulances were called in
from ieveral nearby towns,
and the Fairview hockey
arena in Swift Current was
turned into a temporary
morgue, a police spokesman
said.
Police closed Highway 1
near the scene of the accident.
A CP Rail spokesman in
Calgary said the crew bus was
carrying between 30 and 36
workers who were doing
repair work on a mainline
track about 20 miles west of
Swift Current.
He said the workers had
finished the day's work and
were being taken to a special
train car in which they slept
The spokesman said initial
reports indicated the bus was
sideswiped by a car and rolled
over, then was struck from
behind by the truck and the
vehicles caught fire.
Kim Siddons of Ottawa, who
was driving to Calgary and
was at the scene shortly after
the crash, said the tanker apparently was carrying propane. He said the truck and at
least part of the bus were still
burning when he approached.
"Coming down an incline, I
could see the smoke long
By HAL SPENCER
before I saw the accident," he
Associated Press Writer
said. "The bus looked fairly
PROVIDENCE, RI. (AP)
demolished. By the time we
got there, a lot of the CP guys - Homosexual Aaron Fricke
had gotten out and were pull- should be allowed to take a
male date to his high school
ing other people out."

208 E. Main
Murray, Ky.
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Johnson's

Baby Oil
It s grown into
a real beauty oil

(

$1 69
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Doan's
Pills
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For Backache
Relief 24 Tablets
S.
4.6 oz. Tube

With Fluoride

984

Aqua Fresh Toothpaste
Planters Dry
Roasted
Peanuts
16 oz par

$1 29

$1 08! SW

Baby Powder

Sole

$1 00
e

'Its feeling you
never out grow

Massengill Disposable
Douche

Johnson
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Gillette
Good News

Baby Shampoo
For Baby And You
16 Or. Bottle

Disposable Razor

..$219

Micro Smooth Twin
Blades
Package of 3 Razors

s.t. 494
Houseware From Tucker
5 Compartment Cutlery-Utility Tray
No. 225

senior prom, a federal judge
ruled Wednesday.
US. District Judge Raymond J. Pettine overruled the
objections of school officials at
Cumberland High School, saying the 18-year-old's right to
make a statement about his
sexuality supersedes their
fears of disruption or violence.
V. James Santaniello,
lawyer for the Cumberland
School Committee,said he will
seek a stay of the order pending an appeal to the 1st Circuit Court of Appeals in
Boston.
After the ruling, Fricke
said: "I think a majority of
the students understand this is
a human rights issue, and support rne."
He said he thinks the dance
Friday night will be "the best
prom that the school will ever
have."
John Gaffney,state director
of the National Gay Task
Force, said the decision "will
benefit all gay men and lesbians." The task force supported Fricke's legal fight.
Fricke wen* to court after
his plan was vetoed by school
principal Richard B. Lynch,
who said he would be unable to
guarantee the safety of Fricke
or his prospective date, Paul
Guilbert.
The prom is to be held at the
Pleasant Valley Country Club
in Sutton, Mass., about 20
miles from Cumberland.
Gaubert failed a year ago in
a similar effort to bring a
male date to his junior prom
at Cumberland High because,
at 17, he was minor. He now
lives in New York City.
IS
Lynch said in court last •
week that he would consider
canceling the prom if Fricke
and his date attend. But
schools Superintendent
I
Robert G. Condon said after
NS
the decision was issued that
la
the dance would be held and
officials will provide protec- I.
tion for Fricke and his date.
He said he did not think it
would be right to deprive the
other students of the prom.
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$1 64.00 SAVE $25.00
$1 29.00 SAVE $20.00
$90.95 SAVE 15.00
$89.95 SAVE $10.00

ALL AT
DISCOUNT
PRICES

each

$
11

Large
Supply

Sevin
5
Dust

Potting Soil, Top Soil,
Peat Humus,Sheep And
Cow Manure

$1 99

80 Lb.
Bag

367

Sakrete t
Concrete 4'
Mix

.
I

Blacktop
Patch
$547
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Garden
Mulch
3 Ft. x 50 Ft.
1 2 Mil. Thick
1/

$227

••••••Ewsom•s•••••••

874

Beg & Up

4 lb Bag

Triple Action
Vegetable Dust
$287
ler

Creating
BeautifulBeautiful
•
Landscapes
3 Cu. Ft. t_

Garden
Scope
Bark Chips

$369

4 lb Bog
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Black Plastic

66 Lb Bag
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SAE

8 oz. Tube

i
.
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%

1

•

kiZffff •
Lawn Mower
Repair Items Socket
Buffalo
1 1 -Piece

$447

Galion

•
•

Large Selection Of

Rubberized Easy To Apply
Dries Fast-Many Shades

37

•

99

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
%•

•

.
I
Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardwa
re, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids,
housewares, clothing •
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the
lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Evervthina At Discount Prices

Girls 4-6X 8. 7-14 Slim 8. Regular, Boys' 4-7 8. 8-14 Slim, Regular 8. Husky.
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Super
Star

Lawn
Dart
Set
Volleyball Set
,
$800
$38T--

84100
,
r" •

GirlsJuniorsMissys

Just A Few Of The Brands Available!
Sizes:

!

1
r %

Reg
$11.97
Set
Includes
All
Accessories
Superstar
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Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept. Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept
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Day-Care Centers May
Be Source Of Hepatitis
By DANIEL Q. HANEY

Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — DeY-care

y

MURRAY

oa4C\
7

kmtucky

Pried Chicken.
Offf

h.,

'4000 OW TE

,-enters that tend 1-and 2-yearold babies may be • major
source of one form of hepatitis
- spreading the disease during diaper-changing, a study
concludes.
County health officials who
tracked down nearly all the
reported cases of hepatitis A
in the Phoenix, Aris , area
during a 10-month period
found at least 30 percent of
them were spread by children

DIVISIOR of Ashland Oil Inc

•Grocerios
•Hoalth & B•auty Aids
•fras
•Snock !twos
Prairie Farms
/,

who had been in day-care
centers.
The study noted that nationally, the cause of 40 percent of the cases of hepatitis A
is listed as unknown.
"If the county studied here
is typical of other counties in
the United States, day-care
centers may represent the
major source of hepatitis A
cases of uncertain origin in
this country." the researchers
concluded
The study, done by doctors
from the Idaricope County
Health Department in
Phoenix, was published in
Thursday's issue of the New
England Journal of Medicine.
Hepatitis A is a liver inflammation caused primarily by
ingesting human waste.
Another, more serious form of
the disease, hepatitis B, is
associated with use of dirty
hypodermic needles and was
not linked with day-care
centers. Both forms are rarely
fatal.
The doctors noted that while
hepatitis can cause serious illness in adults, babies often
have the disease without
showing symptoms. They said
the disease apparently
spreads among the babies
when workers at the day-care
centers handle dirty diapers.
Dr. Stephen C. Hadler, who
directed the study, said in an
interview that hepatitis
spread by day-care centers
may be most prevalent in
Sunbelt states.
The researchers found that
at home, the infants spvad
the disease to parents, grindparents, baby-sitters and
others who cared for them.
They noted that nationwide
1.8 million children of various
ages are enrolled in day-care
centers, which they called "a
fertile environment for the
spread of communicable
diseases."

Murray Middle School
Students Listed On
Fourth Honor Roll
The following students have
achieved an academic standing of from 2.50 to 3.00 for the
fourth nine weeks grading
period at Murray Middle
School according to Billy D.
Outland,Principal.
Seventh Grade—
Bekah Brock, Ramona
Burnley, Margie Burchfield,
Kathy Carson, Kelly Chilcutt,
Matthew Ferguson, Missy
George, Tim Glavin, Kim
Greer,
Ann Harcourt, Vonnie
Hayes, Greer Houston, Ann
LIONS CLUB - Two high school seniors were presented scholarships of $500 each
by the Murray Lions Club at the dinner meeting held Tuesday at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. Randolph Story, center, Murray Lion, presented scholarships to Mary
Eleanor Wagoner, left, Calloway County High School, daughter of Mrs. Marjorie
Wagoner, and James S. Scarbrough, right, Murray High School, son of Mr. and Mrs. C.
M. Scarbrough. A skating party for the youth of the local schools was held following
the dinner meeting of the Lions Club.

By JUDY GIBBS

Allred, a 71-year-old
naturopathic physician, was
Associated Press Writer
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)- gunned down in his office May
Polygamist leader Ervil 10,1977, by two women.
LeBaron was convicted
LeBaron, who has more
Wednesday of criminal than a dozen wives, was also
homicide, a capital offense, in charged with formulating a
the death of rival polygamist plot, never carried out, to kill
leader Dr. Rulon C. Allred.
Verlan LeBaron during
The 3rd District Court jury, Allred's funeral.
which deliberated 301 hours,
The case went to the jury
also convicted LeBaron, 55, of Wednesday after defense atconspiracy to kill his brother, torney John Hill, in his closing
Verlan LeBaron, leader of a arguments, pinned the blame
third polygamist sect.
for a physician's murder on
The jury will reconvene two of LeBaron's followers.
Special prosecutor David
Monday to decide whether to
impose the death penalty on Yocom argued in rebuttal that
LeBaron. Executions in Utah former LeBaron followers
are carried out by a firing Don and Lloyd Sullivan had no
squad.
motive to kill Allred, leader of
more than 2,000 members of a
polygamist group.
Hill called Sullivan, who
was the prosecution's key
witness, "the most despicable
person to testify in this court.
Don Sullivan is not an honest
present term on the commis- person. Don Sullivan's
sion expires June 30; Della testimony is not worthy of
Burrus, an elementary
teacher in the Fayette County
Schools; J. Kenneth Duff, a
lay citizen from Fort Thomas;
and Terry Faris, lay citizen
from Middlesboro.
The new commission
members will serve a term of
four years to expire on June
30,1984.

HOT DOGS

111014

12.z. pkg.

lure
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
2 Likely
3 Dine
4 Thoron Sym- 00a 0000 0033
000 0000 0033
bol
5 Throb
000 000000003
6 Hostels
00000 0000
7 Obtain
00 000 0003
8 Sun god
DOC CDC C0033
9 Gusto's high
00
000 000 013
note
OM= COC 033
10 Month
0000
0011
11 Bristle
16 Plays on
01300 00033
words
0001000OU0 003
17 Surfeit
IMO 110010 003
be"
20 Nerve net0000 UULIU GIUM
23 Diphthong
work
24 Revise
22 Pronoun
44 Clock
33 Goal
26 Vapor
25 Rewards,
34 Pronoun
45 Asian sea
28 Encourages
Archaic
36 Flower part
46 Narrate
29 Bever age
26 Crafty
37 Biblical word 48 Cover
30 Recede
27 Eagle's nest 39 Scale note
50 Things, in law
32 Escape
28 Fore and — 40 Handle
51 High card
33 Some
29 Emmet
41 Run easily
53 Preposition
34 Woody plant 31 Wager
42 Jug handles 54 Exists
35 Spread for
drying
1 2 3 4
5 a 7
a a
l
if) it
36 Fruit seed
37 Blouse
.
12
is
is
38 Stalk
15
40 Old pronoun
17
10
41 French article
ag kil
111
1
A
21 22
43 Pronoun
44 English
4 streetcar
29
20
il
145 Near
47 Grain
iii
32
24
1111
49 Shake-

•:. bes

pooh

WomornaIli a)) w
BIG PACKS
VII 0E000

credible belief."
The defense argued that
Sullivan and his father, Lloyd,
had taken over LeBaron's
Church of the Lamb of God
and had themselves,planned
the May 1977 killing.
Sullivan testified that
LeBaron ordered followers to
kill Allred and Verlan
LeBaron because they were
false prophets. He testified
that followers were under a
death sentence if they failed in
their mission.
The prosecution alleged
LeBaron ordered Rena
Chynoweth, one of his wives,
and Ramona Marston to execute Allred,a father of 40.
Ms. Chynoweth was among
four LeBaron followers acquitted in a trial a year ago,
before LeBaron's capture. Ms.
Marston jumped bail and still
is at large.
The defense has maintained
that LeBaron's powers were
usurped by two of his
followers.

Captain's
Value Pack
(serves4 or more)
You get 12 pieces of fish,8hush puppies,
a pint of cole slaw, and plenty of fries.

Thrift Pack

24 24

C•plain D's

801 Coldwater Road
at 5 Points

as

speare's fairy
51 Exist
52 Difficult and
uncertain
55 Discover
56 Deposit
57 Vend

41 42

DOWN
1 Farm struc

w

as

37

Presort firs capon for S100off Captains Vatic Pack urnsift Pack
Offer good horn May 301980IIIIUSJ1161.1980

a

40

•

43
48

44

Contra! Shopping Center

130.317.93

CARD TABLE

52

ill

a
a

We have
General F
Emergenc
Constructs
Cemetery
Extinguist
December
penditures
examinatii
cepted au(
tests of the
cedures as
In our
statements
sent fairly
of the City
operations
generally a
consistent

Con

Exper

REVENUE
Taxes-Pr
Taxes-Fr.
Total
Insurance
701 Plarut
Auto Pert
Privilege
Animal R
Building I
Parking h
Parking L
Payments
Kentucky
Sanitation
Landfill F
Base Cow
Murray Ix
Interest E
Murray-C
Erriergen(
Other Rec
TOTA
EXPENDIT

Excess o
General]
General]
GENERAL
Cash on 1
Cash on 1

Costa square card table
30, square. 28 high
Tubular steel frame Saddl
brown 276-6117(Z)

Sale 14 )

$19.95
Lightweight Bissell nu-broom with self-adlusting brushes and
cushion bumper. Folds flat for hang-up storage. 221-1316(Z)

BISSELL NU-BROOM

PeepBank

Savings A
Peon.
Bank

4..
itikt x*

2

PANASONIC AM/FM
DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO
Wake up to music or alrm Features
Oluorescent time display and 59 runale sleep switch 203-3827(2)

illill

MI SO

Ladies an(

(4.2

199
15

MG.

311 30

The Honor
Board of C
City Hall,

Q-11;ft-'

save $1.00atCaptain D's anti
Value Pack or Thrift Pack.

the Bride with Gifts from Coast to Coast
Sale

a

3c.rt.a

focus on
students,
research
disciplines
at the uncle!
and profess
announcern
"With su

(serves 3-4)

ar

as

The $386

expand th
education
tobacco, K
cash crop, I
nouncemen
day.
'The nem
developmer

You get 8 pieces of fish,
8hush puppies, a pint of cole slaw,
and plenty of fries.

afr

Charles
ii Chips

le oz. -

Captain D's.

70` I CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Barracuda
5 HOg
8 Communists
12 Asian coontry
13 Number
14 Toward shelter
15 Land parcel
16 Football
kicks
18 Perform
19 Siberian river
20 Hurries
21 Part of to

PEPSI
$

Wilkins, Jeanette Williams,
Rusty Wright.
Eighth Grade—
Emily Apperson, Heidi Barrett, Mark Boggess, Steve
Beyer, Gina Brown, Cerny
Carman, Charles Cella, Mike
Friebel, Tracey Graves,
Angie Hamilton, Gwen
Hoover,Lanette Hopkins,
Kurt Keesler, Jimmy Kelly,
David Lew, LuAnn Loberger,
Lisa Mikulcik, Cary Miller,
Laura Montgomery, Trends
Parrish, Robert Perrm,
Ricky Rogers, Amy Ross,
Wege Rushing, Alison Sears,
Caroline Schoenteldt, Robert
Stout, Tim Wilcox, Kim
Witham, Stacey Willett,
Jeremy White,Chris Young.

LEXINGT
A tobacco f
Went progrs
by grants az
from Phillip
been amino
University c
lege of Agric

LEGA

Salt Lake City Polygamist
Is Convicted Of Homicide

Education Board Okays
Textbook Appointments
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
state Board for Elementary
and Secondary Education has
approved Superintendent of
Public Instruction Raymond
Barber's appointments to the
Kentucky State Textbook
Commission.
The new appointees are
Charles Drennan, an elementary teacher in the Owensboro
Independent Schools whose

Johnson, Jennifer Kurz,
Robert Lyons, Sherry
Meadows, Suzanne Meeks,
Alicia Nunnally, Lillian
Olazabal,
Shawn Parker, David Randolph, Amy Rooa, Todd Ross,

Lesley l'honapson, Kendra
Thurmand, Leila Umar, Mike

UK !

Sale

Sale 1O2Pi29,

599

FOLDING CHAIR

RN. $17.95

SHOWER MASSAGE
Adhists for spray or massage
action 406-0414(Z)

Cosco folding chair Enamel tubular
steel home V-fold for het storage
Saddle brown 276-8414111

kiumm...0001

sale 2788

mo. 534 95

G.E. IRON

Self-cleaning steam dry in 38 steam
vents 157-2106(2)

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.

Certifiers!
Peon]
Bank
Total
COhtPA1

ADMESTISTI
Salaries
-Mayor
-Attorne
-Clerks .
-Council
-Planniz
-Housini
-Janitor
-Murray
Office Exj
Tax Cost

INSURANCE—BONDS--REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12th ST., BENTON

Conferenc
Auditing .
Bonding.

Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Cali

59
.
90.

ale
KCO KITCHEN TOOL

SET

pc set Includes basting spoon. losing spoon
•turner, 2-firie MA, wall of/set 111,60r.
a, strainer end well rock 104-5236)1)

7988

Sale
MIDLAND 1 2" ILW

ING SI, 93

TV

1005, solid stat• block and white TV A great
addition to your kitchen. bedroom or family
room 114 1414

Sale R99

$11 49

OVER THE SINK
CUTTING BOARD

12 it 13 cutting surface Removable Waiver
104-1311111(Z)

Total.
GENERAL
Social Sec
Workmeni
Employee
Employee
General Ii
Utilities
Repairs
aSuplies
Interest
Contingen

Total'

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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UK Starts Tobacco Program
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API A tobacco resource development program, to be funded
by grants and an endowment
from Phillip Morris Inc., has
been announced by the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.

Kendra
or, Mike
Williams,

The $366,000 program will
expand the research and
education base for burley
tobacco, Kentucky's leading
cash crop, according to an announcement released Wednesday.
The new tobacco resource
development program will
focus on attracting top
students, teachers
and
research scientists to
disciplines related to tobacco
at the undergraduate, gradate
and professional levels," the
announcement stated.
"With support provided by

lei& Bars, Steve
Camy
ha, Mike
Graves,
Gwen
tins,
fly Kelly,
.oberger,
y ?stiller,
, Tronda
in,
ny Ross,
in Sears,
'., Robert
ix, Kim
Willett,
Young.

LEGAL NOTICE

Phillip Morris, a named professorship in burley tobacco
research, tour postgraduate
fellowships
10
and
undergraduate scholarships
will be established by the college," the announcement add.d.
Announcement of the program was made jointly by
Hugh-Cullman, chairman and
chief executive officer of
Phillip Morris; Otis A.
Singletary, president of UK
and Charles E. Barnhart,
dean of the College of
Agriculture.
Singletary said the program
is the first of its kind at the
College of Agriculture and
could become a format for
other programs to follow.
"The success of the tobacco
resource program in satisfying the need for human

GENERAL FUND

1

i

38
134.55
SM8111

•

BLOWING BUBBLES - Richard Clark, 9, of Reidland blows a cloud of bubbles with a
toy that he bought during a pop-top auction at Springiest which took place recently at
Hillman Ferry campground in TVA's Land Between The Lakes. The annual weekend
event featured such activities as arts and crafts sessions, moped parades, Ot shows,
dances, and craft booths for visitors to the campground.

LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE
OTHER EXPENSE
Legal Expense
6,109.92
Murray-Calloway County Park Board
,. 37 736 08
Murray-Calloway County Airport Board
7000.00
Human Rights Commission
Ladies and Gentlemen:
273.42
Central Garage Consi. Fund
55 000.00
Totals
We have examined the balance sheet of the City of Murray
106,119.42
CITY PLANNER
General Fund, Revenue Sharing Fund, Hospital Tax Fund,
Salaries-City Planner
Emergency Fund, Anti-Recession Fund, Central Garage
19,614.99
Salaries-Secretary
Construction Fund, Gasoline Storage Facility Project,
1,310.90
Car Allowance
Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund, Fire Hydrants Fund, Fire
1 305.23
Office Expense
Extinguisher Service Fund and 701 Planning Fund as of
2991.95
Planning Cost
December 31, 1979 and the related statements of revenue, ex4200.32
Miscellaneous Expense
penditures and fund balances for thP year then ended. Our
10.15
Totals
examination was made in accordance with generally ac29,433.44
POLICE DEPARTMENT
cepted auditing standards and accordingly included such
Salaries
tests of the accounting records and such other auditing pro284,518.44
Less: Supplement from Ky. Law
cedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
Enforcement Foundation
In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet and
(33,967 74)
Other Supplements
statements of revenue, expenditures and fund balances pre
(10,450.95)
sent fairly the financial position of the aforementioned funds
240,099.75
General Expense and Supplies
of the City of Murray-at December 31,1979 and the results of
Communications
operations of the year then ended, in conformity with
7950.27
Repairs and Maintenance
generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis
9 528.77
Parking Meters & Other Equip
consistent with that of the preceding year.
696.68
Office Expense
Shackelford, Goode & Thurman
3,381.21
Clothing and Uniforms
750721
Fuel, Oil and Grease
20,511.12
Grant Match Money
1035.00
Miscellaneous
1 431.57
52,041.83
TOTALS-POLICE DEPARTMENT
292,141.58
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Salaries-Permenant Employees
360,961.08
Salaries-Off-Duty Firemen
3318.00
Salaries-Clerk
4 339.29
Less: Supplement
(145,066.68)
Per Diem-Volunteer Firemen
3495.00
227,086.69
General Expense and Supplies
REVENUE13
DEC.31, 1979
Communications
Taxes-Property,Poll and Penalties
3 655 38
560,239.56
Utilities
Taxes-Franchise
2370.52
29,187.30
Repairs and Maintenance
Total Tax Collections
6 693.95
589,421.80
Office Expense
Insurance Tax
201,348.06
2034.39
701 Planning Funds
Clothing and Uniforms
6 160.88
6057.52
Auto Permits
Fuel, Oil and Grease
2822.61
126,461.61
Privilege Licenses
Education Expense
96,534.04
658.10
Animal Registrations
Miscellaneous
2546.08
215.00
Building Permits
Contingency
6327.34
782.56
Parking Meters
Fuel (filling new gasoline
15,967.18
Parking Lots
storage tangs)
3,806.00
18,616.22
Payments in Lieu of Taxes
4,798.32
46,237.33
Kentucky Gas Tax
TOTALS
- FIRE DEPARTMENT
20,273.73
273,324.02
RABIES CONTROL OFFICER
Sanitation Dept.-Refuse Collections
379,135.95
Landfill Fees
Salry-Dog Warden
6 610.64
35,231.59
Ease Court Fines
Miscellaneous Expense
827.09
50,029.85
Murray Independent School Board
TOTALS
5000.00
7,437.73
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FUND
Interest Earned-General Fund
un
4,077.95
Salaries
Murray-Calloway County Park
(135.39
-0Emergency Fund
(135.39)
7,077.10
STREET DEPARTMENT
Other Receipts
. 175.62
Salaries
TOTAL REVENUES
140,047 17
1,02,1411.81
Less: Supplement from Flood
EXPENDITURES
1,813,574.27
Abatement Control Funds
(20,000.00)
Excess of Expenditures over Receipts
61,627.46
120,047.17
General Fund Cash-Beginning of Year
127,109,45
General Expense and Supplies
General Fund Cash-End of Year
65,481.99
Utilities
1699.99
GENERAL FUND CASH-DECEMBER 31,1971
Repairs and Maintenance..."
14,985.52
Cash on Hand
115.73
Office Expense
1 442.62
Cash on Deposit-Checking
Clothing and Uniforms.
948.67
Peoples Bank
I 439.85
Fuel, Oil and Grease
10,664.61
Bank of Murray
2 066.51
Street Sign Parts and Supplies
1614.57
3,506.36
Rip-rap and Tile
2 115.25
Savings Accounts
Street Paving and Improvement
94,166.86
Peoples Bank
20,611.39
Brush and Leaf Pick-up
3 140.54
Bank of Murray
21,248.51
Operating Supplies & Misc.
2165.26
41,859.90
Contingency
106.24
Certificates of Deposit
133,050,13
Peoples Bank
10,000.00
Purchases
Equipment
33,927.39
Bank of Murray
10,000.00
TOTALS-STREET DEPARTMENT
287,924.69
20,000.00
SANITATION DEPARTMENT
Total
65,481.99
Salaries
223,253.13
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
Equipment Depreciation
5,625.39
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
228,878.52
GENERAL FUND
General Expense and Supplies
DEC.31, 1979
ADMINISTRATIVE AND EXECUTIVE
Office Expense
4100.18
Salaries
Utilities
3551.17
-Mayor
5 134.41
Supplies
4 136.28
-Attorney
5 134.41
Fuel, Oil and Grease
19,088.62
-Clerks and Secretaries
25,696.54
Equipment Maintenance
27,248.17
-Council and Treasurer
4,670.00
Clothing and Uniforms
6500.27
-Planning Comm.and Board of Zoning
1 570.00
Central Garage
781.49
-Housing Commission
400.00
Landfill
3762.95
-Janitor
1,750.39
Miscellaneous
2 068.73
-Murray-Calloway Co. Park
961.38
Contingency
9 156.94
45,317.13
Operational Expense
1 590.48
Office Expense and Equipment
9513.24
82,385.28
Tax Coat
11,54819
TOTALS-SANITATION DEPARTMENT.... 311,213.80
Dues
6 443.84
CEMETERY
723.65
Conferences
2
Cemetery Expense
6,058.68
Auditing
3060.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES-GENERAL FUND... 1,013,87417
Bonding
667.00
ANALYSIS OF REVENUE SHARING FUND
33,956.02
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
Total Ad110611rstIve A Execwthe
79173.16
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1179
GENERAL EXPENSE
FUND BALANCE-December 31,1579
115,089.62
Social Sec. and Unemployment Ins
54,385.79
RECEIPTS
Woriunerus Compensation Insurruice
38,057.52
U.S. -Revenue Sharing Entitlement
312,181.00
Employees Retirement
21,369.78
Interest Income
4015.27
Employees Hospital and Health Ins.
70,417.01
TOTAL RECEIPTS
31K198,87
General Insuriutce
20,617 20
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE
4310.49
Utilities
8,829.99
EXPENDTTURES
6903.76
Repairs and Maintenance 1.
Equionent
1348.27
Supplies
Police Cars '
29,637 65
Interest,
247.91
Fire Department Salaries
145,066.68
Contingency
(444.08)
Street Ilghts
84,423.88
221,733.111
Teta§
Water Hydrants
17,564.0

Comparative Statement Of
Revenues and
Expenditures City of Murray,
Kentucky

)1

One Man Killed, Two
Injured When Ditch
Collapses In Paducah

LEGAL NOTICE

The Honorable Mayor and
Board of Councilmen of the City of Murray
City Hall, Murray, Kentucky,

ist

resources as well as the
technology for producing
useful tobacco will certainly
communicate our seperate but
distinctly synergistic roles,"
Singletary said.
The stated objectives of the
program are to:
-Insure the continued productton of adequate quantities
of quality burley tobacco.
-Continue the flow of production technology from the
UK College of Agriculture to
individual burley producers.
-Insure that there will be a
source of highly trained and
well qualified professional
personnel for research and extension programs in tobacco.
-Attract the best qualified
people to tobacco programs.
-Insure that burley tobacco
production remains profitable
and attractive to the individual burley producer.

AVAILABLE

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

SEPT. i,
PRINCIPAL INTEREST MARCH I, r„,,,,
SET
,.
P arr
I"
PRINCWAL
AMOUNT
RATE INTEREST "'
'

1980 21,000.00 31):4%
1981 21,000.00 31,4%
1982 7,000.00 31.4%
TOTAL 49,000.90

to dig his way out, but Parrent
was trapped. Hamden L
Barnett, M, of Eddyville, was
also injured. Byers said he did
not know what caused
Barnett's injury.
McConnell was treated at
Paducah's Western Baptist
Hospital and released, according to Nursing Supervisor
Shirley Myrick. She said
Barnett was treated for a fractured right hand.
Byers said an autopsy will
be performed today.
No cause has been determined for the accident, which
IS still under investigation, he
said.

LEGAL nom

Central Garage Construction
54,060.00
Ambulance Service
32,000.00
Community Theatre
2500.00
City Hall Improvement
3 525.00
Fire Department Car Rental
2604.00
Police Car Rental
1 428.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
352,719.12
FUND BALANCE,December 31, 1979
78,490.47
REVENUE SHARING FUNDS ACCOUNTED FOR
Cash on Deposit - Peoples Bank
2,389.62
-Bank of Murray
17,285.19
Certificates of Deposit-Peoples Bank
30,000.00
Savings Account-Peoples Bank
28,815.66
FUND BALANCE,December 31,1979
78,490.47
ANALYSIS OF HOSPITAL TAX FUNDS
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
RECEIPTS
From Taxation-Year
1961
22,388.42
1962
23,242.55
1963
25,031.29
1964
26,286.12
1965
27,502.00
1968
•
20,764.42
1967
24,353.27
1968
26,115.55
1969
27,835.35
1970
29,756.07
1971
32,223.80
1972
17,060.91
1973
17,972.07
1974
18,688.50
1975
24,153.35
1976
24,440.85
1977
25,036.24
1978
1 916.86
1979....
48.11
TOTALTAX COLLECTION
414,875.73
Interest Received on Certificates of Deposit
Prior Years
49,311.53
Year Ended December 31, 1979
6,946.08
56,257.61
Interest on Bond Redeemed Prior to Mat
1,233,78
Transfers from Const. Fund
2,352.15
TOTAL RECEIPTS
474,719.27
DISBURSEMENTS
Retirement Bonds
278,000.00
Bond Interest Paid
102,231.60
Interest Paid on Temporary Loan
178,10
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS
380,409.70
FUND BALANCE,December 31,1979
94,309.57
FUNDS ACCOUNTED FOR:
Bank of Murray
Checking Account
6309.57
Certificates of Deposit
40,000.00
46,309.57
Peoples Bank
Certificates of Deposit
48,000.00
TOTAL CASH-HOSPITAL TAX FUND
94,309.57
PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST REQUIREMENTS
MURRAY,KENTUCKY VOTED HOSPITAL BONDS
MAT

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) One man was killed and two
others were injured when the
ditch in which they were working collaaped, according to
McCracken County Coroner
Jerry Byers.
Kenneth Edward Parrent,
24, of EcIdyville, was pro
flounced dead Wednesday at
3:05 p.m., Byers said
The men were installing a
metal drainage pipe at the
Paducah South Yards, owned
by the Illinois Central Gulf
Railroad, when the ditch fell
in, Byers said.
He said Michael B. McConnell, 21, of Paducah, was able

TOTAL

796-25
796.25 21,000.00 72,592.50
455.00
455.00 21,000.00 21,910.00
113.75
113.75 7,000.00 7,227.50
1,365.00 1,365.00 49,000.00 51,725.141

ANALYSIS OF CENTRAL GARAGE CONSTRUCTION
FUND
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
FOR'THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,1 979
7373.16
FUND BALANCE,December 31,1979
RECEIPTS
Grant-State of Kentucky
34,875.00
City of Murray-General Fund
55,000.00
Revenue Sharing Fund
54,060.00
Other
11
TOTAL RECEIPTS
143,935.11
Funds Available
151,308.27
EXPENDITURES
Construction
145,900.28
Equipment
3882.43
Architects and Survey
1439 90
Utilities
516
Bank Service Charge
50
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS
151,306.27
FUND BALANCE,December 31, 1979
-0ANALYSIS OF MURRAY GASOLINE STORAGE
FACILITY PROJECT
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1179
RECEIPTS
Grant-State of Kentucky
30,823.83
Interest from Savings
175.00
30,818.83
TOTAL RECEIPTS
ETCPENDITIJRES
Gasoline Tank and Pumps
18,854.18
Fencing
10,751.46
Site Preparation
1175.59
Bid Advertisement
33.60
Bank Service Charge
1 00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
11,6111.11
December
180,00
31, 1979
FUND BALANCE,
ANALYSIS OF CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE FUND
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,1971
FUND BALANCE,January I, 1279
Bank of Murray
,
Certificates of Deposit
15,000.63
Savings A count
1,693.14
16,893.14
RECEIPTS
Sale of Cemetery Lots
16,645.00

Less Lots Returned
Interest from Savings
TOTAL RECEIPTS
FUND BALANCE,December 31,1979
FUNDS TO BE ACCOUNTED FOR:
Bank of Murray
Certificates of Deposit
Savings

LEGAL NOTICE
1,320.00
15,365.00
951.15
16,316.15
33,009.29

15,000.00
3 009.29
18,009.29

Peoples Bank
Certificates of Deposit
15,000.00
TOTAL
33289.29
ANALYSIS OF FIRE HYDRANTS FUND
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1979
FUND BALANCE,December 31, 1978
8973,43
RECEIPTS
Murray Water and Sewer System
9331.00
Interest Income-Savings Account
30.63
TOTAL RECEIPTS
9,361.63
Available
Funds
18,335.06
EXPENDITURES
Hydrant Installation and Repair
3802.40
Hydrant Flushing
818.58
Equipment and Chemicals
3033.35
Office Expense
316.14
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
7 97547
FUND BALANCE,December 31, 1179
10,364.59
FUNDS TO BE ACCOUNTED FORT
Certificate of DepositPeoples Bank
10,000.00
Cash on Deposit, CheckingPeoples Bank
333.96
Savings AccountPeoples Bank
30.63
TOTAL
10,364.59
ANALYSIS OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS SERVICE FUND
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1979
FUND BALANCE,December 31, 1978
168.04
RECEIPTS
Fire Extinguisher sales and service
3 419.60
Funds Available
3587.64
EXPENDITURES
Fire Extinguishers and refills
2877.25
Air Conditioner,Station
150.00
Televisions,Stations land 2
167.00
Office Expense
16.77
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
1,211.02
FUND BALANCE,December 31,1979
376.62
ANALYSIS OF 791 PLANNING FUNDS
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1979
RECEIPTS-State of Kentucky
Deposited into Gen. Fund
6,160 88
Deposited into 701 Planning Fund Acc.
2749.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS
8,969.88
EXPENDITURES
Applied to City Planner's salary
3200.00
Applied to Planning Cost
2960,88
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
0,180 88
FUND BALANCE-December 31,1979
2,749.00
FIREMEN'S AND POLICEMEN'S PENSION FUND
CITY OF MURRAY
SUMMARY OF TRANSACTIONS-YEAR 1979
RECETTS
Employee Contributions
40,102.23
City of Murray Tax Collections
46,459.08
Interest on Investments
20,270 57
TOTAL RECEIPTS
106,840.88
DISBURSEMENTS
Payment to Pensioners
39,028.80
Refunds to Terminated Employees
8483.62
Treasurers Salary
720.00
Auditing
225.00
•
Bond
188.00
'MAL DISBURSEMENTS
48,645.42
EXCESS OF RECEIPTS OVER DISBURSEMENTS 58,195.46
TOTAL FUNDS TO BE ACCOUNTED FOR
Fund Balance, Jan. 1,1979
256,349.99
Excess of Receipts over Disbursements
Year Ended Dec. 31, 1979
58,195.46
FUND BALANCE,December 31, 1979
314,545.45
TOTAL FUNDS ACCOUNTED FOR
Cash on Deposit,CheckingBank of Murray
3056.95
U.S. Treasury Note,
Due 8-16-86,8%
50,000.00
Certificates of Deposit
Bank of Murray
82,500.00
Peoples Bank
84,000.00
Hopkinsville Federal Savings
& Loan Assoc,
38,719.94
Security Federal Savings
& Loan Assoc.
47,000.75
252,220.69
Savings
Bank of Murray
9 267.81
TOTAL
314,516.45
BALANCE SHEET
FIREMEN'S AND POLICEMEN'S PENSION FUND
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
DECEMBER 31, 1979
ASSETS
Cash on Deposit
3 056 95
Savings Account
9267.81
Certificates of Deposit
212,220.69
Securities
U. S. Treasury Note
50,000.00
TOTAL ASSETS
314,615.45
FUND BALANCE
Fund Etalance, Jan. 1,1979
256.349.99
Excess of Receipts over Disbursements
for the year ended Dec. 31, 1979
34,1113.411:-:
FUND BALANCE,December 31, 1979
314,1115.45
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P0111IN THE
1. Legalitotice

r--

1. Legal Notice

2. Bubo

I

Of:
S.Lost and Found

6. Help Wanted

Lost Gray and white female
cat, Route 6 Needs medical attention Reward' 436-5397 or
753-8373

Mature young adult to stay
with 8 year old girl four days a
week, 11 am-5 pm in my home
in town References required
Would also like own
transportation Call 759-1020
after 530 pm

19-.11
-Erin tuipment

240 International tractor and
cultivator, 2 rcra trailer tobacco
LEGAL NOTICE
setter, 2 wagons Come by 280
off of 94, down from East Y
INSURANCE TO BE BID
Grocery
All Fire General Liability, Automobile,
REWARD
1975 John Deere 140 lawn
Cr,.
or
Wend•r•d
pom
For mt
t
Bond Money and Securities, and Workmen's
tractor, 4 movie( automatic
102 Murray KentiAlt,
Dos
Black
male
stolen.
Compensation - Details may be obtained at
transmission. 753-9240
Money Sock Guarantee
Receptionist, part time, light
Toy Poodle. 2 miles
Murray Electric System office
Musical
22.
P.0
Box
office
dubes.
Apply
to
east on 94. 753All these bids must be in Murray Electric
32 V, Murray, KY.
ammo
Grand pianos used, Baby Grand
°089
DEADLINES
System office by 4:00 p.m on June 18,
Want someone to cut weeds 53", French Grand 56", conIn order for your ad to appear' Lost female English Setter, and small bushes Call 753- cert 9 ft Baldwin Grand Prac1980.
n the date you specify you white with lemon spots in Lynn 3102
tice pianos Used Baldwin
must adhere to the hollowing Hurst Resort 'mom), Reward'
organ and Hammond organ
Wanted
•
Sitter
services
for
2. Notice
deadlines. An ad must be call-, Call 436-2287
New Baldwin organs and
ATTENTION - West
ed or brought in by 12 noon. Reddish orange and white Brit- Senior Citizen with arthritis pianos Lonardo Piano Corn
Ky. Rural Electric (011
per
month
Room,
board,
$50
Ite Buythe day before in order to ap- tany spaniel, lost Shamrock
pany, Parrs, TN across from
sumers EHective with
pear in the next days paper. area Liberal reward, for inlay 520 South 7th. 10 AM to 3 PM Post Office
Sell- Trade
bills due in July, 1910
with the exception of ads to matron or recovery of dog Has 9. Situation Wanted
-Pawn
for Mors'iall County
start in Monday's paper they I D collar name and phone Will thoroughly clean your New and used Baldwin piano
P
Livingston County end
must be called or brought in by number is on collar or call home once a week for a fixed and organs, Lonardo Piano Co.,
CJSh f,
across from the Post Office.
Calloway County Con
10
AM on Saturday.
Shamrock Resort, 1-901-232- fee. If you desire more cleaning Paris, TN
GOLD 101 14k 1 68,
cancelled 8221
ad
sumers There will be
an
To
have
per
week
it
can
be arranged.
188 221, SILVER COI
before publication you will
new penalty dates on
l964
Have references Call 753- 24. Miscellaneous
and
before; :need to contact us by 8 AM 6. Help Wanted
electric bills; Fifteen
For sale Solar heaters and
0480.
STERLING
Ithat morning in order for it not Cashier needed for local
days will be allowed to
Vernoq's
Will do babysitting in my home. storage rods for any size area
Apply
P.O.
Box
32
grocery.
X,
edtion.
that
days
appear
in
}to
pay electric bills when
Western Store
References available. 753- Call 759-1207 after 5 pm
Murray, KY 42071.
- bills ore received,
Swimming pool for sale Motor
Bible Facts Free Store for the Earn $50.00/hundred secur- 0659.
Please notice lost day
Pawrithop
needy. 759-4600.
ing, stuffing Envelopes. Free Will do babysitting in my home. vacuum cleaner, sand filter
to pay before penalty.
new cover All in good shape
Olympic Plaza
detals, reply "Homeworkers- Call 753-0553.
•.scarp. Nye. was..41.2
Preston Oliver, 492-8125
S12", Box 94485, SchaumN.wer.) d....exam.
Itme•
Opportunity
ler
10. But
burg, IL 60194.
Re Selo
mroduarlipd.... 5.
26.TV-Radio
pn'5_on
ye marker aims Ilk she im
2. Notice
135 Massey Ferguson
Earn extra money at home, Own your own business from 19" G.E. color t.v., 8 months
rid sal ulvor
one
of
the
largest
corporations
tractor 1972 model.
good pay, easy work, no exold, perfect condition, need to
Strawberries! Etching every
5's foot bush hog, 8
perience necessary. Start im- in America and enjoy it's fan- sell, $300 or best offer. Call
benefits,
the
Shaklee
tastic
ft pickup disc, 2 row
day! 60t a quart if you pick, Spring cleaning special' 10%
mediately Send name and ad753-5917 after 5 pm.
cultivator, 1 2 plow
854 a quart if we pick. Bring oft limited time only Magic
dress to MAP, Box 5, Kirksey, way. For more information call
Mobile Home Sales
27.
753-9486.
753-0541
or
16'. Price S5500. Coll
containers. 642-4439. L.T. Hat Chimney Sweeps, 436KY 42054.
2731.
436-2279.
',Pete) Valentine.
Now hiring local distributor of SUMMER $$$$. Couldn't you 1265 Three bedroom, PI
nationally known product. use more fresh green cash in bath on approximately 1 acre
Need 10 neat appearing men the hand? Cash for a car, lot just minutes from Murray.
or women at once. Can use books, vacations or tuitions. Washer, dryer, refrigerator,
Office Space For
anyone over 19. Our people You can get it by working with stove, and air-conditioner. Gas
easun Passes forth. Mwrey-Collovrey County SoMx.
Rent. Call 753average $200-$300 weekly. No us. Call 443-6469 between 8 heat. Outside storage. Underfling Pool may be purchased at the Sale Price now Hwy
experience
needed. Free train- AM and 10 AM only, An equal pinned and strapped down.
7618 after 5:00
Jane 2
$11,500. Call 753-6E07.
ing. Car necessary. Absolutely opportunity employer.
no canvasing. If not happy with 12. Insurance
Three bedroom mobile home,
Sherri's Soap & Shape. All present employment and incentral air, 9x12 storage
breed dog grooming. 104 N come we would like to talk to
building, dishwasher. Owner
SAVE WITH
13th Street, Murray, KY. Will you. Call 759-1345.
will finance. $5200. Call 753SAFECO INSURANCE
closed June 1st through the
be
8964.
asses may be obtained at the Park Office, 10th I.
9th for vacation. For later ap- Someone to bataysit two
ROSS INSURANCE
wynelatet.7117449,
28.
Mob. Home Rents
pointments, you may callA31-_ children and do little
AGENCY •
heirSekeepine. - Salary
4311 after 6 pm.
21St Main St
negotiable. Call 753-1863.
Agents- Ronnie Ross
Apple
Don't be disappointed
Donny Ross, Samos Ross
!AMOK
753-0489
after your wedding
Valley
TICIIIN0(06BT
Choose
Park
announces new
CARTER STUDIO
Position
currently
summer rates
available for staff
304 Main St. 753.8298
2 and 3 bedroom mobile
technologist.
Our
homes furnished, air
hospital is a 556-bed
conditioned, $50
full-service institution
15. Article For Sale
security deposit renting
providing
o
wide
range
CUSTOM
from $125 per month.
Five banquet type tables for
of modern rodiologic
753-8964.
CABINETS
sale. Used one time. $50 a
technology.
Salary
piece. Call 759-1140 after 5 p.
based
upon
experience.
for the practice of Obstetrics
pm.
Complete Bath
Excellent
benefit
For rent Small 2 bedroom air&Kitchen
program. Send resume
and Gynecology.
One Sweda electric cash conditioned trailer, on 14
Re-Modeling
or contact Jane Fuqua,
register, $450; one 10 key elec- acres, 3 miles from Almo
Personnel Director,
tric adding machine, $40: one Heights. $116 per month plus
Jackson-Madison CounCall collect for Free
Thomas electric organ with utilities and deposit. Call 437ty General Hospital,
built-in turn table, $250. All 4540.
Estimates 527Jackson, TN 38301.
items excellent condition. Call
3980.
Like new, 2 bedroom trailer,
(901)424-0424
753-3519.
central air and heat. No pets.
Solar Heaters, as low as $550, $50 deposit, $150 per month.
tax credit of 30%. Unit costs Call 753-2377.
EANUTS
$420. Call 759-1207 after 5
Two bedroom, all electric,
-H'S 15 MY REPORT ON
HE ALSO NEVER WENT
pm.
ACTUALLY THIS ISN'T
water furnished. $50 deposit.
LEO T0L5T0,1... LEO
TO HOLLYWOOP.1 PONT
MUCH OF A REPORT...
landscaping ties, ap- $80 per month, one or two
Treated
TOLSTO,i uJA5 NEVER ON TV KNOW WHERE HE WENT,
WHICH BRINGS UP THE
proximately
3"x5"x8',
may
be
adults. Mile out of city limits,
OR WHAT HE DIP_
QUESTION OF WIlle I EVEN
stained or painted. Murray 121 South, Phone 753-5405.
601 OUT OF NO 0415 A1010i1IN6..
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Will have trailer for rent June
Street.
1st. Couple only. See Brandon
16. Home Furnishings Dill
at Dill's Trailer Court.
Duncan Phyfe table and chairs, 29. Heating-Cooling
china cabinet and buffet; also
NANCY
oak table and chairs. 753- We buy and sell used air
NANCY-PLEASE
I'M PLAYING
conditioners and air comAUNT FRITZ I-8615
STOP SAYING
WITH MY
pressors. Dill Electric. 753IT'S RAINING-EVERYTHING
Electric
stove, $25, 9104 or 753-1551.
YO
IT'S RAINING-- ..„)
TWICE
$50.
Stereo. $50,
Refrigerator.
Chain saw, $100. Call 759- 30. Business Rental
1275
Business or office space
,
For sale. Dining table, contem- available for rent or lease.
porary design, walnut finish Close to court square. Private
with white matte formica, one customer parking. Call 753leaf, excellent condition, 36 in. 4109.
by 60 in. Call 753-4054 after Small commercial building and
SIMI SMUT
4:30.
one bedroom furnished apartAFTER ALL,
ASK
DON'T
WELL,
GIVE
PO THE
DR. BONKUS,
THE QUESTIONS
For sale: White wicker rocker ment. Call 753-2967 after 5
SET $O
SEE
N:713
THE ADVICE!! AROUND
SEEING
WWAT IS
- EXCITED
and white oricker desk. Call pm.
NORMAL?
AROUND!!!
753-1477.
1000 Square feet in Southside
30" white Hotpoint electric Shopping Center. Cal 753
range, good condition, $50 6612 or 753-5200
753-9382 after 5 pm.
MIN
30' Tappan range, good condition, $30. Call 7534454 or see
War•Iwpaso
at Oaks Pro Shop.
Storage Spec*
17. Vacuum Cleaners
For Rest
and
sales
authorized
Electrolux
v.oroka TweeraE ALWAYS
service. Tony Montgomery, 751
753-475S
SO TIRED W14EN TREY COME
6760
Home FRC•A WORK,
World Electrical
Designs
Intreeleces
Pfl.R.B.
Reim re, KASI 04 shy!

PRE-SEASON SALE

FAMILY PASSES - $60.00
SINGLE PASSES - $30.00

Lloyd W. Housman, MD
Sally Holt Channey, MD

--'7
416dtor

announce the association o

Gary P. England, MD

2216 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Office By Appointment Only
501-442-9414

T1

4;

FOR RESULTS

41. Publ

32. Apts. For Rent

34. Houses For Rent

41. Public Sale

Duplex in Westwood subdivision Stove, garbage disposal
washer and dryer hookup Call
753-5400

Two bedroom unfurnished
house on Palestine Church
road near Aurora Call 7537337 or 4374617
Three bedroom house, available
approximately June 1st, $225
per month Call after 5 pm,
753-7624 or 527-7112.
Three houses, one within walking distance of town with
storage Perfect for elderly person For information call 7536114 after 7 pm.

Garage sale, Friday and Saturday. 8-4. 1510 Dudley.
Garage sale, 2 party, 1210
Olive, Saturday. 9 AM till noon.
Garage sale. Saturday 7 AM.
214 Woodlawn.
4 Party yard sale, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, May 29th.
30th and 31st, 1506 Henry
Baby clothes, new adult
clothes. size 16, never worn,
old dishes of all kinds, wagon
wheels; something for
everyone. Come and nose
around.
3 Party yard sale, Thursday, Friday. and Saturday at 811 North
18th Street. Iron tea kettles,
dinner kettles. copper tuba.
brass and copper scuttles, milk
cans, some antiques, clothes
All kinds of household items
too numerous to mention,
8 Party yard sale, Thursday and
Friday, Cherry Corner Road,
half mile off 121 South.
Something for everyone.

Efficiency apartment for rent,
on campus, immediate occupancy Call 753-3804 .
For rent
Two bedroom
townhouse apartment, range.
refrigerator. dishwasher,
disposer, washer and dryer
-hookup, central heat and air.
all carpet. 753-7550.

37. livestock-Supplies
Seven acres Fescue hay. Call
7511790

FOR RENT
Nice furnished apartments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
college girls Summer
and fall semester, with
swimming
pool
privilege. Call 7535865 days or 753-5108
after 6 p.m and on
Sunday.

38. Pets-Supplies
ANC registered Boston Terrier
Beautifully marked Call 7535048
Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes. All breeds and
ages. Professional instructor
436-2858.

41. Pubic Sale
Furnished apartment near
downtown' Murray Call 751
4109.
Furnished apartments, one or
two bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street. 7536609.
For rent. 2 bedroom duplex on
Peggy Ann Drive in Murray. Call
492-8225.
For rent: 4 room apartment
near downtown. Call 753-4645
or 498-8132.
New 2 bedroom brick duplex
with extra large closets. No
pets. $250 per month. 7530814.
Nice furnished one bedroom
apartment. Inquire 100 South
13th Street.
Small furnished apartment.
Married couple only, $85 per
month. See at 407 South 8th
St.
Two bedroom apartment.
Stove, refrigerator, dishwasher,
garbage disposal, washer and
dryer. All electric. 753-9240.
Three bedroom, unfurnished
apartment, central heat and
air, very nice, quiet
neighborhood, $250 per month. Two bedroom, partly furnished, spacious, $130 per
month. Call 753-8731.
Two bedroom duplex for single
person or couple. $145 per
month. Reference and deposit
required:489-2595.

33. Rooms for Rent
Rooms for rent, one block from
University, boys or girls. Call
753-1812 or 759-4909.

34. Houses For Rent
FOR RENT
Nice 3 bedroom furnished house close to
col's*. For summer
semester. Phone 7535101.

Haying a yard sale?
Then pickup your free
yard sale signs from
the Gallery of Homes
office on Highway 641
N. in The Village Shopping Center just
across from the
Boston Tea Party.

r

JOHN SMITH

SARA
Corp.! (
boge di
sink; furn
toys; TV
player;
Springfieli
softner;
many othr
P
telder
Saworday
may.
Ammo,.

75Y-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK

AUCTION
latereay, May 31st, 10:00 AM
• _
Rehm or Shies at th•
Mil Meth hems, 11
/
2 miles Smokiest of Cherry
Censor. hang theists.* isf Elsie Mossiloe.
Will sell dining table and choirs, deep freeze,
cookstove, living room suite, heaters, end tables and
coffee tables, electric fans, Maytag washer, metal
cabinets, air-conditioners, rocking chairs, lawn
mower, lawn choirs, cookware, dishes.
Antique brass smoke stand, flat irons, depression
gloss, wood cabinet, quilts, oak table, ironware, oak
dresser, choirs, max racks, chests, trunks, horse
drawn tools and horness. Lots of hand tools and LOTS
MORE!! Items not to mention.
Lunch on grounds, not responsible for occidents.
Sole held by:

Shoemaker Auction Service
Aecttossoors:
Corry Sboomeime
Bei Freeele Miller
Merl Kelso, Clerk
Shirley 111111foni, Cashier

7S3-9324
4124514

43. Real I

1

Do you-know
ing a house
sold is toughi
of all home
closing problr
why Century
Realtors are t
trite on to
paperwork de
no processing
cedure too
escape Our so
to make sure
on time and y
pect. We call i
of Mind." W
writing in an .
the Action Wa
we back it ul
important agr
handshake...W
say. Call Cen
Jobs Realtors

TERMITES
i

For rent Three bedroom brick
house with large outside
storage building. In quiet
neighborhood in city school
district. 753-7133.
Lakefront, 2 bedroom, furnished. year lease required. No
children, no pets, Call 7530212 or 436-5459.
Two bedroom furnished all
electric home, 50 feet from
campus. No pets. $200 per
month, S200 deposit. Call 7539829.
Two bedroom unfurnished
house on lake, in exchange for
care-taking duties and light
maintenance. No children, no
pets. References required. Call
753-0212_or 436-5459

ASV

Carport sale. Nice clothes,
bedspreads, books, shoes,
bags, linens, and other goodies.
Saturday morning. May 31st.
1708 Magnolia
Carport sale, Friday and Saturday, May 30th and 31st, 108 N
7th Street. Miscellaneous
items.
Five party yard sale, Friday and
Saturday, West Coldwater on
121. Iron dinner kettles, quilt
tops, dishes, clothes, and saddles.
Four family yard and garage
sale. Household items, clothes,
homemade cookies, and so on!
Ben-de-field Road on 121, 3
miles north of Goldwater.

Patio sale. F
8-2, 1512 0
bury) Baby I
clothing site
1973 staticrt
mate
Yard sale,
and Saluda
9th
Yard sale. Fr
May 30th
glassware
stoneware, a
things 651
heights ta
about halt rr
Sherman Boi
Yard sale
stereo equi
guitars, chi
and much is
and 9.30 A
North 12th
Yard sale, Fr
3-5, in Colch
tains, clothe
Yard sale. Fr
May 30th a
Record play(
bedspread.
items. 109
Murray, KY
Yard sale, Fr
from 9-5, 2
East. Furnit
and clothes.
Yard sale. Ni
and children:
5, Saturday
11th Street

Also household, lawn indoors and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Post Control-

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
Control, inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a home
but never think about termites - they cause the most
domoge next to file. Have your home treated now'
753-3914, Kelley's Termite 8 Pest Control, 100 South
13th Street, Murray, KY. Over 33 years experience
Home owned and o rated.

WICe home
dining row
Fuiy carpi
windows
storage by
753-2955

State Is Putting Us Out

BOYI
TOWER

ORT CFMTEA
121,

4

NORNOKNLE BARBER SNOP
is. Waknet Swam

SEIFKI110515:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Prins SI
MAIRMIT $1.15
F., No,Poll 14.5.se Collt

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 t115:00
MKS =AU 75'
en* do, offobnca

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
7S3-0984
flooesd end reedy. Up t. 12 x 24. Also bens style, offices, anew,mobilo boom .d-oss, mod pries, or U.
BUILD, pro-cert coragIstely reedy to ossossble sp to 24
60. Bey the lest fee has.
P. A NM IPm
nee nom
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

AUCTION SALE

,21,)

May 30 8, 31, 1980
10 A.M.
Friday 8 Saturday

.
0
0 TOWER SPORTS CENTER
Hwy. 79 E. Paris, TN. ,
3 Miles E. of Paris On Lake Highway
Shortie McBrideStock Liquidation Sale
Auctioneer
Everything Must Go.
Phone 642-9842

WO1
Brand New-L
hatS ml. N'
walk-in-closet
*raped, huge t
Lon. over 2400

1

Entry to care
good Mew ct tl
red, and dishy
Maw which la
shares. Only 13

Warren Si
Ivan Mb
S. S. NoM

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

_

41. Public Sale
Patio sale Friday 8-6. Saturday
8-2. 1512 Oxford Drive (Canterbury). Baby bed. color TV, boy's
clothing sizes 2-6 electric logs.
1973 station wagon and much

ry and Satur
dley
party, 1210
AM till noon
urday 7 AM
Thursday, Friy, May 29th
1506 Henry
new adult
never worn,
kinds, wagon
thing for
and nose
Thursday, Friat 811 North
tea kettles,
:opper tuba,
scuttles, milk
ues, clothes
sehold items
lention
Thursday and
'darner Road,
121 South.
rione.
ird sale?
your fret
gns from
at Homes
hway 641
age Shoper just
tm the
arty.

411
CLOCK

of.Climerry

p freeze,
tables and
ler, metal
irs, lawn

lepression
we, ook
ks, horse
and LOTS

dents.

Irks

153-9324
1974594

o home
the most
ted now!
00 South
perience

El=11=011s

saw.
'AIMS ACMES
BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECRIADONAl
PROPEREV
listings needed. fl.ittse
Coost to Coast Buyers ho,,

ear- lioder and

more

Free

Cotoaluy

Street Realty

Yard sale, Friday and Saturday.
May 30th and 31st Lots of
glassware, early American
,
,_ stoneware. and many othe nice
T things 651 North to Almo
Heights. turn west on 464
about half mile at the home of
Sherman Borders.
Yard sale. 5 families T.V.'s
... stereo equipment, furniture,
guitars, clothes, appliances,
and much morel 11 AM Friday
and 9- 30 AM Saturday 303
North 12th.
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday.
8-5, in Coldwater. Drapes curtains, clothes of all sizes.
Yard sale. Friday and Saturday,
May 30th and 31st, 8-5 pm.
Record player, dishes, clothes.
bedspread, and a lot more
items. 109 North 9th Street.
Murray, KY.
Yard sale. Friday and Saturday,
from 9-5, 2 miles out on 94
) East. Furniture, toys. books,
and clothes. Call 753-7561.
Yard sale. Nice mens, womens,
.i
and childrens clothes. Friday 15, Saturday 8-3. 403 South
11th Street
i

1

SE

I.....STROUT REAM,IOC.
1
Re Ueda. sw. 11S5 send, she

Yard sale, Thursday. Friday,
and Saturday, 9-4 605 South
9th

I

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

leo l demos freer
91 I Caliwellor Id
,av

753.0116

NM ROOM ler a veering
fusee
as eider Remo
welt lots el HMS ins* rid
min Largo tee story beam ow
he mere let air Itiresey
be ideal hir ye Its well
mtemed, has worm doers
wad windows mad plenty af
Oily
eetside
SC
$32.900.

s tit

A-00A •
'

•

JOHN SMITH

AnyTme

Purtiote & Thunman
Insurance &
Real Coate

turan‘4.i

753-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK

,EEO

53. Services Offered

53.;ervicifis Offered_

53. Services Offered

Bulldozing, backhoe work and For all your carpenter
work call
septic systems Call 437-4533 Morris Wilson
753-2988
or 354-8161 after 8 pm
Kennedy - Littleton Lawn SerBrick patio and walks also vices
Yard work, lawn mowing
wooden patio decks Free Free
estimates Call 753-5523
estimates Have references or
753-1259 any time
Call 759-1859 or 753-6581
Ken's Lawnmower back at old
location. 718 South 4th Street.
PAINTING
liesudential. Farm
759-1221
and Cammenusl
Spray. brush &roller
Licinsed Electrician and gas in15 Yrs. Experience
stallation. heating installation
RALPH WORLEY
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
130-1353
KEN'S
LAWNMOWER
Babysitting in my home Call
753-4917.
Concrete and block work Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates Charles Barnett.
753-5476
C.N.G. Bookkeeping Service.
Small businesses our speciality. Call 753-0034.
Carpet
cleaning,
free
estimates, satisfied references.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean
,ng. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
753_5827

7 I 8 S 41r S'

PAINTING Interior and exterior Free estimates Call 7539059 or 753-3955 after 6 pm
References available
Painting, paperhanging, commercial or residential Farm
buildings etc Free estimates
759-1987
S & S Painting Co., custom
painting since 1975 Free
estimates 759-4020
Tractor work, bushhogging,
plowing discing, blade work.
gardens Free estimates Call
753-7400 or 753-2632
Top soil for sale Clifford Gar.
nson. 753-5429
Will do plumbing, au condiboning. repairs and remodeling
around the home such as
carpentry. painting, roofing
and concrete work Call 7532211 or 753 9600
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime. also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763.

53. Services Offered
Will
do
landscapini
maintenance lawn mowing
-Sedge trimming Call 7530366
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry work completely guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah,
KY 42001. or call day or night
1-442-7026
Will wash and wax and hand
buff any and all cars trucks
$25. For more information call
753-2696
Restoration and copy
work. Bring those
cherished family photos
to us.

'Maybe we could manage the mortgage
Best buy in town! 819 North on the house but not the tree."
CARTER STUDIO
20th Three bedroom, 2 bath,
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
wood burning fireplace, 2 car 46. Homes For Sale
roofs sealed, and underpinn304
Main St. 753-8298
49. Used Cars
garage, and well landscaped
ing.. Aluminum or fiberglass.
How can you finance your yard $59,800 Call Spann By owner 4 bedroom house in
56.
Free
Column
Also
patio awnings and carVega. automatic
house in this crazy economy? Realty Associates, 753-7724 country Energy saving firplace 1976
ports, single or double lack
transmission,
Free
new
battery.
puppy!
Part German
Everybody has an idea these anytime
insert, newly
carpeted
Glover, 753-1873 after 6 pm.
Shepherd and part Collie, Call
days on financing. But you
downstairs, stove
and nice. $1500 or trade, 436days 492-8187, evenings 492
Mitchell
don't just need ideas...You
Blacktopping,
refrigerator On one acre 2506.
8899.
driveways and small jobs a
need the best ideas, and plenty
$20.000 Call 753-0521 or 1973 Vega. stock appearance,
speciality, also patching and
of them. That's why Century 21
753-1604 evenings.
350 automatic. 51000 75357. Wanted
seal coating. 753-1537
Loretta Jobs Realtors are trainBy owner. 3 bedroom house, in 7975.
ROOFING
Wanted' Mature young woman
ed to show you 21 different
Need work on your trees' Toppcity, patio, fenced yard, outside 50. Used Trucks
graduate student or profestypes, Free
All
GARDENS &
ways to creatively finance BOYD-MAJORS
ing, pruning, shaping. comstorage, remodeled kitchen, For
sional person to share house.
Estimates. Call 759YARDS
sale: 1976 GMC half ton
whether you are buying or sellREAL ESTATE
plete removal and more. Call
newly
one block from MSU Private
1709 College pickup. Sharp! $1500. Call
Limed & Ferhlized
4512
759-1159
or
ing And we take the necessary IN I
7538080
Imms Farm carpeted.
BUYERS TREE SERVICES for
Road. 753-0497 Mid
bath and entrance Please call
Gardens Worked
guaran436-2590.
time to explore your options
work
tts.
AM
professional tree care 753540's
753-8325 8-4, after 5 pm 753Ready for planting Ow some
Professional Services
and to formulate your best
teed,
8536
1971 Ford Crew Cab, PS, AT,
With Thyc Friendly Taus*"
dayl
Bush
Hogging
6577 Ask for Rebekah
Extra nice new 2 bedroom
course of action Stop in at
engine, $1250. Call 436Blade work
brick duplex in Northwood 3902506
1200 Sycamore or call Century
Johnson
Dia
CLOSE TO
Jimmy Garland
Priced in 550's. 753-0814.
21 Loretta lobs Realtors at
753-5649
SHOPPING
753-1656
1970 Jeep truck with topper.
753-1492 In a crazy economy
7944744
Sale
or
lease,
option
to
buy
4
Excellent location,
$1800. Call 753-5889.
you need all the help you can
bedroom
tri-level.
1102
Doran.
shaded fenced back
get
Rare, 1964 Ford Econline Driveways and parking areas
759-4868.
GARAGE SALEI
yard, 3 BR., I bath,
pickup, semi custom, just white rocked and graded Free
B.V. with carport.
Three bedroom brick home, 2 needs
Carpet Cleaner, garfinishing. Can be seen at estimates Have rip-rap, pea
baths, large kitchen with built- 11091
Separate dining room,
bage disposal, new
gravel, lime, one ton and up
/
2 Vine Street.
ins, family room with fireplace,
elec. heat and air.
sink; furniture; clothes;
I,
or
e
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429.
central heat and air, city 1977 Suburban, four-wheel
Paved Drive, located
toys; TV game; tope
drive, power steering, power Dale Spencer's sandblasting
schools.
$58,500.
1719
at
1397
Johnson
Blvd.
player;
antique
ROUTE NO.8 BENTON, KY
LOCATED ON TOY-YORK ROAD
brakes, air, automatic and painting and backhoe serMagnolia Drive, 759-1508.
Priced to sell at
Springfield rifle; water
DIRECTIONS. Take 641 out of Benton going south approximately 3 miles to
transmission, AM-FM stereo, vice. Call 753-6626. if no
$32,000.
Ideal
for
MethodiseChurch.
47.
Turn left on first black top road (Rildli go /
Motorcycles
1
4th mile to fork, bear
softner; bike ports;
CB radio, factory wheels. answer call 753-5198.
left, 1,7 mile to Auction Site Auction Held at House. FOLLOW AUCTION SIGNS
retired couple of
many other items.
AND ARROWS
1978 Honda Odyssey, $875. $2200. Call 753-3535 or 753- For all your plumbing inCOMMERCIAL
young family.
also 1978 Yamaha DT 400 En- 8266.
1701 Pasklasms Dr.
stallations or repairs, all work
BUILDINGS
Seller
-35ACRES WITH 31191001BRICE HOME
SOUTH FULTON,
duro. Both like new. Call 362- 51.
Felder S-O
Campers_
. _guaranteed. experienced. Call
Pats y Ptam e
Large metal building
4475
TENNESSEE
30140 CONCRETEROCK HMIS
Isdarday 12-5 p.m.
(80x40) and 1 plus acre
Reason tor tele GoinG
Camper. sleeps 6. Call 753- 753-8950
New listing; A tremenmay.
ol tire auto clean uc
on Hwy. 641 North at
.CONTENTS
OfAUTOMOBILE CLEM IS SHOP out
Fence
Sears
sales
7686
now
at
after
Call
4
pm.
dous buy at $40,000.00,
buisines
MYWYNDER
Almo Heights, also
Sears
753-2310
for
free
3 BR., 1s bath By.,
IIITONORILES
1972
Concord, 22' Tandem
III
....k
h• arir•ed
RACING
43. Real Estate
concrete
block
immaculate condition,
trailer, 2-door, open dinette estimates for your needs
REAL ESTATE SELLS PROMPTLY AT 10:00a.m.
Motorcycle and ATC
building (60x40). Total
central gas heat, cendesign, low mileage. $2300 or For your home's care, give it an
Do you know why we say "Sellinvestment only
Service and Repairs
TRACT NO. 1
trade, 436-2506.
tral elec. air, range,
uplift by calling a professional,
ing a house is easy, keeping it
$33,500. Contact KopWELDING
3 B•droom brick ranch Style Hon.•Ith on• and on•-hall
sold is tough?" More than 50%
baths. mall to
experienced painter with
refrigerator,
nice
•
Extra
14
Car at large hying room reset lighting den 'with small kitchen area
ft.
camper.
Gas,
perud Realty, 753-1222
ATACNINE SHOP
041111/17
of all home sales have major
glass sliding doors .tra largo 11•1-141 snehon double Italhletii stool skins
reasonable
rates. Free
draperies included.
battery,
and
powered.
electric
cookalcve. built in corner chins cabinet nic• pantry lots of
for full-time real
Parts 8. Accessories
closing problems. 50%1 That's
Large corner lot, nicec▪louts, telephone useta Iront porch storm doors. Larg• ••11 landscaped
$1050. Also 1976 Ford, 6 estimates. Call 527-1023.
lot With
al large, young healthly Ir.a. Good gard. spot Approx.
estate service.
why Century 21 Loretta lobs
Performance Modificatly landscaped. Good
Imat•ly Isere of land.
cylinder van. $1595. 489-2595.
AilIWINIDIRDA11111
Realtors are trained to concenions
neighborhood. Call ToDRIVEWAYS
Fold down camping trailer,
31 acres of land lays behind house writ approximalirly IS
KOPPERUD REALtrate on follow-through. No
607'/ S. 4th Street
day.
WHITE ROCKED
TRACT NO. 2 mos. vv,•,.. with cleanng Mora eCrang• mould be wads
$600. 436-2506.
paperwork detail is too small,
TY has six full-time
F•need son. tienbor
10 o.m.-6 p.m.
AND GRADED
no processing or financial prosales professionals to
1973 Giles 22 foot selfHauling
Ag lime Grovel
TRACT NO. 3
753-8080
cedure too unimportant to
assist you in Real
Dirt
Sand any kind whole
1978 Honda 750X, approx- contained, bath with shower.
Concrete block building with Aluminum siding
escape our scrutiny. Our aim is
rod,
$2650. 753-7975.
Estate matters. If you
Dienensrons 30 x 11 Tyro overhead sliding doors and
imately
4100
miles.
two
matYou're moving to a new city.
office arta. Gas heat one halt
to make sure your sale closes
bath Conerist•
have a question regar,
tawerd
Dos Johnson ticiy
floor with I.., drains and asbest. aiding storage
What good does it do to call ching helmets and other ac- See the new Prowler trailers for
on time and you get all you exbuilding located on on• acre lot. Ildas hOt male,
753-3699
ding any phase of real
cessories
$2000.
Call
753753-4162
Also
1980
many
good
used
halatant
Century 21 Loretta lobs
pect. We call it "Seller's Peace
753-1786
estate activity, give us
trailers. Arrowhead Camper
Realtors here in Mur- 9526.
of Mind." We put it all in
a call at 753-1222, or
Highway
Sales,
80
East,
ray?...Because a Century 21 48. Airto. Services
writing in an agreement called
Tracts 1, 7, A 3 will be sold as seprarate units then as a
stop by our conveGuttering by Sears. Sears con34.75
Neighborhood Professional For sale: Set 15 inch Rally Mayfield, KY. 247-8187.
whole. The seller and auctioneer reserve the right to
the Action Warranty. And then
tinous gutters installed per
niently located office
ACRES
change
and mate any combinations of selling the day
from
the
city you are moving to wheels for Chevrolet truck; set 52. Boats and Motors
we back it up with the most
of the auction. ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE DAY OF THE
your specifications. Call Sears
at 711 Main. We at
will promptly call you. They'll of 15 inch Rally wheels for
important agreement of all: A
SALE, TAKES PFIESIDENCE OVER WRITTEN
Glaspar,
10'
753-2310
10,
trailer,
Tandem
for free estimates.
KOPPERUD REALMATERIAL AND ADVERTISING.
take the time to find out the Chevrolet 4-wheel drive truck;
handshake...We mean what we
TY want to be YOUR
Insulation blown in by Sears,
kind of home you'll be looking one 711)(15 new trailer tire, 6 $1800 or trade. 436-2506.
say. Call Century 21 Loretta
PARTIAL
LIST
OF
CARS ANN TRICKS
Real Estate People.
for. They'll give you some ideas ply.; one 10-15 LT. all terrain 1977 Hydrosport 17' bass, 115 save on these high heating and
1973 BUICK CONVERTIBLE.. red with whit.
Jobs Realtors at 753-1492.
top Centurion. Air, AM-FM, Factory sport
about your new community. tire, new; one 10-15 LT. B.F. Mercury, fully equipped. 753- cooling bills. Call Sears. 753sheels
21.000 miles
2310. for free estimates.
And then they'll begin putting Goodrich all terrain tire, used: 6760. 4
1979 CHEVY 411 TON TRUCK 4x4 Auto, Power
together a list of homes for you one B.F. Goodrich 700x15
1975 Striker bass boat with K & K Stump Removal Do you
eteerIng. LWB.305 engine
la.ON miles
_ _
to look at upon your arrival. new tires; one Goodyear hi new 85 hp Evinrude. Call 437- need stumps removed from
Tos,
RP CONTENTS OF 11171 CLEill OP MP AS FOLLOWS:
This service is part of the Cen- miler 700x15 L.T. used tire. 4827.
your yard or land cleared of
Ii, candhlenera ha aillseishere dhow eaglet door., lapin, ...nib.
bale hand wen beech IWO 'Wog* rack and ,2
tury 21 VIP Referral Program. Phone 753-7393.
ad nos* irrerl stooi with rollers sal "do pins. thew*. leawiteee
roc., office chair shoot plow-gest. odic.
We can remove stumps
Oren.Cix.. I carpal antes rKlei pull, gods sofa I
53. Services Offered stumps.
It links together the more than
Or
foler woOdOrl bar steete voodoo door. •meo• and casioa Ice
.
"
td Oe
.
14:1
up to 24" below the ground,
..
.
'
ri ho
"Vao
nTrt
.'pe%
441th
'
. ve
Four
Keystone
Classic
mag
7,500 Century 21 offices
.
"
a
o.
:;
"
01/
Air-conditioning
.
711174:?!.
'''''
and
e
"
be
11a!
''''''
Ir
refrigera- leaving only sawdust and chips.
Cp p "
N-101-416.
”"'
Irt g
IrrIr Irr
Crlr
.
'
'
'
Sa:
Z
. Aire
r:
11.14=,9•111hlrebr
„.. ,o oancar
.c.
Mine., tic.
.
re ..
Ahrolaeca whoa. with Illichehn rues I
ma we.
igh
around the country. If you're wheels with tires. Call 435- tion, service work on all Call for free estimate Bob
.0, Shill opok.
..a
and
cethwel. air •WallOrg. 7 hoer pcks IN lee 2 buthiel
1/54-21141 rpm Se., Pads new end as. cincein
...hoed tor00 gauges wart benches. em fl
0.Ir....5w, 5
.
about to sell your house, call 4181 after 6 pm.
brands. Used air-conditioners Kemp 435-4343 or 435-4319.
retrigmatois Al, •ranches u, a 31I de. .4, cleated air deader wig,,. Electric
11.14.,
*IMO, loll chest (Seam)
eir-mn0 blaster pal"( thinner and allallo OW" CIO•nar pap., header ollg pager Ir
BOs r pstt,, bawd barlrall pod.
Century 21 Loretta lobs Used truck tires, many truck and refrigerators for sale. Bill
Odds. arg *Crew drio•r 2 ad condlOonar goagas traah drams security sysm. sin
te
tee& woe r.umma. I Coal.,
rim
Cads
Chen reastelog tape ...ash. cord. nem pan Tel 0150 Wargo* pos awl.
Realtors. And then you're on wheels: garage hoist; Ford Rollins, 753-0762,
par tar Lied.. whew
cables.
2
"seem pir'''''e Owen Inealer none 441, GM Ca, rd.** kiwi., pea bed hemmer chip haaiew body chip ham
COURTNEY SMALL
her WI Id., bewity cerewa rings ali ism porta. 14149 ask.,
tarn wIth electec Creed Ito, honer in
your way to the easiest move pickup for parts; others. Call
004*
verthe neacOlna /I Cho. Ir001 brad long olwordoaa, divan. Oral cabana. 1.• rod. and ate,00 old trona. I son Ian
ENGINE REPAIR
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodellamp
n••
,) 1 set World look old. •••, hoe. heal
to VI .4 or ancycIeVedra
Ganlerriao
•nahl teoh
you've ever made - going and 759-1739.
rotary leer 2 Solornoalloa Woe/ other Iteen le heave.. to ...noon
ing
Mowers Idlers Chainsaws
and
maintenance.
coming. Call Loretta lobs 49.
TER•Si let gems II•y St 2•18..11•••ladisr 1044 lays
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Fast Service
Cars
Used
Gooronteen
References.
Guaranteed
work.
11•••• ojIb gis•d..111• L•ad we••''''' ar• har•••ted
Realtors at 753-1492.
mOrlr Will pis
ood deliver
. Nice home in Hazel - 2 bedroom, large living room,
1968 AMC Rebel. $350 Call Free estimates, Call 753-8948
A pro inspection is invited be COntaCtrng Marlon Adams Ralph ddlell Auction 4 Real Estate Co Inc co
75 -41164,
between 5 and 8 pm only 753- or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
Inning room, kitchen, bath S. screened in back porch.
PATSY PIERCE ...PHONE 502-527-8791
7710
My carpeted, electric heat, aluminum siding, storm
windows & doors, extra lot for garden, nice outside
1977 Buick Century Special,
Home window cleaning, no job too large or semi,
red, 2-door. white Landau top,
storage building. On east state line. Call 492-1630 or
V-6. 20 mpg, AM-FM 8-track,
7534955.
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 159-1116
spoke wheels. $2500. Call 753IIIESIEN, TENNESSEE
MARLIN ABANS, ANCTIONEEL.Pk. 801-364-6•13
day or night
7192.
RALPH
ADAMS
AUCTION AND REAL ESTATE CO. INC. will sell the Real Estate
LAKE VIEW
Chevy Monza, extra sharp,
Modern 3 bedroon
$1995 Call work, 753-0123 or
home with fireplace,
home 753-4033.
sauna and lots of extra
Fiat Sedan, 35 miles per
1973
nice features. Situated
gallon, 4-speed transmission,
on
5
private
acres
105 N. 12th Street
radio, clean $1250. Call 759viewing
Kentucky
1739.
153-8080
REAL ESTATE
Lake. Change your
1977 Monte Carlo Landau, exlifestyle for the better
tra sharp, one owner, low
with this pleasant
mileage Call after 5, 753change of pace. Priced
9880
at $55,000. Phone Kop1971 Monte Carlo, automatic,
perud Realty, 753-1222,
power steering, power brakes,
member multiple
and air, low mileage car with
listing service.
tilt wheel and stereo $850.
WOODED ACREAGE-SMART STYLE
PEACEFUL LIVIN'
1974 Olds Delta 88. 4-door,
Brand New-Listing - this quality 3 B R 2 Rah B V home located
Extremely attractive
put 2 ml NW.od Murray Large family room Being roam. huge
automatic, power and air.
walkireckseeta, central gas hest, central eie air, beautlhilly land3 bedroom, 2 bath
FIRST TIME OFFERED
CEINTENENT LOCATION
$900. Phone 354-6217.
scaped, huge trees Clase-in but still in country In immaculate condiLAR111 MARY NOME
home with heat pump
too. over MOO Sq Ft. 964300 CO
Attractive 2 or 3 bedroom white brick
Just listed this roomy 3 or 0 bedroom
A beautifully landscaped acre with a very
1973 Mercury Marquis
and all the extra nice
home on tree-shaded lot across the
home on Olive Street. Economic gas heat
Brougham. lots of extras. Call
private backyard This well built house
features of a truly
street from the old Murray City Pork
control electric cooling, large backyard
753-2906 or 753-8455.
has two enclosed porches, a very large
quality home. Located
patio with gas grill, and excellent location
Gos heat, fireplace, outside workshop,
basement with game room that has out
1977 Olds, 442, low mileage,
on the Coldwaterand large backyard stone patio odds up to
close to library, city schools. hospital,
side entrance_ Five bedrooms in this two
AM-FM stere
k, rear
Bacusburg Road,
stores, parks and the university Offered
year-round comfort and convenience for
defog 434
story house with central gas hot wotei
0 after 4
between Murray anr
in the upper 50's
you! Mid 30's.
heat. Two fireplaces, hardwood floors
Pm
Mayfield. MO's. Phone
and storage everywhere. Located at 4136
1971 Olds In good condition.
quick on this one, 753SPIC AND SPAN
S 6th Street and priced at S50 000
Call 753-2480 after 5 pm
Kopperud RealEasy to care tor Alum sided 3 Ildrin.
home. From living room a
rood view of the lide Fireplace In LH, modern lutchen with range,
ty.
Trans
1978
Am,
1-A,
4-speed,
red. sod dlarntraaher. Elec. neat. Basement rec rm, hal new wood
EVENINGS CALL:
dew* which heats entire house. AU storage. located In
power steering, brakes, and air.
lokeway
Awes Only 413,303
PIN Ileybers 75941911
45. Farms For Sale
tilt wheel, very good condition.
Seel Askrsom 753-7932
42 Atte farm with 35 acres 753-4092 days. 753-0582
Rhin' Office Nears
Ilearge lollagimer 75341/9
tendable land and good 1 nights. Ask for Larry.
Warm Shir•psalre 753.11277 Barbara Irwin 753-4136
11111 Kippered 753-1221
bedroom house Will sell house 1973 Vega, runs good, recent
Amin PAN* 7534031
leak., Needy 7534136
ben Balky 759-4577
and 2 acres or entire farm tuneup, good tires, $250 Call
I. B. Noah 753-7317
Iluaar MEW 7534
753-8615
753-8847 after 5 pm
Soy/lbs.:le Lour

Swore

Aterray, Koatecky
753-4451
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Woman's Dream Qf
Citizenship Being Denied
Sy &AIM RENFREW
Ass/elated Press Witter
CHARLESTON, W Va.
(API — Mary Marvich is 107
years old, and for 40 years
she's been trying to become an
American citizen. But her last
wish is being denied because
she can't remember the name
of the wooden sailing ship that
brought her to New York Harbor in 1889.
Her daughter, Betty Nicoletti, says Mrs. Marvich, who
emigrated from what is now
Yugoslavia, has had
numerous citizenship applications rejected by the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service.
"It was always the same
story. Without the name of the
ship she couldn't become a
citizen," Mrs. Nicoletti said.
"We've tried again and again
to remember the name of the
ship. But she was only 16 years
old when she arrived and she
was sick to death on that boat
for 12 days and 12 nights coming over."
Robert A. Hallowell, who
heads the immigration service
in West Virginia, said the
ship's name is needed to
assure that Mrs. Marvich
entered the country legally.
The case is being investigated,
he said.
Several local and state
political leaders volunteered
their help after Elizabeth Gill,
a Marion County commissioner, learned that Mrs. Marvich was not a U.S. citizen.
Mrs. Gill said she had
recently asked Mrs. Marvich
what she wished for most and
was startled to learn that the
old woman was not a citizen.
'It's her one wish before she
dies. I think it would be the
happiest day of her life to have
that piece of paper," Mrs. Gill
said.
Mrs. Marvich worked in a
Cigar factory in New York
before moving to Pennsylvania where she met her
husband. They moved to Fairmont, W.Va., where she has
lived for 83 years and raised
nine children, Mrs. Nicoletti
said.
Local residents call Mrs.
Marvich "grandmother." She
began seeking citizenship
before World War II. But after

Urban League President Shot
Twice Today After Address

tailing several times to
remember the name of the
ship or get an exemption to the
regulation, she gave up, Mrs
Nicoletti said
-Her pride was hurt. We
Just didn't try anymore," she
said
At Mrs. Marvich's 107th birthday party last weekend,
Mrs. Gill told friends and community leaders of the wish. No
one knew that Mrs. Marvich
was nut a citizen, Mrs. Gill
said.
NEW OFFICERS — Officers for the Murray Education Association for the 1980-81
West Virginia Secretary of
school year were installed recently. They are, from left, Bill Smith, president; Lee
State A. James Manctun and
Pinkston, secretary-treasurer- Geneva Brownfield, retiring president; Mary Jane Litformer Gov. Arch More, who
tleton, president-elect; and Barbara WNdey, retiring secretary-treasurer.
attended the birthday party,
are among state political
leaders who have written to
the inunigration service and
President Carter asking that
Mrs. Marvich be made a INTERNATIONAL
their purpose is to destroy the benefits to the highest level on
citizen.
1AP — Shooting erupted
"nuclear stranglehold of the record. Several analysts
outside the U.S. Embassy in
superpowers, and to counter predict the 675,000 first-time
Tehran and at a residence in
the nuclear threat of the unemployment claims filed
the northeastern city of
hegemonist powers," Chinese during the week ending May
Mashhad where some of the
diplomatic jargon for the 17 could mean an annual
unemployment rate of 7.5 perAmerican hostages are held, Soviet Union.
cent in May. That would
their captors said today.
WASHINGTON
The militants in Tehran said
WASHINGTON ( AP — The translate to about 500,000
fired in
Hamilton Jordan cocaine- more jobless people than the
MIAMI (AP) — Two more revolutionary guards
the air Wednesday night when
snorting case is over, leaving month before.
young blacks have been
Jordan exuberant and some NATIONAL
charged in the deaths of three they saw a suspicious-looking
ATLANTA (AP
— Inlegal authorities troubled
whites who were dragged car near the occupied
American mission. The car
about the proper way to in- testinal bypass surgery has
from their car and beaten at
there were
vestigate allegations against been a popular and highly efthe outset of racial violence in disappeared and
high public officials. In a 53- fective way for obese people to
Miami 10 days ago, police said no reports the people in the
car fired at the embassy, a ,page report issued Wednes- lose weight, but now a doctor
Wednesday.
said.
spokesman
day, special prosecutor Ar- says it leads to complications
arboys
16-year-old
two
The
in
There
casulties
no
were
thur Christy concluded that that mean they could lose
five
to
brought
rested Tuesday
a
either
incident,
shooting
is insufficient evidence their lives. Arthritis, kidney
"there
blacks
the number young
said.
spokesman
the bringing of and lung disease have
warrant
to
Benof
charged in the deaths
criminal charges" against the developed in more than 15 perny Higdon, 21; his brother-inTOKYO (API — Chinese
White House chief of staff. cent of the surgery patients,
law, Robert Owens, 15; and
Jordan asserted that the and the technique leads to
Charles Barreca, 15, police Premier Hua Guofeng said tohas comresult vindicates his faith in deadly' complications in 4 perspokesman Angelo Bitsis said. day his government
cent, according to a study by
develop- the legal system.
The three victims were mitted itself to the
Dr. Peter D. Utsinger,
returning from a day of ment of strategic weapons to
WASHINGTON ( AP — In a associate professor of
fishing May 17 when they were break the superpowers'
nuclear monopoly, but vowed
move that may lead to lower medicine at Temple Universihauled from their car in
Peking will never be the first
interest rates for consumers, ty.
Miami's riot-wracked Liberty
to use atomic arms. In a
the Federal Reserve Board is
City area and beaten with
BISMARCK, N.D. (API —
televised speech on the third
cutting the fee it charges to
rocks, boards, sticks, cement
visit to
nation's Wilted grass has turned the
six-day
his
of
day
the
to
money
lend
a
and
crates
milk
blocks,
Japan, Bus said China has
banks. The action underscores pastures brown. Farmland is
newspaper rack, police said.
quantity of
a recession that has sent implanted, too dry for seeds
Hours before, a Tampa jury developed a small
He said
claims for unemployment even to germinate. There's not
had acquitted four white ex- strategic weapons.
enough feed to make cattle
Dade County policemen who
ranching worthwhile.
were charged in the death of
There hasn't been a good
Arthur McDuffie, a black
rain in North Dakota since
Miami insurance man. The
August.
verdict touched off three days
of race riots that left 16 dead
bassy in Tehran or in other
WASHINGTON t AP)
and some $100 million in proThree of the American cities around Iran, as claimed
perty damage.
hostages in Iran, in letters to by their militant captors and
their families since the failed Iranian officials.
State Department officials
US, rescue mission last monLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
th, say they remain in good confirmed that three hostage
families received letters Two Kentucky men have been
condition.
federal
However, the letters made postmarked earlier this mon- found innocent of
firearms charges filed after
th.
atrescue
the
of
horns
mention
no
and
whistles.
The United States Coast
Washington television sta- police seized an arsenal of
The CME is conducted total- tempt and gave no indication
Guard Auxiliary will be conautomatic weapons at a small,
ducting courtesy motorboat ly at the request of the boat whether the hostages still are tion WRC said the mail was rented warehouse.
examinations (CMEs) on Sun- owner or operator. Any defi- being held at the U.S. Em- from Robert C. Ode, at 64 the
Bradley Bryant, 36, of Lexoldest hostage, and from the
day, June 1, at Kenlake State ciencies or safety-related proonly two women hostages, ington, and Roger Dale BarPark. Sunday is the first day blems are discussed with the
Kathryn Koob and Elizabeth nard, 30, of Harrodsburg,each
of National Safe Boating owner. No report of the results
Ann Swift, and was the first was charged with four counts
of this examination art made
Week.
since the rescue mission was of possessing unregistered
The CME is a check of re- to any law enforcement agenaborted in an Iranian desert automatic weapons and one
quired and recommended cy.
when three of the eight count of conspiring to possess
boat
a
be
If
to
found
is
totalprivate
on
safety equipment
the weapons.
malfunctioned.
helicopters
in
ly
with
compliance
federal
length.
boats under 65 feet in
A Fish-A-Thon to benefit the
The U.S. District Court jury
wife,
his
to
letter
Ode's
well
state
as
and
regulations
Among the items which are
Keith Culver Fund will be
deliberated for two hours
be
to
him
shows
9,
May
dated
as
safety
the
recommendachecked are life jackets, fire
sponsored by the Dexterin good physical condition and Tuesday before retiring for
extinguishers, running lights, tions of the auxiliary, a decal Hardin United Methodist
excellent spirits, his wife told the evening. Deliberations
called -The Seal of Safety" Church Women on Saturday,
resumed Wednesday morning
WRC.
will be awarded to the boat.
May 31, from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Ms. Koob wrote to her sister and the jury returned its verat the Kenlake Boat Dock.
on May 10, and Ms. Swift, in a dict at 11:30 a.m.
The entry fee of $10 per perNo direct evidence
letter to her mother postmarkKeith
the
toward
go
will
son
USDA -LoirisviLLE. Ky AP
ed May 14, said she was ''hap- presented during the four-day
Subscribers who have not Estimated receipts cattle and calves Culver heart fund. He recently
trial linked the defendants to
pily situated" with Ms. Koob.
received their home-delivered 200; compared to Wednesday's close not underwent a successful heart
the weapons seized by police
copy of TM Minty ledger & Time by enough at any class for accurate price transplant in Stanford, Cal. He
test: represented classes steady;
in February at a 100-square530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
Slaughter calves utility 1-3425,1-47.50.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
foot warehouse. But Assistant
3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
Slaughter calves and yealers few high
Prices of stocks of local interest alit
Culver of Calvert City.
Joseph
U.S. Attorney
a.m. CST today furnished to The Murray
to call 153-1914 between 5:30 p.m. choice and prime 175-195 lb vealers 94 00- Harold
,9 OD.
Prizes will be awarded to
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Famularo said Bryant was
ard 6 pis., Sodas Ors* free, w
Feeder steers medium frame No. 2
of
Corp..
Murray,
outstanding entrants in330
implicated because his fingersW 4 .11. Saylor
400-650 lb 60 00-73 00, large frame No. 2
industrial Average
-3.16
A circulation deportment em- mostly holstein.' 350400 lb 0600-7025, cluding first, second, and third
prints were lifted from them.
Air
Products
betters
feeder
52.50-54.25;
lb
720410
ployee is on duty during these medium frame No 1 325-440 lb 63 25- place prizes for the largest
Bryant's attorney, Oscar
Amencan Motors
Me+%
Ashland
304+14
time periods to insure delivery 67 50. median frame No 2 450-650 lb bass, sauger, catfish, crappie,
Goodman of Las Vegas, said
American
unc
Telephone
53%
and bluegill caught. The entry
of your newspaper. Calls must 54 7340 25.
Chrysler
the government failed to pro6% ttnc
Stock cows mednun frame No 1 760Ford Motor
2414-1t
deadline is Friday, May 30.
be placed by 6 p... weekdays or- 960 lb 3-6 years old 44.5040.00.
ve its case "beyond a
GAF
l2%-%
A prize will also be given to
pra Saturdays to guarantee
Hogs 504 compered to Wednesdays
General Care
reasonable doubt."
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close barrows and gilts weak to 25 the oldest woman and man
General Drumlin
4-14i
3
63/
delivery.
"Not one solid piece of
lower, US 1-2 200245 lb 31.75-32,06, US 2
General Motors
45%-So
The regular business office 210250 lb 31 40,31 75, US 2-3 235220 lb fishing, to the youngest fisherGeneral Tire
evidence has been presented
16% unc
hours of 164 Wyly ledger & Ties30 75-31.00; US 3 296-315 lb 22.5029 25;
Goodrich
man, to the smallest fish
to show that Mr. Bryant was in
Goodyear
13% unc
sows steady to 50 higher; US 1-2 325-540
all. is 5 pe., Monday
are
caught, and to the person catGulf Oil
possession of these guns,"
24 0925.00.few to 25 50; boars over 300
to coon.. ib
through Friday and
calculated
fish
Hardee'
most
ching the
lb 1900-3300.
Goodman said.
30 we
Heubleln
Saturdays
Sheep 25; untested
number.
in pounds and
MN,
"
I.B.M
Lexington attorney Henry
Jerk°
1710,11%a
Prizes will be in the form of
Hughes, representing Bar23 wnc
K-mart.
money and merchandise
2411pf
Pennwat
nard, said his client had only
Quaker Oats
donated by merchants in
recently been employed by
Texaco
36-%
Calloway and Marshall CounWal-Mart
Bryant's bodyguard service
34% unc
Wendy's
15%b. 15'm
ties.
when he took a pair of suitcases to the warehouse last
Girls just completing the junior and senior years at Murray
September. The government
High and Calloway County High Schools are invited to
said the suitcases contained
become contestants in the 1980 Calloway County Fair Queen
unregistered firearms.
contest to be held Friday evening, July 11, at Lovett
"He (Barnard) did what he
Auditorium, Murray State University.
was told," Hughes said.
MISS CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR QUEEN OM
"There was no way for him to
NAME
1978 LOIVICHIS
DATE OF BIRTH
AGE
Two door approximately 30,000 miles, power
PARENTS
PHONE
steering, power brakes air conditioning, wire wheel
reideralState Market New. Service
ADDRESS
covers, pin stripes
May 21, IMO
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
SCHOOL ATTENDING
Report Includes. Buying Stations
allastpte Act. tel gi(.- as Barrows &
YEAR COMPLETED(11 or 12)
.1....fully Mt Mier sem steady sor
.ta
SPECIAL INTEREST OR HOBBIES
no 50-3106
arr411111411•11a
keep Thai Groot GM 'stun W.th GP ,orte GM Ports
Ws-V1141111/m ... .
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es as a
This form and a picture (billfold site preferred) should be
Alli34 211-111 lbs.
as.,
mailed or brought to Sue Spann, 1204 E. Dogwood, Murray,
111141$1,48ila
en 00-14 00
t111141141111w ,
aa oo-r w
no later than June 15. Pictures will be returned. For further
iss ws4 w
134 00-15 00
Ul =it
information call Mrs. Spann at 7534541. The contest is being
753-2617
641 South
us sa111141.111a.
131 (Inn 00
Bore OM 1.417 90 10 SO under MO
Sponsored by the Murray Woman's Club.
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Two More Blacks
Charged With
Deaths In Riots

Hostages In Good
Condition, Letters Say

Church To Sponsor
Fish-A-Thon To Aid
Keith Culver Fund

Livestock Market

Stock Market

Hog Market

$3995.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
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League. Mn. Jordon said she
was too strewed and upset by the
news to talk. A family friend was
:timing to stay with her at the
Jordan's Fifth Avenue home.
The Jordans have one
dander.
At the annual dinner of Fort
Wayne Uriosn League Wednesday, Jordan criticized the "blind
entrusiasin of the courtry's apparent move to the right,
especially the move toward a
balanced budget at the expense
of social programs
'The balanced budget is just a
fig leaf to cover an all out attack
on poor people and working people.... Tlw policy of cutting social
programs reinforces inequaliHe also said the independent
presidential candidacy of John
Andersen will mean a close election this year, in which black
Americans are likely to cast the
decisive vote.
"I suspect the candidacy of
Anderson will be more significant than the Teddy Roosevelt
candidacy,the Strom Thurmend

candidacy or the George
Wallace candidacy," Jordan told
some 403 persons.
The National Urban League,a
non-partisan,
non-profit
organization, does not endorse
candidates. But Jordan said at a
news conference before the &km. that Arnerscans, especially
blacks, feel "a sense of dap
pairtment" in the 1900 presidential candidates.
"We've already experienced
an adrninstratim of promises
made and promises unicept,"
Jordan said.
"For blacks, it's always been
a choice betweefi the lesser to
two evils," he said. "We're not
talking about an ideal situation."
Jordan, who charged that the
presidential candidates have
neglected social issues, said
blacks helped elect President
.7.arter in 1976.
"The black vote in 1976 was
ibsolutely decisive. And I think
it's going to be more decisive in
1960.1 think it's going to be very
close, very tough," he said.

Bypass Surgery Can
Lead To Complications

removed and the intestine
By LAWRENCE ERMAN
returned to full size.
Associated Press Witter
At least 5 percent of the
ATLANTA AP) — Irdestinal
bypass patients have had to
bypass surgery has been a
have the operation reversed, he
popular and highly effective way
for obese people to lose weight, said.
Utsinger said in an interview
but now a doctor says it leads to
Wednesday that "dead
complications that mean they
organisms leaking out of the
could lose their lives.
Arttritis, kidney and lung bypassed portion...are causing
disease have developed in more the problems."
Organisms — called bacterial
than 15 percent of the surgerypatients, and the technique leads antigens — may came arthritis,
to deadly complications in 4 per- he said.
cent, according to a study by Dr
The bypass technique,
Peter D. Utsinger, associate pro- developed in the 19030s, has been
Temple
at
fessor of medicine
used on more than 40,000
University and a researcher at Americans. But the prebierns
Germantown Hospital in are emerging only now because
Philadelphia.
there is a two-to-six year delay
The procedure, already on the between the operation and onset
decline, won't be used at all after of disease, Utsinger said.
the next few months, Utsinger
"Over the next month or two,
predicted.
Utsinger is presenting his fin- people will accept the premise
dings today at the Arthritis that the operation shoukl be
Foundation's annual scientific discontinued," he said. —The
trend will tiim be toward other
meeting in Atlanta.
Intestinal bypass surgery — types of bypass — stomach
performed on about 3,000 bypass for instance," a new proAmericans each year since the cedure with no more than
'6(40— involves tying off part of several hundred performed.
He urged meticulous fo/lowup
know about unregistered the small intestine to decrease
procedures to catch any comguns. In this country, you are the amount of food digested.
innocent until proven guilty,
"We believe that bypass plications that develop from new
but the government wants us surgery overwhelms the techniques.
to prove we are not guilty."
digestive system," Utsinger
—The patient needs to be told
said. "It seems that in a how highly experimental these
desperate attempt to do the job operations are," he added.
of anorbing digested food, the "They are told on me hand that
blood also absorbs organisns being overweight is tad, but
which normally would remain in they need to know more about
the bowel These organisms cir- the operation being done."
WASHINGTON (AP) —Jacculate throughout the body and
Among the persons to have
ques Bailly, an eighth-grader
then settle into joints and other had intestinal bypass surgery is
from Denver, Cob., won the
to
leading
tissues,
organs and
trumpeter Al Hirt He said his
53rd annual National Spelling
weight had gone from 333
Bee today when he correctly
Patients who suffer from pounds to 290 pounds within a
word
the
spelled
"bypass disease" can relieve the month and a half of the opera"elucubrate."
problem by having sutures tion in 1972.
It was his youngster's 14th
word of the two-day competition.
The way to the championIn Wednesday's Calloway District Court story, Randell
ship was opened for Bailly, 14,
Sanders was tried and found guilty by the court. He did not
when Paige Pipkin, 12, of El
plead guilty to the charges.
Paso, Texas, missed on the
word "glitch." Bailly spelled
Mark Kent Miller, 17 year old son of Mr.and Mrs. Frank
that word correctly and then
Miller of Murray Route 3, is not the person arrested in the
went on to spell the winning
theft of coins from the trailer of Ruth Earley.
word, which means to work
laboriously, especially late at
Steven D. Stiles is the grandson of Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey
night.
instead of the son as listed in the Five Generations picture
Asked by reporters what he
published on Wednesday.
plans to do now, Bailly said,
The Murray Ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
"Just revel in the glory, I
fad or clarify any misleading information appearing in news articles.
guess." He won $1,000 and a
That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need for
clarification please cat 753-191$
trophy for the first-place
finish.

Kentucky Men Innocent
Of Firearms Charges

Auxiliary To Conduct
Motorboat Examinations

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

FORT WAYNE, Ind.(AP) —
Vernon E. Jordan Jr., prtaidat
of the National Urban Leigue,
was shot twice early today as he
stood outside a Marriott Inn
after addressing the Fort Wayne
Urban League, its president
said.
Jordan, 44, was reported in
critical but stable condition
undergoing surgery at Parkview
Memorial Hospital in Fort
Wayne, hospital officials said.
They declined to describe the extent of his injuries
He was shot twice in the lower
abdomen, according to Bob
Williams, president of the Fort
Wayne Urban League,one of the
117 affiliates of the organization.
In New York, Daniel S. Davis,
special assistant to Jordan, said
there had been no threats to Urban League leaders. He said Jordan, who has been presider&
since Jan. 1, 1972, was due in
Houston on Friday for a speaking engagement Davis did not
know what Jordan's plans for today had been.
The National Urban League
was organized in 1911 to fight
segregation and discrimination
and work for better political,
social and economic opportunities for blacks.
Uniquely effectively in helping
blacks make the transitian frorn
rural to urban life, it came into
being as the result of the merger
of three organizations, the
League for the Protection of Colrd Women,the Committee on
Urban Conditions Among
Negroes and the Committee for
Improving the Industrial Conditions of Negroes in New York.
Jordan was shot about 2 am.,
two hours after he had been
dropped off after the speech,
Williams said.
Williams, who was not with
Jordan, said he received information an the shooting from the
police.
Police said they were investigating the shooting but had
no suspect or motive.
In New York (Sty, Vernon's
wife, Shirley, said she learned of
the shooting about 5:30 am.
from John Jacobs, an executive
vice 'resident of the Urban
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Eighth-Grader Wins
Spelling Bee
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